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ABSTRACT

Evidence from research suggests the arts are

vitally

important to

young children because they can help develop the "whole" child

— creative

processes, cognitive processes, psychological processes, motor
interpersonal skills.

In

order

all

learning in the classroom.

a result of this research the Integrated Arts Experience
to

meet

and

should be
to foster overall child development, the arts

actively experienced as an integral part of

approach was designed

abilities

the needs of those

staff

As

development

classroom teachers who lack

expression.
the ability to integrate and to use the arts to evoke creative

comes from
Supporting theory for the Integrated Arts Experience (IAE)
approach
Bruner, Piaget, and others who advocate the discovery

The IAE provides a plan for teachers
classroom.
training

When

the

IAE model

is

to

use the discovery approach in the

used for

program has these objectives

vi

:

to learning.

(1)

staff

development, this inservice-

The teacher

will

know how music

and

all of the arts

(2)

The teacher

Experience.

(3)

are related to each other and to other subject areas.

will develop th^ capabilities to facilitate an Integrated Arts

The teacher

(facilitator) will feel

comfortable using the

Integrated Arts Experience approach.

During the development of LAE aspects of the approach were conducted
in

an inservice-training program with paraprofessionals

York Public School System.
what effect

it

In

order

to develop the

in the

model and

New

Brooklyn,
to

determine

had on these paraprofessionals and the children with whom they

worked, informal questionnaires and checklists were designed, administered
and evaluated during the inservice-training period.
training

program a survey determined

At the beginning

of the

that the paraprofessionals viewed

teaching as a separate subject-oriented curriculum with no integration of the
arts.

These paraprofessionals had experienced methods

and had

little

of content for future

(3)

programmed

instruction

experience with the discovery approach.

The paraprofessionals’ feedback helped

(1)

of

redesign the presentation

IAE training programs, which should include the following:

philosophical development;

implementation;

to

(4)

(2)

observation, diagnosis and prescription;

evaluation.

The Brooklyn paraprofessionals indicated

that the

IAE approach gave them

the arts could be used
an alternative type of learning activity through which

vocabulary.
teach other disciplines, e.g., math, science,

vii

These para-

to

professionals valued the approach because

it

gave them a method

to

work

successfully with shy, introver f ed, foreign-speaking and emotionally disturbed
children.

In addition, the

approach made the par aprofe s sionals less self-

conscious about expressing their feelings
felt children benefit

in the

from IAE because children have an opportunity

thoughts and feelings through media they enjoy

from

the

The paraprofes sionals

classroom.

—the arts.

to

express

Children also benefit

IAE because learning occurs through sensory experience and

that in order

The paraprofessionals, however, found

interaction with peers.

to successfully facilitate the

IAE approach requires

social

the ability to be imaginative,

creative and flexible.

Suggestions for further study are: development of a similar design for

classroom teachers

of

upper elementary levels, middle school, and high

approach to
school; preparation of a sequenced curriculum based on the IAE
teach the fundamentals of music,
of

IAE vs. programmed instruction

types of children (e.g.

,

and dance; use

art.

to

The

fact that a

comparative study

measure cognitive growth with

different

physically handicapped, autistic, gifted) and studies

subject
to evaluate the effect of different types of

music).

of a

number

,

of paraprofessionals found that

them overcome self-consciousness,

reading, science,

IAE helped

that is, expressing themselves in front

that
of peers as well as children, indicates

relations training program.

matter (e.g.

IAE could be used for a human

discover
Additional studies could be designed to

of
mental and physical growth as a result
the impact on emotional, social,

childhood education.
integrating disciplines during early
viii
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

The purpose

of this study is to design a

classroom teacher can use

to integrate

experiences for children from four

to

model or vehicle which the

music and the other arts with learning

seven years old.

Supporting theory for

the Integrated Arts Experience (IAE) approach to teaching

comes from Bruner,

who have advocated

to learning.

Piaget, and others

When

the

LAE model

these objectives:

(1)

used for

is

staff

The teacher

the discovery

approach

development, the training program has

will

know how music and

related to each other and to other subject areas.

(2)

the arts are

The teacher

the capabilities to facilitate an Integrated Arts Experience.
(facilitator) will feel

all of

(3)

will develop

The teacher

comfortable using the Integrated Arts Experience approach.

Statement of the Problem

Because many classroom teachers do not know how

to

use the arts as

foi selfan integral part of the learning process and as a creative outlet

arts with
expression, this study develops a model for integration of the

curriculum and with methodology for in-service teacher- training.

^An explanation
pages 60-83.

of these objectives can

be found in Chapte

2

Significance of the

My
as

research

my own

in the fields of psychology, education

me

to

be concerned with the following questions:

important for young children

be an integral part of learning?

most classroom teachers ?

become more

Why

is it

and the arts, as well

observation and experience as an elementary teacher and music

specialist, has led
is it

Problem

experience the arts?

to

Why

(3)

How can

How can classroom encounters

(4)

the arts

are the arts so infrequently used by
with the arts

active and creative ?

important for young children

to

experience the arts ?

The classroom teacher must understand why there
arts in early childhood education.

development of the child.

critical period, the child can

If

is

a need for using the

Psychologists have recognized that there

a critical period for the development of several specific
all

(2)

Why

(1)

education in that ability

never

fulfill

abilities in the

is

is

over-

delayed past the

her or his potential.

According

to

Charles Leonard, the critical period exists in the development of musicianship

and aesthetic sensitivity probably before age nine.

One

^

children with
of the goals of early education should be to provide

because the arts
opportunities for experiencing the basic elements of each art
variety of
give the child needed multi-sensory experiences, a
things, and various avenues for self-expression.

modes

to

Hebb has suggested

perceive

that "an

serve as a foundation for later
enriched, early, sensorimotor experience can

"
Educators Journal
Charles Leonard, "The Next Ten Years, Music
MENC, March 1969), p. 48.
(Washington D. C.

2

:

3

intellectual development. " 3

Walt Whitman said

it

another way:

4

There was a child went

forth, every day.
the first object he look’d upon, that object he
became
that object became part of him for the day or a
certain part of the day.
Or for many years or stretching cycles of years.

And
And

When

the arts are positively experienced at an early age, children
develop their

capacities for communication through a variety of media.

Not every child who experiences the arts

become an
ment

at

an early age will desire to

adult artist, but the concern of education should be for the develop

of aesthetic appreciation in all children.

According

-

to Brearley, "the arts

can contribute to a deeper understanding, a refinement of affective

life

and

to

the development of aesthetic sensibility.

Another reason

to include the arts in a

curriculum for early childhood

education is to foster the development of a child’s creative potential.

Concerning

creative development in children, Torrance says children reach a peak of creative

imagination at four or four and one-half years.
five, there tends to be a noticeable

from research suggest

decrease

3

6

children enter school at age

in their creativity.

the drop is caused by a

phenomenon rather than a natural one.

When

Indications

man-made or culture-made

Torrance admonishes educators by saying

B. Y. Hebb, Guide to Child Development (New York:

4 Walt Whitman, Overhead the Sun (New York:

Holt, 1968), p. 8.

Farrar, Straus and Giroux,

1969), p. 11.
5

Molly Brearley, The Teaching of Young Children (New York: Schocken

Books, 1969), p. 51.
6

E. Paul Torrance, Creativity (Washington D„C.

:

NEA,

1963), P. 28.

4

are pressures upon the child from
be realistic and to stop imagining.

all
7

sides to

Cultivation of children’s creative abilities takes place

have ample opportunities

Many

to

express themselves through the various art media.

government programs

Title III

in the past fifteen years

have used the

Perhaps the chief reason for cultivating creativity,

arts just for this purpose.

according to Anderson,

when children

has been associated with the cognitive process:

is that it

the importance of a sense of discovery, the possibility of creating something

new, solving new problems, or finding new answers
Although creative artistic expression

is

to old

problems. 8

important in the early childhood

developmental stage, the primary job of educating children

is to

help them

organize, understand, and communicate to others their ideas and feelings.

Thinking requires a person to recall what

her or him in the past.

symbol

to

When young

represent what

is not

to organize their experience in

is

absent or what has happened to

children think, they use

immediately present.

order

to understand or

some kind

of

Children use symbols

communicate

it.

As

one s
language, math, and science provide ways of symbolically representing

understanding of things, so the arts provide others.

7

Ibid.

8

,

9

Regarding representation—

p. 20.

H. H. Anderson (ed.).

Harper and Row, 1959),

p.

Creativity and

Its

Cultivation

(

New York:

151.

Reader (New York:
Charles E. Silberman (ed.). The Open Cla ssroom
Harper and Row, 1973), p. 151.
9

—

5

the creation of symbols

A

— Susanne Langer states:

basic need of

man

is the

need

of symbolization.

The symbol-making function is one of man's
primary activities, like eating, looking, or moving
about.

It is the fundamental process of his mind,
and goes on all the time. Sometimes we are aware
of it, sometimes we merely find its results, and
realize that certain experiences have passed
through our brains and have been digested there.

The essential act

of thought is symbolization.

Children also need to use symbols in order to express their feelings.

As children grow, they have emotional responses
people, events, and objects.

When

to their association with

children portray their feelings pictorally,

through movement interpretation (dance), through music-making, or through
poetic language, they can begin to

about feelings.

become increasingly aware

Expressing feelings

may

help to refine them.

of their ideas

Moholy-Nagy

suggests:
feel what we know and to know what we feel
one task of our generation. One way to
eradicate emotional illiteracy is to use art for
activating and expressing emotions.

To

is

^

In addition to fostering cognitive

support motor development.
activity to develop the small

lOsusanne Langer,

and emotional growth, the arts also

Young children need
muscles

of the

Philosophy in A

to

be engaged in physical

eye and hand.

When young

children

New Key (New York: Mentor,

1951), p. 41.
11 Moholy-Nagy,
p. 150.

Vision in Motion (Chicago: Paul Theobald, 1947),

6

participate in the arts

playing a xylophone, drawing, molding clay, for

example, they get the exercise necessary for the development
muscles.

of these

small

Regarding movement in education, Brea rley says:
important to recognize the role of movement
as a common denominator of the total development
of the child and its integrating function. Movement
is bound up with physical, intellectual and emotional
development and a child’s doing, thinking and feeling
may be examined in movement terms. 12
It is

Social development also is encouraged through participation in the

creative artistic process: social development, indeed, is dependent upon

communication and co-operation.

Music ensemble work requires co-operation

and communication of the ideas and feelings of the
see this collaboration

dramatic role playing,

in children's

all call

total group,

jump rope rhyme

for children to

games.

and one can

Mural making,

work together.

Speaking for the value of the arts, Silberman makes the following

summation:

What makes art so important

is that it

embodies

and imites affective and cognitive experiences
and responses. In a sense, art can be defined
as the Expression of ideas about feeling. Art
thus has an important function in extending human
experience: it can deepen and enlarge understanding and refine feeling. 13

12

Brearley, op.

^Silberman, op.

cit .

p. 83.

,

cit .

,

p.

750.

:

7

Young children need
critical period in their

now or

experience the arts because they are

development of specific

abilities.

never’' can certainly hold true for this age.

"whole" child

motor

to

— creativity,

abilities,

How can

at a

The statement

"It’s

The arts help develop

the

cognitive processes, psychological processes,

and interpersonal

skills.

the arts be an integral part of learning?

Traditionally speaking, learning in school is experienced as separate

compartmentalized subjects.

If

and when the arts are experienced in schools,

they, too, fall into their respective categories.

following

Craig Wilson makes the

comment regarding music
Traditional classroom music lessons are
scheduled like every other subject. Most

a second class subject, which is
pushed aside to allow for the academics.

often

If

it is

the arts are to be part of the classroom experience for young children, they

should be an integral part of other disciplines because children learn holistically.

Consider the concept of rain, for instance.

As a child experiences

feels its wetness and coldness; he smells the odor of

observes that rain

may

cause puddles and floods.

damp

earth, and he

The more a child uses his

senses to perceive, the more his conception of rain enlarges.
rain can be light, heavy or

14

Craig Wilson,

Bacon, 1972),

p. 224.

mixed with

ice.

As he

rain, he

He notices

that

talks to his friends or adults,

The Open Access Curriculum (Boston: Allyn and

8

they exchange information about the rain.

chant about the rain and wish

paper

is handy, he

by stamping on the

may

away so

to go

it

He and

his peers

that they

may

illustrate the rain condition; or he

floor.

may make

up a

go outside.

If

may show

his anger

His expressive acts are elemental art forms which

demonstrate his knowledge and feelings about the rain.
Later when the teacher talks
or her talk will have meaning only

to the child about rain

if

However, a teacher can do more than
the child to

become

on a sunny day, his

the child has experienced rain.
just talk about rain.

If

the teacher wants

sensitive to rain, during a learning experience in school she

or he can integrate the arts

into that experience.

For example, a

child’s under-

standing can be expanded by creating rain paintings, by improvising sound

compositions that reflect the rain, by making up and chanting poems that speak
of the rain,

and by interpreting the different qualities of the rain through creative

movement.

Integrating the arts into learning experiences is valuable, according

to

Silberman:

The arts should not be developed
another.
only

.

.

among

in isolation

from one

there should be a constant interflow not
among all subjects and

the various arts but

between work
and play, the arts and the sciences, thought and
activities, to prevent false distinctions

feeling.

The value

summed

^

of using the arts as a integral part of basic

curriculum areas can be

up in the following statement:

The arts

— all of them — provide the best medium to

increase the differentiation and integration of
cognitive concepts. Furthermore, the arts
15 Silberman, op.

cit.

,

p.

751.

9

provide ways for children to use and integrate
their knowledge so they learn how to apply what
they have learned. In this way positive affect

accrues to what is being cognitively processed.
A child can learn a concept through any art medium,
and once he has learned it and used it, he knows
it.

16

To help prevent

the

isolation of separate subjects, the Integrated Arts

Experience model gives the teacher a structure that allows the arts

woven

Why

into

to be inter-

any subject matter.

are the arts so infrequently used by most classroom teachers?

The economic conditions

many

in the United States create situations

where

school districts are always short of funds: in these districts arts

specialists are often the first to be eliminated by school boards.

administrators, and

members

of the general public tend to think that the arts

are the "frills, " something that the child can do without.

would have opportunities
to give

to

Teachers,

grow through the

arts

if

More children

art specialists

were able

strong rationales for the importance of arts programs.

However, when there are no art specialists, classroom teachers are
left with the responsibility of

difficult task.

teaching the arts.

For some teachers

The Arts Impact Evaluation Team for Pennsylvania

this is a

State

H. Beaven paraphrasing Sara Smilansky. Paper given at the
Massachusetts Department of Education Annual Conference on the Arts and

^Mary

Humanities, 1973, Hyannis, Ma.

University makes the following statement regarding the classroom teacher's
attitude about the arts.

Teachers do not incorporate the arts into their
classroom activities because they have had little
training in the arts and because they have been
repeatedly told that the art areas must be handled

by specialists. Further, the arts, because they
are expressive in nature, require teachers to
"loosen up" and step out of their authority figure
roles. This is very difficult for teachers to do
unless they can be encouraged to overcome their
inhibitions about the arts and made to feel secure
and confident.

^

To

feel secure in using the arts,

need

of the rudiments of each art and

to

classroom teachers need a knowledge

know how

young children and how the arts can be integrated

the arts can be used with
into the curriculum.

For

music, the classroom teacher should know: the six physical dimensions of
sound

— pitch,

forms

to

duration, dynamics, tempo, timbre, simultaneity; the structural

organize sound; and the tonal systems.

How can classroom encounters

18

with the arts become

In school, children often

more

active and creative?

experience the arts passively.

music may be a sit-down singing

activity.

If

For example,

this is the case, children only

17

The Arts Impact Evaluation, Arts Impact: Curriculum for Change
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1973),
(Washington, D. C.
:

p. 42.

music examples are used more
other arts since music has been my major field.
*8

In this dissertation

often than the

11

experience one aspect of music, that of melodic singing.

more

For singing

to

be a

active experience for young children, they need to use accompanying

gestures, to manipulate rhythm instruments, and to add body movement.

Since children experience the world holistically, they should also be actively

involved in a similar manner during music activities in school.

"Knowledge

of reality

the child.

If

must be discovered and constructed by

Piaget says,

the activity of

the arts are to be experienced actively, participation and

manipulation of materials is necessary to help the child understand what he or
she

is doing.

To support

this belief, Ginsburg and

Opper say:

A

good school should encourage the child's
activity, and his manipulation and exploration
of objects. When the teacher tries to bypass
this process by imparting knowledge in a verbal

manner, the result is often superficial learning.
But by promoting activity in the classroom, the
teacher can exploit the child's potential for
learning, and permit him to evolve an understanding
of the world about him. . . .The teacher's major
task is to provide for the child a wide variety of
potentially interesting materials on which he may
act. The teacher should not teach, but should
encourage the child to learn by manipulating
things. 20

Arts education, for the most part, has been an inhibiting process.

Music, for example,

is

generally a re-creative experience where children are

taught songs rather than encouraged to

19

H. Ginsberg, and S. Opper,

ment (New Jersey: Englewood
20 Ibid.

,

p. 221.

make them

up.

Movement

is

confined to

Piaget's Theory of Intellectual Develop-

Cliffs, Prentice Hall, 1969), p. 14.

12

exercises and competitive games, having nothing to do with music.

During

visual art activities children are told what to draw or color, and they are

shown pictures

to appreciate.

Poetry

given to the child to imitate rather

is

than as an encouragement to explore the creative process through poetry.

With regard

to creative

experience John Horton, music educator

in

England, states:

Music in education has for too long been regarded
mainly as an interpretative act: the creative aspects
of the subject have been either dabbled with or left
to the exceptionally gifted.

The Need for

2;L

Development

Staff

Sidney Parnes believes that classroom teachers have the responsibility
to

develop the creative potential of their students.

assumptions:
abilities can

the school.

(1)

that everyone has

be developed;

22

(3)

some

His argument rests on three

creative ability;

development

that such

Torrance points out that

if

is a

(2)

that these

proper function of

teachers are uncreative,

it is

22
unlikely that they will be able to foster the creative potential of the child.

The need

to develop the teacher’s creative ability can be

summed up

in

Torrance’s statement.

21john Horton, Music (New York: Citation Press, 1972),
22

p.

i.

Sidney Pames, and H. F. Harding, Source Book for Creative Thinking
(New York: Charles Scribners and Sons, 1962), p. 269.
oo

E. Paul Torrance

,

op. cit.

,

p. 19.
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Perhaps nothing would do more
mental health of the teaching

to

improve

the

profession and to
increase satisfaction of teachers
with their jobs
than to raise the level of
their creative
functioning. 24

Helping teachers to understand the
meaning of creativity and

own creative

ability is

increase their

to

one of the desired outcomes of
participation in the

Integrated Arts Experience staff
development program.
t

Summary

Evidence from research

is

saying the arts are vitally important to

children because they can aid in a child's
overall mental, emotional, physical

and social development.

In

order

to affect these aspects of child

development,

the arts should be actively experienced and
be an integral part of all learning
in the

classroom.

Since

and

use the arts

to

to

many classroom

evoke creative expression, the IAE

approach was designed.

It is

my

Framework

of

meet

Ibid.

development

the needs of the children.

Remaining Chapters

II outlines a theoretical

framework describing

implications of the Integrated Arts Experience.

24

staff

contention that when teachers understand

this approach, they will be better able to

Chapter

teachers lack the ability to integrate

the developmental

An explanation

of the

IAE

14

process, presented
describe the IAE.

in

Chapter Upstates definitions and examples
used

Chapter IV states the objectives for

what a classroom teacher needs
successfully implement an IAE.
in

order

to

to

know and be able

Chapter

V

in evaluating the

development—

do in order to

suggests materials to work from

evoke expression during the IAE.

problems encountered

to

staff

to

Assessment procedures and

model are given

in

Chapter VI.

Chapter VII offers conclusions and suggestions for further study.

Appendix
in the study.

A

includes charts and technical data to supplement topics

Assessment procedures used

found in Appendix B.
the

IAE approach.

in evaluating the

IAE can be

Appendix C offers sample teaching strategies using

CHAPTER

II

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF IAE
It

the

was pointed out

in

Chapter

I

that

IAE developed out

classroom teacher with a method of integrating
the arts

experiences and

to give

using the arts.

To support these two needs,

of a

need

to

provide

into learning

children the opportunity to respond
creatively while

developed from current learning theories.

a theoretical framework was

The purpose

of this chapter is to

present the current learning theories and show
how the IAE model developed

from these theories.

Current Theories of Learning Processes

Current theories of learning processes include: stimulusresponse
(S-R) association as presented by B. F. Skinner, cognitive-field
theory as

developed by Jerome Bruner, and a theory of intellectual development
as
described by Jean Piaget.

Stimulus- response association theory
B. F. Skinner derived

Thorndike.

S-R associationism from

the

work

of Pavlov and

Pavlov, a famous Russian theorist, described the learning behavior

he observed as the formation of associations between stimuli and responses.

In

16

one of his earliest experiments, Pavlov set up
a carefully controlled situation
to condition a

dog

to salivate

into a harness, a bell

when a

bell

was rung.

A

hungry dog would be put

would be rung, and two or three seconds later a dish

powdered food would be presented

to the

dog.

of

The process would be repeated

ten or twenty times after which the sound of the bell
alone would be sufficient
to

cause the dog

to salivate.

However,

if

the bell

was sounded

too

many times

without food being presented, the response would tend to disappear.
noticed that after a dog had been conditioned to salivate to a bell,

tend to react to almost any sound, such as a whistle.

indiscriminate salivating, he found

it

it

Pavlov

would

To prevent such

necessary repeatedly

to

reward the dog

with food after the bell but never after a whistle. ^5

This classic experiment illustrates the key principles found in practically
all

variations of

S-R theory:
Reinforcement .

The salivary response to the bell was
strengthened as a result of the food’s repeatedly being
presented just after the bell rang.
Extinction .

If

the bell

the food to reinforce

was rung

it,

too

many times

without

the response disappeared.

Gene ralization
The dog tended to respond to any
sound roughly similar to the ringing of the bell.
.

25
p. 38.

Ivan Pavlov,

Conditioned Reflexes (New York:

Dover Press, 1960),

6

17

Discrimination
To teach the dog to distinguish
between the right sound and other sounds, selective
reinforcement was used, i.e. the dog was given
food after the bell but never after any other
.

,

sound. 26

The

first

American learning theorist was Thorndike

searched for laws

of learning patterned after the

experiments in which cats were stimulated
by

trial

and error discovery of how

to

to

laws of physics.

operate a latch mechanism.

A

He conducted

The

rat is placed in a closed

When

box which contains only a lever and a food tray.

the rat presses the

lever under the conditions chosen by the experimenter,

the

who

release themselves from cages

Skinner-box experiment illustrates his approach.

food pellet.

(1932),

rewarded with a

it is

After providing a sufficient number of reinforcing experiences,

experimenter can shape the rat's behavior

at will.

97

Success in influencing the behavior of rats and other animals and some
success with human subjects under various experimental conditions has led
Skinner and other psychologists to generalize that teachers and school books
should function in

much

the

same way

— they should shape the behavior of

pupils by presenting sequences of stimuli and responses.
illustration of Skinner’s concept is

programmed

learning.

The best known
Skinner introduced

responses by
"teaching machines," which are built to reinforce the appropriate

2

Mifflin

Robert Biehler, Psychology Applied

Company,

1971), p. 152.

97
^‘ibid.

,

p.

154.

to

Teaching Boston: Houghton
(

18

programming each step
immediately after
(stimuli) and
in the

it

of learning

occurs: students are presented with a
series of questions

encouraged

program.

process leading

and rewarding each right response

compare

to

According
to it, is

to

their answers (responses) to those
provided

Taba, the product or the answer, rather than
the

considered important

in this learning theory.

Curriculum development involves making an inventory
to

be learned and then producing a program by which

of all the specific things

to learn

them. 28

Cognitive -field theory
\

At the same time that stimulus- response (S-R) theories were being
formulated, a group of
to

show

ape

named

psychologists were performing experiments

man and higher-order primates

that

of insight.

German

A famous
Sultan,

field 29 theory

who was put

in

learn also through the development

experiment conducted by Kohler involved an

a large cage with a variety of objects including

some

sticks.

him.

One day Kohler put a banana and a very long

objects

were

He discovered

too far for Sultan to reach with his

than the banana.

down and stomped

off to

The

t hin gs

toward

stick outside the cage; both

arm, but

Sultan first picked up a short stick that

tried to rake in the banana.

it

that he could use a stick to rake

the stick

was

was closer

in the cage

and

stick wasn’t quite long enough, and he threw

another part of the cage.

As he

sat brooding, his

OO

Hilda Taba,

and World, 1962),
29
field

behavior.

Curriculum Development (New York: Harcourt, Brace

p. 83.

— a complex of forces

that serve as causative agents in

human

19

eyes suddenly focused on the two sticks
and the banana,
At that point, he jumped up, ran over

to the

larger stick, and then raked in the banana.

ment because he wanted

show

to

all

arranged

small stick, used

Kohler set up

it

in a

row.

to rake in the

this kind of experi-

that the learning experience involved a

rearrangement of Sultan's pattern

of thought.

The ape had previously raked

things, but the idea of using one stick to rake
another and then the banana

involved a

new

application of his prior activity.

^

This experiment illustrates the essence of learning as
viewed by a field
theorist: the perception of

new

relationships.

Sultan did not solve the problem

by being conditioned or by trial and error; he solved

it

by gaining insight into

the relationships between the two sticks and the banana.

Kurt Lewin, German Gestalt psychologist, was interested
centered on perception and motivation.

He devised a system

of

in

psychology

diagraming

behavioral situations which reflected his familiarity with the field-of-forces

concept of physics and which led to the use of the term "field theory.

example, a learning situation consists of certain forces operating

"

For

in it

— the

individual, including his perceptual "selectivity, " his purposes and his needs,
the

demands

and his previous learning.

of his culture,

The experiments

of

Wolfgang Kohler and the theorizing

of

Kurt Lewin

set the stage for the current leading spokesperson of cognitive-field theory,

^Wolfgang Kohler,
and World, 1925),
31

The Mentality

p. 87.

Taba, op.

cit.

,

p.

81.

of

Apes (New York: Harcourt, Brace

20

Jerome Bruner.

Bruner and his fellow theorists emphasize

that learning is

structured as a process, not product;
learning occurs through social experience-

being in the presence and interacting
with other individuals; learning occurs
largely in response to basic motivating
needs and goals; learning should lead
to transfer

applying or relating things learned in one
activity to later

situations; and learning involves the entire
or "whole" individual. 32

Cognitive-field theory stresses that learning should
be structured as a

process and that the discovery approach

is the best

example

of pedagogic

technique, as opposed to a systems approach based on the
S-R educational

method.

A

teacher who uses the discovery approach tries

which would encourage insight so

to provide situations

that pupils can discover ideas on their own.

Little assistance is given to manipulate or shape the child's behavior.

math and science curricula exemplify
encouraged

to

The new

the discovery approach; pupils are

develop their own ways of solving problems and, thereby, gain

insight into the basic processes of mathematics and physical science. 33

Cognitive-field theory suggests that interaction with others
to the learning

experiences.

necessary

process because each individual has a unique background

of

Provision for group work and interaction, such as discussion,

an important element of field theory learning.

32 Ibid.
33 Biehler, op.

34

is

Taba, op.

cit.

cit.

,

,

p. 232.

p. 81.

04

is
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Cognitive-field theory emphasizes that
learning occurs largely in

response

to

basic motivating needs and goals.

aroused, intrinsic motivation occurs, that

and purpose of what
understand.

is

is,

When a

child’s curiosity is

a child will sense the relevance

being learned because she or he has a basic
drive to

Learning engendered by intrinsic motivation

is

more

likely to be

retained and used again. 35
Cognitive-field theory stresses that curriculum should
be designed to

transfer knowledge that

is

learned.

Transfer occurs when a student

is

able to

aPPty principles learned in one situation to other problems and
situations;

sometimes transfer dictates

the need for modification of the principles

originally learned.

The

field theory also leads to a

curriculum designed

to

serve multiple

objectives, including not only the knowledge of subject matter but also the

development of cognitive processes,
world.

of attitudes,

and of orientation

Because learning involves the entire or "whole"

to the

individual, curriculum

planning includes provisions for emotional and social as well as intellectual

development. 36

Piaget’s theory of intellectual development

Acquisition of knowledge according to Piaget’s theory of intellectual

development comes through varying cognitive modalities

35

Ibid,

36 Ibid.

,

p. 84.

at different age levels.

22
Plaint, outlines stages

or periods

of intellectual development starting
at birth

and progressing through adolescence.

Age Range

Period of Development

Birth to 2 years

Sensorimotor— Learning through

the senses
body parts and objects.
Awareness that objects remain the same
when viewed from different angles.

and manipulation

2 to 4

years

of

Preope rational
Preope rational phase Classification 0 f
things by a single feature (e.g.
size).
No concern about apparent contradictions
(e. g. , relationship between size and

—

,

weight, as when a large light object
floats and a small heavy object sinks).
4 to 7 years

Intuitive

phase— Intuitive

classification.

Gradual awareness of conservation of
mass, weight, and volume (amount
remains the same even if transferred to
container of different size and shape).
7 to 11

—

Concrete operations 3 7 Ability to think
out problems previously "worked" out.
Logical thought, (e.g., genuine classification, learning to organize objects into
a series, reversing operations as in

years

arithmetic).

11 to 15 years

Formal operations

— Comprehension of

abstract concepts, (e.g. , ability to form
"ideals" and reason about the future,
ability to handle contrary-to-fact

propositions, and ability to develop and
test hypotheses).38

37

operation

— an operation

and which can be reversed,
in addition and subtraction.
38

Biehler, op. cit.

i.

,

e.

,

is

an act which the child performs mentally

the opposite action can be performed, as

p. 81.
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The above stages indicate

way

at

each developmental level.

that

knowledge

is

not acquired the

For example, Piaget says

same

that the pre-

school child is not always
satisfied with speaking, the child
needs to "play

out" what he or she thinks and
symbolize his or her ideas by using
gestures

or objects and representing things by
imitation, drawing and construction. 39

The ages mentioned in Piaget’s stages

Any

child

may

o£

development are only averages.

be a year or so beyond or behind the
average capabilities reached

by most children his or her age.

Each stage

is the fulfillment of

something

begun in the preceeding one and the beginning
of something that will lead on
the next.

The determinants

of these variations are

many and

to

include the biological

and social experiences of the child. 40
Acquiring new knowledge for a child comes about through
assimilations

and accommodations.
and

fits

them

into the

The child assimilates experiences from the environment
expanding structure of the intellect.

encounters new experiences which he or she cannot
structure, accommodation 4 ^

39

Adams,

fit

When

the child

into the existing

— or a modified way of reacting — takes place.

Jean Piaget, Psychology of Intelligence (New Jersey: Littlefield

1963), p. 159.

40

David Elkind and John Flavell (eds. ), Studies in Cognitive Development (New York: Oxford University Press, 1969), p. 467.
41

—

accommodate is the process of reaching out and adjusting to new
and changing conditions in the environment, so that pre-existing patterns of
behavior are modified to cope with new information or situations.

24

To help children assimilate information, teachers
need
experience suited

to the child’s

in the concrete stage

need

to

developmental level.

have objects

in front of

to provide the type of

For example, children

them

that are easy to

handle, or else they must be able to visualize
objects that have been handled

and that are easily imagined without any real effort. 42

According

to Piaget, intellectual

development

tions with the social as well as physical environment.

is

dependent on confronta-

Social interaction and

stimulation is a significant consideration for the development of intelligence.

The human being is immersed right from birth in a
social environment which affects him just as much
as his physical environment. Society, even more,
in a sense, than the physical environment, changes
the very structure of the individual, because it not
only compels him to recognize facts, but also provides

him with a ready-made system of signs, which modify
his thoughts; it presents him with new values and it
imposes on him an infinite series of obligations. It
is

therefore quite evident that social

intelligence through the

media

life affects

of language (signs), the

content of integration (intellectual values) and rules
imposed on thought (collective logical or prelogical
norms). 4 ^

The social context furthers children's learning and their understanding
of cooperation.

Initially the child is egocentric in thought

and action, but with

confrontation from the social and physical world, the child acquires a

more

objectified view of self and the world around him.

42

Jean Piaget,

"Piaget Takes a Teachers Look, " Learning (October

1973), p. 21.

43

Piaget, op, cit.

p.

,

i

156.
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Piaget also says that language can facilitate development.
is

Language

one of the tools through which thoughts are expressed, having been
preceded

by actions which are internalized and eventually defined
forms.

Language conveys

to the individual an already

thought, concepts, and relationships.

in

verbal and symbolic

prepared organization of

Language, however, cannot always be

considered synonymous with thought, for thought can occur without language
through a variety of non-verbal symbols.

Therefore, the teacher must be

f

sensitive to the child s capacity for assimilating verbal language and must be

aware of the relationships between the
a child uses a term,

or that the usage

is

it

does not

mean

and his thought.

child’s language

that the child

comprehends

an accurate reflection of the child's ability

the logical basis of the concept.

to

that

When

term

understand

That kind of cognitive comprehension depends

on the particular stage of the child

— the sensorimotor,

concrete or formal.

Children can receive information through language only

developmental stage to understand this information.

if

That

they are in a
is, to

receive the

information a child must have a cognitive structure which enables him to
assimilate this information.

44

Piaget describes intellectual development as proceeding by orderly

sequences or stages with transitions from stage

to stage.

Acquisition of

information comes about through assimilations and accommodations.

ment

is

dependent on confrontations with the social as well as physical

environment and language functions as a facilitator
44 Elkind and Fla veil, op.

cit.

,

p. 475.

in

development.

new

Develop-
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The Integrated Arts Experience Model

is

way

a

of arriving at Piaget's

goals which will be discussed in the
next section and in Chapter Iv.

Ideas from Theory that Influenced the
Development of IAE

A

theory of instruction, according

Bruner and

to

must

to Piaget,

the nature of the learner and the psychological
learning processes.
the nature of the learner, the child four through
seven, for
is intended, is at the intuitive stage of

whom

the

reflect

Regarding

IAE model

development.

This stage characterizes the child as an egocentric and illogical
thinker.

A

child is egocentric

or her own.

when she or he

is

unaware

Tolerating other people's ideas

because he or she cannot reason logically.
difficult

of points of

may

be

view other than his

difficult for this

aged child

For example, a child may have a

time cooperating in a social game because he or she

or realize the fact that other children have

rights.

may

not appreciate

Children at this age will

act upon the first perception instead of employing a variety of perceptions to

guide their actions.
of blocks, so

Another example occurs when the child

arranged that the blocks

in the two

is

shown two rows

rows are opposite each other.

A

five

If

the blocks of one row are pushed together or spread further apart, the child

year old will agree that the number

will maintain that the

4

^Jerome

Books, 1960),

S.

p. 72.

number

Bruner,

of blocks is the

of blocks in the

The Process

same

in each row.

rows are no longer equal.

of Education

An

(New York: Vintage

7

*
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oi^ht year old would not bo influenced by the change
in appearance and would

know

that the spatial disposition of the blocks does not
affect theii

number.

Children will act out problems at the intuitive stage rather than
think them
out.

They

awareness

will

make statements, which may be

of the

right or wrong, with little

process by which they reached their conclusions. 4 ^

According

to Piaget, the child’s activity with material things

and his

or her social collaboration with others helps the child consider view points

of

others which will help him or her come closer to a coherent operational
structure (development of logical thought). 47
In designing the learning

process for the IAE model, consideration of

the child's present stage of egocentric thought

was made.

learning process each child has opportunities

to state his

through expressive media

— the arts.

In addition,

During the IAE
or her own viewpoints

time is provided for each

may

participant to share viewpoints with peers, and this

possibly cause

new

insights to occur.

Before referring to the IAE learning process,
the learning process or, as

which consists

of three

(1)

Brunner describes

the cognitive act of learning

almost simultaneous processes.

Acquisition of

new information,

that runs counter to

46

it,

important to look at

it is

Maiy Ann Spencer

often information

what the person has previously

Pulaski,

Understanding Piaget (New York: Harper

and Row, 1971), p. 227.
4

Jean Piaget, "Piaget Takes a Teacher's Look,

1973), p. 24.

"

Learning (October,

:

known,

but is at the very least,
refinement of

previous knowledge;

(2)
Transformation, or the process
knowledge to make it fit new tasks;

(3)

is

To help

Evaluation, or checking whether the
manipulation
adequate to the task. 48

the learner utilize the above
process, field theorists

the discovery approach to learning.

problems

of manipulating

recommend

The discovery approach begins by posing

that will lead the learner to

new discoveries.

Piaget states:

Teachers should make the child become conscious
problem and look for the solution himself.
.
and provide materials that will guide him to
see
where he must find or refine his solution. 4 ^
of a

.

The IAE learning

activity gives the teacher a

session for young children.

how

the

The technique

of

way

to structure a discovery

problem-solving follows to show

IAE structure was designed.

Techniques of problem-solving

A

variety of attempts have been

made

to analyze

solvers in a variety of fields and endeavors have
that their

modes

of operation

might be taught

made

to others.

how

the great

problem

discoveries in the hope

One

of the

most

frequently cited analyses (Wallas, 1921) describes the process of discovery as
consisting of four stages

48

49

Bruner, op.

cit .

Piaget, op. cit.

,

,

p. 49.

p. 23.
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P reparation^— The

acquisition of knowledge, the
gaining of an awareness of how
different ideas
fit together, or the
experience of being presented
with a problem

A period in which the various ideas
are sorted out, sometimes in
an unconscious
In cubation

way

niumination—-The "a-ha M experience
when
solution dawns in conscious thought

the

Verification-- Empirical testing of the
tentative
solution. 50

A
the

was

classic example of problem-solving
is the

problem
solid

of specific gravity.

gold— or

just gold

He had been asked

way Archimedes solved
to figure out if

plated— without damaging

He had previously thought about

the

in any

way.

the lawfulness of the universe and had a
wide

background of experience in many things (preparation).
to solve the

crown

a crown

At

first he

problem (incubation), but as he lowered himself

was unable

into his bath

one

day, he suddenly grasped the solution (illumination) and
ran naked down the
street shouting, "Eureka. "
it

was valid

(verification).

He later checked out
Such a discovery

is

his theory and found that

an example of insight learning.

The following general suggestions for helping students learn some
techniques of problem-solving are derived from Wallas

A.

Teacher presents a problem or students
their

T

s steps to

state

discovery.

problems of

own choosing.

50
G. Wallas,

World, 1921),

p. 115.

The Art

of

Thought (New York: Harcourt, Brace and
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Teacher encourages and assists students

B.

relating to the problem.

For example, students may make

predictions, take inventories,

or search

make use

of analogy, explore

in the physical environment, tinker
with ideas or

A

objects.

to find information

set of questions

may

be designed

to

guide the

student to ways of finding information.

Teacher may want

C.

to allow for an incubation period.

That

a teacher permits students to do independent leisurely

is,

ruminating before they attempt
Reflective thinking

and

jell.

A

may

to

pose an answer.

help ideas to sort themselves out

relaxed atmosphere is needed for intuitive

thinking.

When

D.

illumination occurs, students

solutions in the

form

of a hypothesis or in

the solution or observation

it

is

who

calls

51

to state their

some

situations

so obviously true that

does not need to be verified.

(verification).

A

may be

Teacher should encourage students

E.

may want

wise

to

Transfer

may

to test the hypothesis

not be automatic, and so

teach specifically for transfer.

it

51

similar view of the discovery approach was developed by Torrance
it

the creative learning process.

Paraphrased from Biehler, op.

proceeds by:

It

cit.

,

p. 24.
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Becoming sensitive

to

or aware of problems,

deficiencies, gaps in knowledge, missing
elements,
disharmonies, and so on; bringing together
available
information; defining the difficulty or identifying
the

missing element; searching for solutions, making
guesses, or formulating hypotheses about the
deficiencies; testing and retesting these hypotheses,
and modifying and retesting them; perfecting them;
and finally communicate the results. 52

According to Torrance, human motivations found

in the creative learning

process

are involvement, curiosity, simplification, elaboration,
judging, discarding,
choosing, and communicating.
the teacher needs to

In

order

evoke these behaviors

to

know certain techniques,

that is

how

to structure a discovery

session where children can creatively explore a problem.

needs

seems

to

be able to engage

in

The teacher also

exploratory, discovery activities herself;

that the discovery approach to learn
Still

must be caught, not

another view of problem-solving

is

problems.

In

taught.

to Solve It . 54

techniques discussed by Polya are sometimes called heuristics
in solving

it

taken by Gyorga Polya,

mathematician, who has written a book entitled How

or devices which aid

in children,

many respects

The

— strategies

the heuristics

described by Polya parallel the preparation, incubation, illumination,
verification sequence described by Wallas.

The following

is a brief adapted

5

^E. Paul Torrance and R. E. Myers, Creative Learning and Teaching
(New York: Dodd, Mead and Company, 1972), p. 22.
53

Torrance and Myers, op.

54

Gyorgy Polya,
Press, 1954),

p.

58.

How

cit .

,

to Solve It

p. 24.

(New Jersey: Princeton University
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outline of the basic heuristic

method described

in

How

to Solve

It;

Understanding the Problem The first step is to
understand the problem. What is the unknown?
What are the data? What is the condition?. . .
:

Draw a figure. Introduce suitable notion.
Separate the various parts of the condition.
Devising a Plan The second step is to find the
connection between the data and the unknown.
Have you seen it before? Do you know a related
:

problem ?
Carrying Out the Plan: The third step is to carry
out the plan. Check each step. Can you see that
each step is correct? Can you prove that it is
correct?
Looking Back

The

final step is to examine the
Can you check the result? Can
you check the argument? Can you derive the result
differently? Can you see it at a glance? Can you
:

solution obtained.

use the result, or the method, for some other

problem ? 55

IAE problem-solving technique
After a review of the above-mentioned theories of learning and the

discovery process, the following problem-solving approach was specifically

designed for Integrated Arts Experiences.

Understanding the Problem:

Facilitator (teacher

determines the specific needs, interests, or concerns
Facilitator or students select

explored by the group.

55

^

Ibid.

one idea and define

it

who guides IAE)

of the students.

as a problem to be

33

Devising a Plan

problem and pre-plans
to be

:

The

facilitator checks for related aspects
of the

the experience by selecting techniques
and materials

manipulated by students for problem-solving.

Carrying Out the Plan: The structure for

W

°^ :

-Introduction:

presented

to

activity follows the sequence

Students perceive the problem.

encourage the arousal of curiosity.

(2)

A

question or issue

Exploration

is

Students

:

investigate, diagnose, manipulate, toy with ideas and feelings as
they use

sensory media.

The

facilitator

may encourage

the child to explore

by using

discussion, brainstorming, comparison and contrast, and role playing.

Improvisational Sharing; Students transfer information by sharing their

(3)

insights found in exploration.

may

occur.

Closure

(4)

:

As children

relate to each other,

them.

needs

of the experience as

At this point the facilitator or students decide what else,

to be done.

looking back.

If

Individuals

may want

to investigate the

so, extension takes place.

newly learned information

insight

Facilitator and participants reflect on what has

happened and discuss the solutions and relevance
to

new

to

(5)

if

it

pertains

anything,

problem more after

Extension; Students transfer

a related activity.

Summary
There are three contemporary views

of the learning process:

research

studies by Pavlov, Thorndike, Skinner, and others have led to the development
of

programmed

instruction and a systems approach to learning.

The experiments

34
of Kohler, the theorizing of Lewin, and the
views of

Bruner set the stage for

the development of the discovery approach to
learning.

suggests that the

human organism

In his

work Piaget

starts with the organization of sensorimotor

reactions and cognitively develops as coordination between
the reactions
objects

become progressively more

organizations emerge.

interrelated and complex as

to

new mental

Learning progresses according to stages, with children

being "ripe" for one kind of learning

experiences at another stage.

at

one period and for very different

Teachers who use Piaget’s hierarchy should

not accelerate the stages but should try to understand

why children

think and

reason as they do, and provide an appropriate physical, interpersonal, and

symbolic environment for students to manipulate.
Ideas from Buner, Piaget, and others

who support the discovery approach

to learning

form the theoretical framework

The IAE

a structured problem-solving discovery session that

is

the teacher.

of the Integrated Arts Experience.

is

guided by

At the beginning of an IAE discovery session something activates

or motivates the learner's curiosity
the problem, field theorists

to notice that a

recommend

raise questions in the child’s

problem

exists.

In

that the teacher provide materials to

mind without suggesting answers. Such materials

should direct the student to reorganize his or her perceptions in order

new

relations.

solving

The expressive arts can function

in

to

grasp

symbolic ways during

exploration and improvisational sharing of IAE to give children opportunities
to

"work out" their solutions.

At the close of an IAE discovery session some

type of end result is needed- - a. solution to a problem or the discovery
of

new information.

CHAPTER

III

AN EXPLANATION OF THE IAE PROCESS

Introduction

Chapter

II

presented a theoretical basis

that supports the Integrated Arts Experience.
of the

IAE process

— definitions and examples

to

describe the learning process

Chapter III gives an explanation
are used

So that the classroom teacher and others

may

to

describe the IAE.

better understand this

approach, two examples are presented to introduce the IAE process.
1

Example

demonstrates how children structure activity by themselves; example 2 shows

the

IAE when the teacher structures

school time.

Example

After the examples a

the activity and uses

full

it

with children during

explanation of the IAE process is given.

1

Imagine that you are observing Susan, a four-year-old child, who
sitting on the floor inside

her room playing with an empty bird cage.

is

She

and
looks inside inquisitively and bursts out singing, "I’m going to get a bird,
it’s

going to be a parakeet!

talk. ”

Then pretending she

singing as

if

I

is

she were a bird.

will teach

him how

to talk,

a bird, she flies about the

how

to talk,

how

to

room waving her arms,

"Tweet, tweet, tweet, tweet."

:
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Susan's

life right

now

is

one of self-satisfying fantasy.

stage when make-believe games are at their peak.

She is at the

Of make-believe play

Britton writes

a kind of play in which [the child's] construction
or representation of .the world might be said to take
over from reality: in other words, the process of
constructing what happens gives place in this form of
activity to a process of virtually making things happen,
at (pie child's] own choice and in accordance with
his own desires. It is an enactment of his own

It is

construction of events. 56
In

expressing her desire for a bird, Susan combines sound (pitch and

non-pitch), gesture (body movement), and speech (words).
Britton, speech and action supplement each other.

movement, and melodic sound chant
of the

way she

thinks and feels.

It

is

is

According

to

Integrating speech,

something Susan does as an outgrowth

appropriate for the

moment— a way

of

expressing herself.

When Susan's

friends

the sidewalk and joins

them

come home from

in

school, she greets them out on

Two people begin

a game of jump rope.

turning

the rope, and the other children wait their turn and sing:

House

to let

Inquire within

move out
Let Susan move in.

When

56 James Britton,

I

58
.

.

Language and Learning (England: Penguin Books,

1972), p. 88.

57

58

Ibid.

,

Heard

p. 91.
in

a school playground in Brooklyn,

New York,

1974.

,

As

the chant repeats, other

names are added. While some

pair up and start a clapping game.

Partners begin by holding hands, then hitting

the back and front of their hands in rhythmic pattern.

swing their hands overhead two times, open hands,
hands once.

words

This sequence

is

children wait, others

Following this, they

and clap each other's

repeated and accompanied with the following

in a fast chant:

McDonalds is your kind of place
They serve you rattlesnakes
French fries between your toes,
Hamburg up your nose,
The last time I went there
They stole my underwear 59
.

Susan has tried
coordination ability.
this

to play this

game, but she finds

However, before she leaves

to

that

beyond her

it is

go home, she requests

jump rope rhyme:
Ringo, Ringo Ringo Starr
How I wonder how you are ? etc.

This paraphrase of an old rhyme "Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star" appears now
with contemporary words which she learned from her older friends.

One way
in

that Susan and her friends

jump rope rhyme games.

In these

communicate

games

is

their language

through participating

may correspond

mirrors their
their physical and social environment which often
and cultural values.

They experience and develop an

intuitive

own

life styles

knowledge about

invention and
music, dance and poetry, through imitation, repetition,

59

Ibid.

to
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manipulation.

This process parallels the basic elements of the Integrated

Arts Experience model.

Example

2

The IAE
an opportunity

is

to

designed to give children of pre-school through primary age

express their ideas and feelings

rhythmic movement, sound and visual media)

in

(i.e.

through spoken chant,

,

a way similar to how they

express themselves during informal games.

The following example
IAE

is structured.

It

is given to help the

happened when

I

reader understand how the

was teaching kindergarten. About

twenty-five five-year-olds were coming indoors from outside play activities.

Shawn came up

He asked
formed

if

to

me

bringing a large, leafless limb that had fallen off a tree.

he could bring

it

into the

the nucleus for the IAE.

As

room.

I

said that he could.

the children arrived inside the room,

they caught sight of the limb and began to gather around

it.

exploration of the limb began from the child's point of view.

holding

it

(The limb

upright in the center of all the confusion.

(At this point

)

Shawn was

Then something began

to happen.
Tiffani said, "Hello, old tree."

Briggs yelled, "Your branch

Teresa said,

"I bet

is

bare. "

dancing leaves grew there.

"

on a windy day. Another
The children began dancing as leaves do
dancing music for the leaves.
took a nearby xylophone and planed

child

The wind

"
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blew, and the leaves danced!

Several children began grouping together,

forming with their bodies, what looked like a physical tree trunk.
John looked mysteriously

wonder

if

something

them and

at

said, "This tree is hollow,

I

there!"

is in

"Inside the trunk?" yelled Billy.

"Look down deep,
I

"

screamed LeAnn.

said in rhythm, "What is in there?"

Briggs approached the children holding the branch and looked inside the
physical formation and answered,

"A squirrel

eating his nuts!"

(I

encouraged

the chant to continue so that other children would respond.)

"Inside the trunk

down deep, what

The tree spoke again as another

is

there you think?"

child climbed inside and replied with

gestures, "The devil listens to us through this hollow tube.

The chant was repeated again
went to look, "A spider with

its

to

summon

another response.

Theresa

babies. "

Other replies followed: "Rocks are tired," "Roots are twisted and
peck.
angry, " and "A woodpecker has found a new home, listen, peck, peck,

The experience was suddenly interrupted by the dismissal

we were caught

inside this old trunk which

we

felt

was a new home for

"
child sang in a lonesome tone, "Good-bye old tree.

this closing

statement as they were leaving the room.

good-bye to the old tree.

bell.

"

There
us.

One

Other children imitated

However,

it

wasn’t

—

41

The next day one child brought leaves and taped
them on the limb.
’’Dancing leaves

now grow

there! ” said Samantha as she picked up the
limb

and ran around the room.

The above Integrated Arts Experience developed from a
simple problem:
what can an old limb become? Through the children’s
imagination

many

things.

The hidden structure

in the

it

became

above IAE activity proceeded from

an introduction to the object, exploration of that object, sharing
of ideas
about what

was

inside the trunk of the tree, and a good-bye for closure.

a form of speech and song, and gesture role play

Chant

— a form of movement or

dance interpretation; were the arts that were integrated throughout the activity
with the aesthetic object, the tree trunk

An Explanation

The IAE
teacher).

is

— a form in visual design.

of the

IAE Process

a group-process activity that

The "stuff"

of an

is

guided by a facilitator (the

IAE includes children’s creative responses through

speech, sound, movement, and/or use of visual design,

around a growing concept called the germ idea.
directly

from

Germ

all of

these evolving

ideas should

come

the facilitator’s and children’s environment or thought.

carefully studying the definition of

"germ

By

idea, " and the development of an

IAE, which necessitates knowing how to use the simple musical forms, a

person should be able

to plan

and facilitate LAE’s.

42

Germ

Idea

Figure

1

on page 43 shows that the world

objects, events, people, etc.

which makes

It

Each "thing" has

unique or different.

events occur, comparisons are

is

its

When people

made between

made up

of individual

own descriptive characteristics

relate to each other or

when

the characteristics of each

individual "thing.”

When young
usually take on

children experience individual "things," these "things"

some meaning or value

for the child.

Because of a child's

limited background, his or her conception of these things usually changes with

added experience.

To help the

child differentiate and assimilate

or increase his or her understanding

a seed waiting for germination;

it

or she already has, the

of the concepts he

IAE begins with an undeveloped concept called a germ

new concepts

idea.

A germ

idea

is like

develops when the facilitator guides a group

of participants through the process outlined

The germ idea

below.

is

a nucleus around which additional insights accrue during the IAE process.

The following outline briefly describes how

the

germ idea develops

through the processes used in the IAE.
Participants perceive the

Introduction:

or child introduces
investigation, etc.

to

it

to the

germ

idea when the facilitator

group as an issue, a circumstance, a problem for

Participants’ curiosity is aroused which motivates them

explore the issue further or investigate the problem.
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E xploration: Participants may

investigate, diagnose, role play,

guesses, brainstorm, discuss, manipulate
or toy with sensory media

express their ideas and feelings as they
relate

make

to

to the exploration of the issue

or problem.
Improvisational Sharing: Participants join
together and share their
ideas and feelmgs through symbolic
representations relating to the germ idea.

Closure

:

The facilitator guides the experience

to

a close by having

students evaluate or reflect on their responses as they
relate to the

Extension:

The participants stretch

germ

the concept into a similar

idea.

or related

experience.

For some children
others

may

the

idea

may

already have important meaning;

not have such a network of differentiations before the experience

The IAE should give

begins.

germ

the concept a

more broadly based meaning and

feeling because the children invent poetic statements, symbolize ideas through

movement

role play, visual design, or creation of sound interpretations.

Additional insights into the

germ

idea can

come when a

child sees and hears

his peers responding during improvisational sharing.

Selecting

germ

When

ideas for IAE

the facilitator selects a

germ idea

needs, interests, and concerns of the group.

upon group characteristics

(gifted,

for an IAE,

This

is

it

should suit the

dependent upon age and

handicapped, etc.).

Source materials for

45

a

germ

idea can

come from

the

immediate present, for example, a
windy day,

a snow storm, birth of a classroom
animal, a

trip to the shopping center,
etc.

Observing children during play provides
another excellent way
material for germ ideas.

Their language, the things they talk about,
and the

sound and movement gestures they make
as they relate
valuable clues for doing similar things in an
IAE (e.g.

and reviving

it

A germ

to obtain

,

to objects

can give

finding a dead limb,

through the children’s imagination).
idea can be selected from any area of the curriculum:
learning

a concept in science, a relationship in math, a
geographical location, a physical

dimension

of

sound in music, texture in art, phonetic sounds in speech,

Such concepts can be explored by "plugging in" that which

is to

etc.

be learned and

experienced through the IAE process.

IAE

facilitator and process

The IAE process
can happen.

is

explained here to give the reader an idea of what

Woodruff’s theory, 'learning from experience,

into the explanation to help describe

experience.

It

what the participant gains from the

should be understood that each IAE

is different

environmental conditions and the participants involved.

from the particular classroom

" is also integrated

living environment or

because of

The IAE should evolve

from

the lives and

suggestions of the children rather than from an imposition on them.

procedure for the IAE facilitator follows:

A

suggested
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1.

Facilitator uses a

a

germ

germ idea suggested by

idea based on observation and diagnosis of children's

needs and interests
2.

in their

environment.

Facilitator determines the purpose (defines the objective)
in the

form

of a

would you use
3.

a child or selects

Facilitator

problem

it?

fills

to

be solved.

What

is it?

When

etc.

out pre-plan guide sheet (see page 47) by

selecting possible materials, techniques, questions, and

verbal cues that follow a logical sequence for developing a

germ

idea, that is solving the problem.

4.

Facilitator and participants experience the plan.

5.

Facilitator and participants evaluate the experience in

terms

of

what was discovered.

not, what

Was

a problem solved?

new important events occurred?

Wfhat

If

new

understandings developed?
6.

Facilitator determines what else needs to be done.
the concept need further exploration?

If

Does

so, the facilitator

should plan another IAE or related activity that reinforces
the

germ

idea.
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Pre-Plan Guide Sheet

Germ

Idea:

(What will the IAE be about ?)

Problem:
(Why

is the activity

needed?)

Environmental Setting:

(Where will the activity take place?)

List the possible techniques and materials in each section to
sequence the LAE.

Introduction:

(How will the children perceive the problem? Will

activity

begin by using discussion, an actual object, a story, a picture,
pretending to be something else, etc.)

Exploration:

(What opportunities will children have to solve the problem?
Will their search include use of imagination through movement
gesture, sound, visual media, etc.)

ImprovisatLonal Sharing: (Will the simple musical forms be used to help
children share their verbal or non-verbal thoughts and feelings ?
What materials will be effective?)

Closure: (Will the activity be open ended? Will reflective evaluation be used?)

Extension:

(How will the children use the information they have learned?)
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Shown below by example,
includes

the skeletal

framework

of the

IAE process

introduction, exploration,
improvisational sharing, closure, and

extension.

Introduction

There are many ways
to

draw the participants’

This

may

to begin.

The facilitator may select a stimulus

attention to an object, event, circumstance,
or quality.

be accomplished by observing the
stimulus— being on location and

seeing something happen, seeing a picture,
listening to sounds, touching,
tasting, smelling, or imagining something,

following example the
tree into the
In

its

room

to

germ

or feeling hot or cold.

In the

idea begins when a child brings a small potted

share with his friends.

conversation the iacilitator asks the child how the tree came

present state.

The child explains

that he found a seed, planted

bowl of dirt three weeks ago, and occasionally gave
presently almost eleven inches

To share

it

it

water and that

be in

in this

it is

tall.

the child's joy in finding a seed and discovering that

became something,

to

the facilitator decides to use the

germ

it

idea of growth.

Before the activity, the facilitator thinks, "Suppose each child found an imaginary

seed and planted

it in

imaginary earth, what would

problem and purpose for the

activity.

It

is

it

become?" Here

is the

open for response and allows

children to discover something about the process of growing a seed.
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The IAE begins when the

facilitator asks the group to look at
the child's

The children now perceive the object.

tree.

impression on the child's mind

is

The "tree” which becomes an

not at first very accurate or complete.

tends to be immature and tentative.

It

Children form fuzzy and subjective

concepts because of their very limited background
of experience and also

because of their developmental stage.
all that lies

This

is

because they do not comprehend

before them in their first exposure to the new object or
event. 61

Exploration

As

the children

"Where did you

examine the tree, their curiosity begins

get it?" "What is it?" "It looks funny! "

interested; others

may

problem for investigation.

waiting for you somewhere outside.

wherever you would
Exploration

When

a task

is

like it to

is

used

grow

When you
in

to find out

find

it,

bring

where he or she pleases.

how

their seeds

6

may

it

in

The

cit .

,

72.

it

"

own manner, depending upon
Each child goes

facilitator lets the children discover

p.

is

and plant

of finding an imaginary seed and then planting

be planted.

*Woodruff, op.

be

what each child knows about the problem.

materials or physical environment available for exploration.

way

may

"An imaginary seed

our imaginary garden room.

given, children respond in their

about his or her own

children

During this process of verbal exchange the

not.

facilitator interjects the

Some

to take over.

it

where or

"
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As

the children go about finding
and planting their seeds, the
facilitator

should do the same.
to see, hear,

Becoming involved

process helps the facilitator

and follow the sequence of events.

imitate the facilitator, then

needs

in the

to do this part of the

it

may be

However,

the children

if

best not to participate since the child

experience on his or her own.

plenty of time to let each child complete
his or her task.

There should be
Hurrying may cause

a child to lose an important idea or
self-confidence in what he or she
Children who complete their task prior to their
peers

may wish

to

is

doing.

observe or

join others in their exploration.

The

facilitator

of germination

response.

may want

to

guide participants along a logical progression

by inserting cue questions

Some examples

to

to stimulate

verbal or non-verbal

evoke verbal response could be:

day are you planting your seed?" "How deep in the earth
to

is

"Draw a picture

"Show with your body what the seed feels

to

evoke non-

of the seed as you imagine

earth and show the things that surround the seed.
like

"

when

Another way
its

of

your seed going

go?" "Does your seed need anything?" Some suggestions

verbal response could be:

'What time

it in

the

is to say,

buried in the earth.

Demonstrate what happens when things influence the seed.
Woodruff states that "as a person looks

at things, plays with things,

acts things out, he recalls his past experience with

them and compares past

experience with present experience. " 62 Exploration can give a child a chance

^Woodruff, op.

cit .

,

p. 70.

"
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to toy with, guess about, recall,
and to deal physically, verbally

with thoughts and feelings.
to natural

expression

All these various

ways

of

or symbolically

expression ate similar

in play.

Improvisational sharing
Improvisational sharing gives participants an
opportunity to compose,
act,

move, speak, chant or sing on

the spur of the

thoughts and feelings in a socio-dramatic way.

moment.

That

is,

created to permit children to get together and role-play

They share their

a situation
in

may be

a social-ritual fashion

similar to jump rope or rhythmic rhyme games.
Improvisational sharing can take into account what was
discovered during
exploration, and children can present their discoveries at this
time.

To continue the flow

of the

experience from exploration

to

improvisational

sharing, the facilitator needs a technique, a verbal or non-verbal cue, to

motivate the participants

to take part in

improvisational sharing.

This can be

done simply by announcing a verbal direction, "Let's get together and.

Perhaps a more novel way would be

to clap

.

.

.

and chant or sing a statement about

what has been going on: for example, "The seeds have been planted, where, oh,

where

will

effectively:

you take

me

there?" Sometimes a non-verbal cue works more

for example, the facilitator or child could beat on a

drum or any

other appropriate instrument as he or she roves about the room collecting the
players.

Such techniques act as signals

to the players saying the improvisational
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sharing

is

about to begin.

The participants could form a circle for
improvisational sharing.
central open space usually gives enough

demonstration

of ideas.

room for

The

individual or small group

Other geometric shapes: square, triangle,
parallel

lines, arc, circle within another circle,
etc.

,

will also give structure to

children's responses.

To evoke individual and group response,
appropriate materials

to

the facilitator

extend the germ idea further.

may

The type

chosen will often affect the mood or quality of the experience.

here are examples

of

some

select the

of materials

Briefly stated

readily available materials which the facilitator

can use.

Speech

may

:

Stories taken

from

literature and related to the

be used by the facilitator to evoke discussion.

germ idea

Statements or

questions can be formed from poetry which relate to the germ idea

and call for response.

A

child's

own poem, or story, or

his

own

language heard during some part of the activity or day can be

used

to

stimulate response.

Movement

mime
Sound

:

The body may be used

to gesture, to role play,

or

to

ideas or feelings.

:

The voice can be used for making non-sense sounds, for

chanting, and for melodic singing.

Sound gestures made from the

body, such as clapping, slapping legs, finger snapping, etc., can
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be used to accompany speech and
to interpret movement or
visual design.

Visual:

The physical environment or

objects, sculpture, and slides

may

the child's

own pictures,

be used to call for verbal

or non-verbal response. 63

One way

to structure improvisational

sharing

is to

musical forms mentioned in Appendix A, pages
179-82

.

use the simple

These forms give

the facilitator a structure to "plug in"
material that calls for response by an

individual or total group.

Improvisational

sharing

is

a time when the group engages

in thinking.

Children have to make responses regarding their thoughts
and feelings about
the

germ

idea.

When a

child responds, he or she draws upon his or her mental

pictures (past experience) to determine

The

to respond.

facilitator can structure improvisational sharing in this

by using the simple musical form
C:

how

D: etc.).

The structure

— through-composed descriptive 6 ^

of this

form

is

such that nothing

is

example
(A:

B:

repeated.

The

following questions are used by the facilitator to sequence the events (each
section of the form) for each child's germinating seed.

A.

"John's seed has been planted, where, oh, where will you
take

63

For

me

there?" (John responds)

additional information regarding speech,

movement, sound and

visual art see Chapter V, pages 84-131.
6

^This term in music denotes songs in which new music is provided for
each stanza.
The situation changes with every stanza due to the dramatic or
narrative character of the material.
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B.

"Is there anything the

seed needs

to begin its life?"

(John responds)

c,

"Growing, growing where no one can
see, when John's seed
is

D.

ready,

it

will

be?" (John responds)

"Is there anything this

new

plant needs before

we leave it?"

(John responds)

The following episode 65 continues the example

of improvisational

sharing.

The sprouting of an imaginary seed was about
of the participants.

To get things

going,

I

Then
I

I

we

all

me

there?" The children chanted

surrounded John’s special planting place.

asked John,

"Is there anything the

seed needs

to begin its life?"

had on hand a group of rhythm instruments that could be used by
John

attempt to get at the spirit of the seed.
I

asked him

to select the

triangle and played

it,

I

in his

Gesturing to the rhythm instruments,

elements that would help

it

grow.

John picked up a

saying, "Drops of water will help you grow.

two drops more, one, two!"
said, "Fertilizer will

minds

began the chant, "John’s seed has

been planted, where, oh, where, will you take
the question until

to take place in the

Here’s

Then picking up a tambourine and shaking

make you

stink, but give you

it,

he

energy to reach the sky!"

then began the chant "Growing, growing where no one can see, when

John's seed

65

'A

is

ready,

it

will

be?" John

personal example.

said,

"A

giant bush with thorns all

55

over

it to

stick people.

bush and pretending

"

Other children imagined

new

Picked up the triangle and gave
continues with another child:

me

As

the

there?"

germ

and began poking at the

to get hurt.

"Is there anything this

will you take

it

it

plant needs before

we leave it?" John

more water. Improvisational sharing

"Sally's seed has been planted,
where, oh,

where

etc.

idea, which in the above case
is growth, develops in the

minds of the children, they use symbols

that describe certain qualities
of

growth: words, sounds created from
rhythm instruments; movement interpretation or role play; visual or pictorial
representation.

and indicate

to others in the

When

children share

group what they are "seeing" in their minds

(their

concepts), they are communicating information. 66

The mental process involved
differentiate

among

in concept

things observed.

discover differences

In the

formation

is

being able to

above example children

may

They can also discover interactions among

in seeds.

various ideas and objects related to the seeds.

The process

of forming these

kinds of connections is called integration. 67

When

66

children respond to recurring situations by performing given

Woodruff, op.

67
Ibid.

cit .

,

p.

122.

56
actions, the responses tend
to

a child

may

habitual.

like playing a xylophone
during the activity so

£md time each day

to go to the

could possibly lead
It is

become automatic or

much

instrument and practice playing

For example,
that he will

it.

This choice

developing a technical skill on this
or another instrument.

to

assumed

™

that

some

of the abilities a child can
acquire during the

IAE are:
1.

Performance-ability

to

respond on impulse by expressing

thoughts and feelings
2.

Communication

3.

Exploration

ability to relate and cooperate with
peers

ability to

search and explore problems by

oneself or with the collaboration of others

— physical dexterity in using the body

4.

Muscular coordination

5.

Rhythmic coo rindation— feeling accent and phrase

6.

Translation from a sign to visual interpretation— ability
to read

symbols and patterns from pictures by playing

instruments, by manipulating objects, and by bodily

movement
7.

Verbal articulation

— opportunity to improve diction when

words are accompanied with physical sound gestures.

G8
Ibid.

,

p. 84.
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Closure

Every story has an ending.

The IAE also needs an ending

to

complete

the experience for the
participants, giving them a
feeling of having been

involved in the process of
developing an idea and following
is

used

to tie together the feelings

it

thn>u^.

and thoughts of the group.

facilitator needs to review for
herself

To do

closure

this, the

or himself what has happened during

introduction, exploration, and
improvisational sharing.

Review

Example

the

Introduction:

Perception of Billy's tree.

Exploration:

Task given
outside the

to find an

room and

imaginary seed
plant it inside the

garden room.
Improvisational sharing: Each child shares his

germinated seed.

The

facilitator

now needs

to

ask her or himself, "What do we do with what

we've done?" Here are some possibilities for using discussion or role-playing
as a

means

to closure:

(1)

return to the introduction, thus helping the children

perceive the concept by talking about the participants' understanding of the
possible

growth of Billy's tree;

participants

come

(2)

return to exploration and have the

together, one child being a seed wedged between the other

bodies representing the earth, then germinating through movement;

(3)

continue

improvisational sharing by having the participants dig up their imagined plants

58

and transplant them outside.
experience,
going.

If

Whatever way

the facilitator uses
to close the

should be done in a positive
manner, keeping the imagination

it

the facilitator stops
the flow of the aetivi*
with didactic questioning,

the children can be
frustrated and a negative
feeling
this

may

result.

Regarding

Woodruff says:

There

is never an experience
in which self-judgment
not going on, and therefore
there is never an
experience which does not involve
feeling. If the
is

experience

satisfying,

accompanied by a good feeling, or is
the individual tends to like
that

is
*

experience and its referent, and
tends to turn to that
hmg rather than away from it when he
meets it
by
again.

Extension

Smce

the

the facilitator

germ idea could keep on growing by

may want

to consider extension:

The facilitator can encourage participants
the

to

taking on

building on what one has done.

use previous ideas gained during

IAE as a base for individual or small group work
projects.

may want

children

to write

A

group of children

may want

to

books that relate to their interests.

'

Woodruff, op.

cit.

,

p.

85.

Still

its

that

process of

buy or collect native seeds,

germinate them and study their growth patterns.

69

For example,

or dictate and illustrate stories or poems

express their thoughts and feelings of the magic seed
and
germination.

new dimensions,

others

Others

may want

may want

to

to look into

compose and record

59

seed songs or

to

make up instrumental compositions.
Many

there waiting to be explored by
extending the
positive attention the

germ idea

gets the

germ idea

more

it will

possibilities ate

further.

The more

become a part

of a child's

life.

Summary
The IAE

one type of group-experience that
can be used by the teacher

is

to facilitate learning.

which behavior

is

changed.

only when a person

when he or she
experience.

A

Learning, according to Woodruff, "is
a process by

Learning

7
is active. " °

A

is

recognized as something which happens

child's behavior can change during

IAE

actively intereacts with the group during the
process of
child's expression during

IAE may involve three types of

behavior: formation of concepts, clarification of values
and feelings, and

memorization of symbols.

new

abilities

Two other forms

and the formation of new habits

the child does.

70

Woodruff, op.

71 Ibid.

cit.

,

p.

86.

of behavior

— the

development of

— may be an outgrowth of what

CHAPTER

IV

OBJECTIVES FOR STAFF DEVELOPMENT

Introduction

The process for IAE has been defined
and

outlined; and

now

it is

appropriate to focus on what a classroom
teacher needs to know and be able
to

do in order to successfully implement
an IAE.

successfully implement an IAE, she or he
needs
all of the arts

are related to each other and

to

Before a teacher can
to:

(1)

know how music and

other subject areas;

(2)

develop

teaching capabilities which are needed to
facilitate an Integrated Arts

Experience; and

(3)

learn to be comfortable using the IAE approach.

Objective 1

The teacher

will

know how music and

all of the

arts are related to

each other and to other subject areas

Susanne Langer says, "The essential act of thought

is

symbolization.

At school, children represent what they know through symbols
math, and science.

72
p. 61.

The IAE approach

Susanne Langer,

lets children

Philosophy in a

" 72

in language,

use the symbols of

New Key (New York:

Mentor, 1951),

:

61
of

music (sound) and other expressive
arts

of the subject

matter being worked on.

to represent their
understanding

For example,

if

were studying vocabulary, they could
role-play or mime
body movement.

A sharing of their knowledge

movement could add meaning
the words.

To

to the

a group of children
the

words through

through the symbols of

words and provide motivation for using

illustrate another example, suppose
a teacher

a story about Africans who cut down a tree

to build a

around the tree to bless themselves for taking
a

life.

were reading

drum and

did a dance

After the story or

while the story was being read, children could
dramatize the ritual of events

by making up chants with body movement accompanied
by percussive
instruments.

When

children have opportunities to express and relate their
ideas

through various symbolic means, they should be able

and be able

to

use

it

whenever

it is

needed.

to retain that

According

to

information

Bruner:

With the help of symbolic notation that remains
invariant across transformations in imagery, the
learner comes to grasp the formal or abstract
properties of the things he

The value

of relating the arts with other

in the following

is

dealing with.

curriculum areas can be

words

The arts

—

—

all of them
provide the best medium
increase the differentiation and integration of
cognitive concepts. Furthermore, the arts provide

to

73

Brunner, op.

cit.

,

p. 43.

summed up
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ways for children to use and
integrate their knowledge
so they learn how to apply
what they have learned.
this way positive affect
accrues to
what

cognitively processed.

A

is being
a concept

leam

child can

through any art medium, and
once he has learned
it and used it, he
knows it. ^4

The discriptive chart on page 167

in

Appendix

A

developed by the author,

shows that the expressive arts and
sciences share common elements.
relations

make

it

These

possible to integrate any area into
another during a learning

experience for young children.

For example, a

love can be expressed dynamically in
speech or

movement gestures— strong and

child's

poem

music—loud

flowing, and visual

about anger and

and

soft,

or

design— contrasting

color hues.

Objective 2

The teacher

will develop the capabilities to facilitate an

Integrated Arts Experience

The teacher needs

to

develop the ability to translate:

of the learner, (2) the learning process,

and

(3)

(1)

the awareness

the use of techniques and

materials into specific teaching behavior.

74

Mary H. Beaven paraphrasing Sara Smilansky. Paper given at the
Massachusetts Department of Education Annual Conference on the Arts and
Humanities 1973, Hyannis, Massachusetts.
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The learner

A teaching strategy

using the IAE approach should
reflect the teacher's

conception of the learner's physical,
social, emotional, and mental
characteristics.

summary

To help evolve an overall picture

of development, a brief

of the four through eight age
level characteristics described
by

Robert Biehler

is outlined on

page 168 in Appendix A.

Biehler's description gives only a general
indication of age-level

characteristics of children four through eight.
facilitating teacher should

make

To enhance

this list, the

careful observation of the children he or

she is working with and then add those
characteristics to the four categories.

Information received from observation could include
developmental needs,
interests, and concerns of the children.

observed that the children were having a

For example,
difficult

if

a facilitator

time working together she or

he could plan an IAE on teamwork.

Pre-plan guide sheet on page 64 was designed for

this

problem.

This

plan calls for the use of contemporary media, the child’s imagination, and
the child's physical environment, all of which help to create the motivating

force to solve the problem.

CM

Pre-Plan Guide Sheet Example

Germ

Idea:

Teamwork^

Problem: Can children help each
other out when they need help?
Environmental Setting: Classroom

Discussion: Call children's attention
to the TV piogram Justice
_£ague before the IAE. The next day
discuss what happened
when one of the Super-Friends (Batman,
Spiderman, Wonder
Woman etc. ) gets into a trap or a sicuation
where it was
impossible for him or her to escape.

Visual Media: Ask the children

would

like to

to invent a

new superfriend

they

become.

Have them each divide a piece of paper
in half and illustrate in the upper
portion a picture of themselves
as a superfriend (superrabit, superme,
etc.). In the lower

portion they should represent themselves
caught in a trap from
which they cannot escape.

When

children have finished their drawings, have them
show
each other and find the superfriend who will help
them
out of their trap. When they have found
"their" superfriend,
they can role-play the situation together. (It may
take two or
more people to help in some cases.) Instruments and fabrics
should be available during the role-playing episodes.

them

to

Improvisational Sharing
Form a circle

“

'

Use the simple musical form— rondo.
Chant the rondo theme (A) with clapping or instrument accompaniment:
A: I am a super-friend helping is my aim showing how I
do it is the purpose of this game.
B: One group of children role-play how they helped each other.
A: Repeat "A"
C: Next group,
etc.

75

This germ idea was conceived by Estelle Dugas, Amherst,
Massachusetts, 1973.

)

G5

Closure
Discussion: What is a friend? What is
team-work?
Chant with gesture: We are super-friends,
helping

is

showing how we did

our aim,

was

the purpose of this game.
(Spontaneously children reinact the role-playing
situations.
it

Extension
Dictate and illustrate stories about "a friend
is.

~

"
.

.

Illustrate a

sequenced comic strip showing what happened during
the role-playing episode or invent a new
situation.

The learning process

To

facilitate an

IAE, in addition

needs of the children from ages four

to

understanding the developmental

to seven, the teacher,

needs

to

understand

the learning process and Piaget's theory of intellectual development
discussed
in

Chapter

II.

Also the facilitator should understand the relation between

children's behavior and the IAE learning process.

To explain

this relationship,

the following information is given regarding play, social interaction, openness,

and perception/conceptualization as they appear during the IAE.

Play
Activity for the LAE should be play-oriented in order to extend the young
child's natural behavior.

Piaget categoriezes children's play behavior as

76
practice games, symbolic games, and games with rules.

76

Mary Ann Spencer

and Row, 1971),

p. 104.

Pulaski,

Understanding Piaget (New York: Harper

66

Practice games appear first in
a child's

life

and arc an outgrowth of

the imitative activities during
the sensorimotor period
(first two years).

Piling up blocks or throwing
child uses blocks to

game.

That

them

is

make an imaginaiy

is, objects

a baby.

interests

,

If

a

train, he is involved in a
symbolic

are used to represent other objects
not present.

Another example of a symbolic game
doll as

an example of a practice game.

use of sticks as guns or a plastic

is the

Such games "symbolize for the child his
own feelings,

and activities.

They help him

to

express himself creatively and to

develop a rich, satisfying fantasy life." 77 Mary
Ann Pulaski, speaking for
Piaget, explains symbolic play in the following
way.

Symbolic play ’derives essentially from the structure
of the child’s thought.

thought in

its

pure

.

state.

.

merely egocentric
Its sole aim is to free an

it is

unhibited satisfaction of the ego at a period in the child’s
life when he most needs it.
His daily life is polarized
around his efforts to adapt to reality and thus please
his parents (imitative accommodation) and his efforts

escape from these demands and satisfy his own ego
(assimilative symbolic play). As accommodation to
reality becomes easier, the polarity between these two

to

processes decreases, gradually they converge in
increasingly well-adapted functioning, until the child's
play becomes almost indistinguishable from his daily
reality.

78

Another aspect of symbolic play during the ages four through six
that play

becomes

78

Ibid.

,

Children act out roles of different people from

social.

77
’Pulaski, op. cit .
p. 106.

is

,

p. 105.

67

their environment and interact
with each other an they play.

This

is in

contrast to the symbolic play of
younger children, ages two through
four.

which tends

to be carried

on alone, even when the child

is in the

company

of

peers. 79

Symbolic games

may

decline after the age of four vvhile

games with

rules (hopscotch, dodge ball, etc.)
increase as children get older.
is

because the child, with the help of language,

is

"This

becoming increasingly

socialized and adapting to the world of reality
rather than the distortions of
his

own

in time

80
fantasy. "

Children begin to notice how events follow each
other

and space, and their stories become much more
precise and coherent.

The benefits

of using play during the

psychologists say make-believe play

day dreaming and

is

IAE are many.

is the ability to

Piaget and Singer agree that make-believe play

the child’s vehicle for cognitive development.

permits the child to make intellectual response

Ibid .

,

p. 107.

Ibid.

,

p. 111.

Ibid.

,

p.

80 ,..,

82

is

Piaget writes that "play
in fantasy

when he cannot

in reality, and this protects his sense of autonomy. " 82 According

79

81

engage in fantasy or

a skill closely allied to originality, flexibility, and

creative imagination. 8 ^

make one

Cognitive

Ibid.

116.

68
to Singer, play

more

can reduce a child’s sense of inadequacy,
make time pass

pleasurably, improve on reality when reality
is unpleasant, and

enhance social development.

The IAE gives children opportunities
function freely within prescribed limits
i

to play, that is, to

of the

IAE structure.

move and
During the

ntroduction the facilitator of an IAE first perceives
and presents the subject

matter (germ

idea).

This is done by calling attention to some object, event,

or circumstance during the children’s free play.
f" 01*

exploration the facilitator asks cue questions to motivate task-

oriented play.

For example, ”How many ways can you show how you

feel

about the rain today?" Children then respond through symbolic representation
in speech, sound,

expression

is

movement, and/or visual design, whichever mode

chosen by each child.

During this time children recall from

past experience or present those things that relate to the given task.

example
is

,

of

For

they can demonstrate with the body the marine r in which the rain

coming down.

Exploration can act as the egocentric stage of the IAE play

experience in which each child searches on his or her own or manipulates
the things which are to be "played with. "
will often discover

new information

During the "play period" children

(details about the rain)

which can be

used during improvisational sharing.
Improvisational sharing is a combination of symbolic games and games
with rules (that is,

if

the simple musical

forms are used).

Group interaction

69

occurs as children con*
together, whether in
a large circle or in
small
srntps, to represent
their ideas throng
symbolic representation.
As

assimilate the viewpoints
of others.

CWe

is

Play experience.

a time when the child
can feel some of the
outcomes of the
That is. she or he should
have some mastery of the

concept, power over the
concept, and novel* and
joy at the outcome,
(e.g.

creating sound on percussive
instruments which represents
a recent
rainstorm).
,

For extension

the child can continue
to "play with" the

concepts learned during the
IAE experience (e.g.
of rain

by making a rain painting).

,

germ idea or

representing his sound

70
Social interaction

The child aged two through
seven (preopcrational)® 2

ls

characterized

by egocentric® 4 thinking
and illogical intuitions
based upon perception. 85
According to Piaget, the
construction o£ logical thought
depends not only on
the child's activity
with material things but
also on his or her social

collaboration with other children.

Coming

to an

awareness that another child

sees something differently
from the way he or she sees
tele in helping a child to

accommodate, 86

to rebuild his

it

plays an important

or her point of view,

83

egocentric thinking and illogical
mtuitions.based upon perception.

Re versibility is a characteristic
mind to reverse its activity and go

(Pulaskif

of logical operations

which permits
backward in thought in order to
coordinate previously observed
phenomena with present circumstances
the

m

’
’

6S 4 ’

111611

4 l6SS 2 leaves 2 once more).

(Pulaski,

p. 228)
Tnw- reasoning is characteristic
Muitiye
of the preoperational child
S
n “ 18 b3Sed °n lmmedlate perception
but through
tri^Tnd
rial and error may lead to
correct conclusions.

T

T

-

(Pulaski, p. 226)
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Egocentrism is defined as lack of awareness of
anything outside the
realm of one s immediate experience. It
is evidenced most clearly in infants
w o are unaware even of their own hands and feet as being
parts of their
bodies and do not realize that objects exist
when they

are no longer seen.
Egocentric thinking persists throughout childhood,
as shown by the child's
lack of awareness of points of view other
than his own, and his projection of
his own wishes, fears, and desires, onto the
world around him. (Pulaski,

p. 22

85

Perception is the direct and immediate first impression
of objects or

situations perceived.

86 Accom

(Pulaski, p. 227)

modation is the process of reaching out and adjusting to new
and changing conditions in the environment so that pre-existing
patterns of
behavior are modified to cope with new information or situations.
(Pulaski
p. 223)

)
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and to come closer

to

a coherent operational 87
structure.

Improvisational sharing is a time
for social collaboration
when
participants can
to

come together

share their ideas found

discover

made by

of

in one large circle

in exploration.

new information

as

all the participants as

it

made

This time also usually leads
to the

relates to the

problem The

total effect

they share information creates
an ensemble.

Here each child experiences a work-play
contributions

or can form small groups

to create the

relation with his or her peers.

The

ensemble should strengthen each person's

sense of individual worth and uniqueness.

Openness
Openness
example,

is providing the child opportunities for
self-expression; for

to help the child’s emotional development,
the

IAE can be open

children’s expression of feelings, cultural values and
concerns.
to

Landau

"in

order

to

to

According

develop good mental health children should express

their feelings in early years. " 88

A

child's emotional response during

LAE

—

87

Operational the operational child is freed from the pull of immediate
perception. He is also able to reach forward and backward in space and time

on the mental level. This speeds up thinking process immeasurable and gives
it much greater mobility and freedom.
(Pulaski, p. 226)
88

Landau, Sherrie Epstein, and Ann P. Stone, Child
Development through Literature (New Jersey: Prentice -Hall, 1972), p. 97.
Elliott D.
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may be

one of joy and a sense of
physical well-being.

sadness, fear, jealousy, etc.,

may

Feelings such as

also emerge.

The emotion of fear deserves
special

attention.

Children experience

fear because their world is
constantly expanding, and often
they cannot
assimilate

new experiences by

certain fears

seem

An IAE

to anything in their pasts.

Also,

Preschool children tend

imaginary creatures, and separation from

could be planned around a certain fear
because the social

support given during an IAE

cope with

them

to be related to particular
ages.

to fear animals, the dark,

parents. 89

relating

may

help a child learn to understand a fear and

it.

Children's ethnic characteristics can have important
meaning during
the

IAE learning process.

One's culturally patterned behavior can influence,

directly or indirectly, a child's response or

others.

For example,

may

influence the response of

the rhythmic speech and sound patterns created by

black children could influence white children's rhythmic play.
child could add

group.

A

new descriptive terms

A

bilingual

to an object being focused on

by the

child's "culture," according to Gearling, will "sensitize us to

the dignity of

human

difference.

Whatever we know and can come

to

under-

stand about others is in effect knowledge and understanding of ourselves,

89

Landau, Epstein, and Stone, op.

cit.

,

p. 97.
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especially because

we are

ultimately defined by others. "90

A

teacher's

responsibility, according to Musgrove,
is to be aware of the nature
and

assumptions of his own culture and then
differs

from

understand where and how

to

it

that of his pupils. 91

Related to children's feelings and cultural
values
for identity, connectedness, and
power.

is a child's

concern

Weinstein and Fantini describe these

three concerns in the following statements.
-*-•

Concern about self-image
'who

own
2*

am

I?

T

of identity:

Concept of

Ability to verbalize about one's

feelings, self-judgment.

Concern about connectedness: Relationship with
society and with others, to know
where one
fits

in the

3‘

scheme

of things,

or belonging.

Concern ab out power Self-assertion, control
over what one does. The ability to say
no, or
yes, and the ability to get things done. 9 2
:

Self-image can be enhanced when children
are given the freedom

say what

is

on their minds.

should have opportunities

to

For example,
say

if

if

an IAE

is

to

a

about food, children

they go hungry or not, what foods they like

90

Frederick O. Gearing, 'Why Indians?" Social Education,
vol. 32,
Edward Storey, Cultural Relevance and
Educational Issues (Boston: Little, Brown, and Company,
1973), p. 3.

n. 2, quoted in Francis A. Ianni, and

91

Frank Musgrove, "Education and the Culture Concept," Africa,
vol.
23, n. 2, quoted in Francis A. Ianni, and Edward Storey, Cultural
Relevance
and Edu cational Issues (Boston: Little, Brown, and Company,
1973), p. 11.
92

Gerald Weinstein and Mario D. Fantini,
(New York: Praeger Publishers, 1970), p. 51.
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and dislike, and why some foods are more
nutritious.

When

children share

their ideas with others— during improvisational
sharing, they can get a sense
of

where their point

of

view

fits in.

Tasks given

to

children during exploration

and improvisational sharing can help children
acquire the
done.

Children can exercise their sense of power when they
have the option

to participate in

IAE.

Another characteristic

of children's behavior (mentioned under play

behavior) is a child’s ability to be imaginative.
to

ability to get things

The

facilitator should be open

using the child's imagination for the purpose of fostering the child's

creative development.

The child can develop four aspects

during the IAE process.

of imagination

They are:

— ability to investigate

1.

flexibility

2.

originality

a problem, to
search for possible ramifications

— ability to come up with new or novel

ideas
3.

fluency

4.

elaboration
at

many

produce a quantity of ideas
ability to build on an idea, to look

ability to

—

implications. 93

These "sub-abilities” can be developed during exploration and improvisational
sharing.

Pe rception/ conceptualization
Regarding children's mental behavior,

it

was previously mentioned

that

children aged four through seven have had limited experience with the world

93

McGraw

P. Guilford, The Nature-of-Human Intelligence (New York:
Hill Book Company, 1967), p. 168.

J.

7r>

and

its

contents.

They are constantly deceived by

the

appearance of things

because their lack of conceptual understanding
impedes their
logically.

IAE can help mental development by focusing

and conceptualization.

Rudolf

Amheim

work for concept formation. "94
The sensory organs

of the

ability to function

activity on perception

says, "Perception lays the ground

Perception

is the

interpretation of sensation.

body (eyes, ears, nose, tongue, etc.)

information about objects, events, circumstances
in

life.

first pick

When a

child

experiences or perceives something for the first
time, his mind records
as a first impression,

sometimes a

partial or full image.

up

it

The more a child

experiences that particular thing through perceptual experiences,
the more
fully differentiated

in his

or her cognitive

Through differentiation the child clearly recognizes particular

structure.
att ributes

and integrated that concept becomes

and knows their purpose and function.

Through integration

the child

discovers how various concepts affect each other, interrelate, and produce
certain results.

When a

child is able to see a

new concept

as having a

relationship with other concepts, then assimilation and accommodation have

taken place.

94

Regarding this process, Maiy Beaven said:

Roudolf Arnheim, Visual Thinking (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1971), p. 294.

:
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According to Piaget, the process
of assimilation
occurs as a person perceives
information from his
environment and sorts this information,
classifying
it, forming differentiations
and integrations. Early
m life this process is chaotic and confusing
because
children link together
perceptions that do not accord
with reality. Accommodation
transpires as a person
confronts reality and recognizes
that his inner
representation of the world contains
fallacies.
Accordingly, he or she alters his
or her differentiations
and integrations to agree with the
new insight. 95
Assimilation for new information and
accommodation can take place

during the process of LAE activity.

germ idea

At introduction children perceive the

as a percept or undeveloped concept.

During exploration and

improvis ational sharing the child has opportunities
to demonstrate what he

knows about the germ
other participants.
it,

the

idea.

When

germ idea grows,

Also children receive new information from

the child receives the

new information and uses

that is, assimilation and

Learning concepts can benefit the child

in

accommodation occur.

many ways.

For example,

Robert Watson says concepts

2.

reduce the complexity of the environment,
provide the means by which the objects of the

3.

environment are identified,
reduce the necessity of relearning

1.

at

each new

encounter,
4.

95

permit ordering and relating classes of objects,
and events as in cause and effect. 9 ^

Mary Beaven, speech

given at the annual Massachusetts Conference on
the Arts and Humanities, Hyannis, Mass., November 1, 1973, later revised
and published as "My God! There Are Trees in Texas! Cognitive Structuring

Processes," Elementary English, (May, 1975).
96

Robert Watson, Child Development (New York: Scribner's, 1971),

p. 156.
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to short,

Bruner says, "Conceptualizing
makes reasoning possible.

The
that

may

chart

presented on page 169 in
Appendix

behavior

be exhibited by children
during the IAE learning
process.

Awareness

of techniques and materials

When pre-planning an IAE,
techniques to evoke expression.
to

A shows some

the facilitator needs to
be aware of certain

They include: how

to state questions,

brainstorm, and how to use the
simple musical forms as structures

how
to

plug

in material.

Regarding the significance of question-asking,
Taba writes:

The questions teachers ask set limits
within which
students can operate and the expectations
regarding
the level of cognitive operations.
Questions are the

carriers of whatever new- cognitive system
is emerging.
function as invitations to heighten the

Some questions

performance of certain cognitive operations, while
leaving the content and directions of these
operations
open. Such questions invite invention,
discovery,
the creative use of previous knowledge.
Others
control and limit both the content and nature of
cognitive operations. 98

Question-asking during IAE begins by putting the germ idea into
question

form.

For example,

that the child needs to
of sound, then an

97 Bruner,

98

D. C.

:

if

a

germ idea

know ?

If

is about sound,

children have

IAE can be planned around

op. cit.

Hilda Taba (ed.

,

),

p.

what

is it

about sound

no conception of the qualities

this concept.

One way

to do this

70.

Thinking in Elementary School Children (Washington

Office of Education Cooperative Research Project, 1964), p. 1574.
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(and there are

many ways

to

approach this problem,

guide-sheet No. 2. page
20QAppendix C.

is

mentioned in pre-plan

Questions posed by the
facilitator

during this IAE or any IAE
should lead the leader to
his own discoveries.

To begin,
situation.

the introduction of example
No. 2, leads the learner to
question the

Why am

"I"

here? (upon arrival

at the junk yard).

poses the question: how many
things can you find
Improvisational sharing asks the
child
to listen to the

sound of others.

sound in relation
child will

to the

make sound from ?

demonstrate his or her sound and

Closure asks the child to classify
his or her

other sounds.

become aware

to

to

Exploration

It is

through question-asking that the

of what he or she has discovered.

Brainstorming gives children the opportunity
to perform spontaneously.
It is

especially suited for group participation
where a large

are generated which

may have

Alex Osborn, who developed

number

of ideas

potential value as solutions to the problem.

this technique in the 1930's, lists four
basic

ground rules:
Criticism is ruled out.

must be withheld
2*

Adverse judgment of ideas

until later.

'Free-wheeling' is welcomed. The wilder the idea,
it is easier to tame down than to think

the better;
up.
3.

Quantity

is

ideas, the
4.

wanted

more

.
The greater the number of
the likelihood of useful ideas.

Combination and improvement are sought.
addition to contributing ideas of their own,

In

how ideas of others can be
better ideas; or how two or more ideas

participants suggest

turned into
can be joined into
99

Alex Osborn,

still

another idea. 9 ^

Applied Imagination (New York: Scribner's 1963),

p. 156.
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Brainstorming can be used during exploration.

posed before the children
or in writing.

mime

to let

question should be

them express their ideas

orally, non-verbally,

Discussion is a form of verbal expression.

Visual design,

or movement interpretation are non-verbal ways of
brainstorming.

Having children write tneir ideas on a large piece

who

A

of

can't write could dictate' their ideas) is another

paper (younger children

form

The simple musical forms found on pages 179-82

of brainstorming.

in

Appendix

A

give

the facilitator structures with which to pose questions that can
evoke responses
in speech, sound,

movement, and/or visual design.

for improvisational sharing.

examples

in

The Rondo, solo

These forms are suited

tutti,

and random canon are

which children imitate or repeat each others' ideas.

gives unity and coherence to what

is

being expressed.

The form

The pre-plan guide

sheets in Appendix C, pages 199-206, gives examples of how these forms are

used within the sequence of the IAE.
Materials selected for an IAE should be chosen for the developmental
level of the child and

germ

The "stuff"

idea.

of an

IAE

physical movement, and visual objects or environment,

used

to develop the

pages 84-131
198-206,

to

.

germ

idea.

is

speech, sound,

all of

which can be

Suggestions for using materials are on

(Also refer to pre-plan guide sheets in Appendix C, pages

see how materials were used

to

develop those germ ideas.)

It

important to keep in mind that a child already comes equipped with many

means

of expressing ideas, e.g.

,

an imaginative role player.

If

physical

is

80

objects are used within the IAE,
the teacher should be sure
that the object

insures active exploration (e.g.

,

a parachute can be used as
temporary

environment or as an object for group
movement).

Objective 3

The teacher

(facilitator) will feel

comfortable using the

IAE approach

A preliminary

step toward feeling comfortable

objectives one and two:

areas;

(2)

learn and understand

relating the arts to each other and other
subject

(1)

developing the capabilities to facilitate an Integrated
Arts

Experience.
that the

is to

Use

of this

more one

approach with children and teachers has indicated

practices using the approach, being objective about making

mistakes and learning from those mistakes, the more comfortable
one

become with
hi

the program.

order

to children’s

will

to

become comfortable,

problems, be able

to

the facilitator should be sensitive

perceive without making judgments , and

be flexible.

A

facilitator

who

is sensitive to

about his or her work with children.

problems

is the "ability to

Torrance, op.

is constantly asking questions

Torrance says that being sensitive

to

see defects, needs and deficiencies, to see the odd

and the unusual, to see what needs

100

problems

cit .

,

to be done.

p. 94.

From

careful observations

:

81
the facilitator should be able to
detect the child's needs and then
be able to

plan IAE's to get at the problem.

The

facilitator

must perceive, not judge, during

the IAE.

Donald W.

Mackinnon writes

Whenever a person uses

his mind for any purpose
he either perceives (becomes aware of something)
or he judges, but the creative person tends to
prefer perceiving, .to judging. Where a judging
person emphasizes the control and regulation of
experience, the perceptive creative person is
inclined to be more interested and curious, more
open and receptive, seeking to experience life to
the full. Indeed, the more perceptive a person is,

the

To

more

illustrate

1

creative he tends to be.

how a

facilitator can be perceptive during exploration,

one can imagine young children manipulating a set of rhythm instruments
for the first time.

The

facilitator should let

sense them in every way possible.

how
If

the child's curiosity leads

The

them

feel, shake, tap,

facilitator steps

him or her

to

and

back and perceives

what the instruments

will do.

the facilitator tries to control and regulate the proper use of the instruments,

she or he will curb the child's creative impulse.
Perceiving what children do in exploration will give the facilitator clues
for structuring improvisational sharing.

In the

above example, improvisational

sharing can be built on the individual, each demonstrating

10

to the others

^Donald Mackinnon (ed. ), The Creative Person (Berkeley:
University of California General Extension, 1962), p. 84.

how

82
a particular instrument
works.
child to the next demonstrating
to

Or an instrument can be passed
from one
how

it

can be played differently by
each child

produce a different sound.

The

facilitator should be able to
adapt to change.

This adaptability

implies an openness to change in
instructional habits and an ability

with problems and situations as they
occur throughout the IAE.

If

to

cope

the

IAE

begins at a low interest level and
a child suggests something to change
the
direction of the experience, then the
facilitator would be wise to
direction.

A facilitator's

come up with such

in that

reasons why children will

brilliant solutions to problems. " 102

A facilitator who
member

flexibility is "one of the

move

is flexible will

recognize each person as an equal

of the group; recognize what is going
on by a willingness to

involved with the group; understand that dialogue

monologue; realize that

it is

more confirming

use non-verbal behavior, that

is

is

become

more confirming

to be personal than

than

impersonal;

eye contact, touch, and gesture; and recognize

and express his or her own emotions too.

Summary

Chapter IV has presented the objectives of IAE.
(1)

that the arts can be integrated with curriculum;

102

(2)

This material suggests:
that a teacher

who

E. Paul Torrance, Education and the Creative Potential (Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota, 1962), p. 96.
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understands the learner, and the
learning process should have
the

ability to

facilitate the Integrated Arts
Experience; and (3) that in practicing
the

method

the teacher can

become comfortable using

the

IAE approach.

,

CHAPTER

v

materials for iae

Introduction

The

facilitator needs a resource
of ideas and materials
to evoke expression

during the IAE.

Materials for an IAE are
presented here as

sound, speech, movement, and
visual design.

Each area

is

explained as

it

relates to young children's use
of these materials during
an IAE.

Sound

Sound
objects

is

(e. g.

,

created by
paper) etc.

pitch

man and

animals, insects, machines and
manipulated

All sound has a certain degree
of:

highness or lowness of sound, (discrimination
fundamental
to melodic understanding);

dynamics

loudness to softness;

tempo

rate of speed, (fast.

timbre

.

.

slow);

quality of sound produced, (color of a tone,
pitch, the difference between tones of the same
pitch produced on different instruments, e.g.

"C" pitch on a xylophone, piano,

violin, flute,

etc.);

duration

time during which something exists or lasts
(rhythm);

is

85

simultaneity-sounds that are made
together, (Any
simultaneous combinations of sounds,
harmony, chords). 10 3

The aforementioned physical dimensions
of music.

of sound are the basic elements

According to Marilyn Zimmerman's
research on auditory

perception, children are susceptible to
different dimensions at different
stages in their development.^^

Pitch
Pitch discrimination is fundamental to melodic
understanding.

expresses his pitch discriminations either verbally

The child

(yelling, talking, chanting,

whispering) or manipulatively (striking, shaking, touching
objects).

Some

specialists in pitch- perception feel that by the age
of twelve the critical

period for pitch identification
in pitch discrimination

may have

passed.

In

some

instances improvement

has been found between ages six and nine.

And

it is

interesting to note the terms up-down, high-low, large-small, when
pertaining
to

musical sounds, have no meaning

To help

to

younger children.

the child dscriminate pitches, the facilitator needs to provide a

wide range of sound-producing materials which can be selected by the
manipulated by the child, and used when the child

103

is

child,

expressing particular

Additional terms in music are given on page 173 Appendix A.

104

Marilyn Zimmerman
Musical Characteristics of Children
(Washington, D. C.
Music Educators National Conference, 1971), p. 12.
:

105

Ibid.

,

p. 6.

,
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feelings or moods.

Germ

ideas can focus specifically
on developing the

concept of comparison of size
and sound, up-down, and
high-low.

Examples

of sound producing materials
which can be used to discriminate
pitch are
listed on pages 93-94.

Dynamics
By age four children can make accurate
judgments concerning
loudness.

Loud and

soft is judged

relative

from environmental sounds which are

learned in every day experience, unlike
high-low which are not learned
casually in every day experiences with
sound. 106

Tempo
Children aged four through seven have a
"primitive intuition of speed

which

based on passing or overtaking.

is

another body overtakes
faster because
it.

"

107

it

When

a body moving parallel to

the child notes that the overtaking body is

it,

has changed positions with the body which formerly
preceded

Helping children recognize tempos (especially slower ones) can
be

accomplished by relating them

body movement

to

in place

and from place

place, by reading visual objects in sequential order (reading

sound

moving

to

"The car

means creating

represent an object or objects seen), and/or by verbalizing (e.g.
is

moving

fast. ").

106^.

Zimmerman,

op, cit .

,

p. 6.

107
Pulaski, op.

cit.

,

p.

185.

to

87

Timbre
Every sound produced has a certain

quality.

Melodic instruments

(xylophone, flute, piano, etc.) have their own
distinguishable sound qualities.

To understand

known as timbre, a

this quality,

child should be able to

recognize the same pitch produced on different melodic
instruments.
facilitate this understanding the child

needs

to explore,

To

compare, contrast,

and manipulate the pitch of his or her voice, melodic and percussive
instruments,

and objects (e.g.

,

paper).

Du ration
Duration

is the

time during which something exists or lasts.

to Piaget, ’’the concept of both

development.

According

time and speed follow parallel courses

in their

Both are based on a primitive concept of order: order of

events in time and order of positions in speed. " As children learn to order

events and become aware of intervals of time based on a succession of events

and the duration between them, there develops an
time.

intuitive understanding of

* 08

Time

in

music can be considered a succession

ordered sounds, which

Before age eight children have a tendency to

have duration.

like events,

of

manipulate sound by maintaining a specific rhythm pattern.

That

is, the

sound produced repeats a dominating rhythm unit or grouping such as:
/

108

,

,

•

Pulaski, op.

cit.

,

p. 174.

/

/

/ etc.
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Depending upon the situation, a
child can produce sound
irregular intervals.

Improvised sound during

the

at

IAE can occur

regular or

intervals of two beats, three
beats, four beats, five beats,
etc.
of beats

may depend

at

rhythmic

The interval

upon the speech being used with
sound accompaniment.

Sound can be measured by grouping
beats together, the

first beat

bears

an accent in the following example.

"

'/*'

/''

/-—/?--/*--/*-

The accents above appear

—

at irregular intervals.

/i

/ etc.

Many rhythmic sound

patterns occurring at regular intervals are
created from clapping and jumping,

which grow out of speech rhymes and chants.

Notice the measured beat of this

jump rope rhyme.
s
/
/
Miss Lucy had a baby, she named

it

Tiny Tim

She put him in the bath tub,

if

he could swim.

^
He drank up
He tried

to

see

/

/

,

water, he ate up

all the

to eat the

/

bath

tub, but

it

all the

soap,

wouldn’t go down

his throat.

Miss Lucy called the Doctor,
The nurse called

the Doctor called the nurse,

the lady with the alligator purse.

Chicken pox says the Doctor, measles says the nurse,

^
Mumps

/

>

/

says the lady with the alligator purse.

89

The length of time occurring
between sounds
the sound significant meaning.
first line below.

silence

marked

For example, clap

Then clap the dash marks
(*).

which

more

line is

1.

/

/

2.

*/

*/

/

in the

is silence.

This gives

the dash (-)

marks

second

line.

in the

Observe

the

interesting?

/

— *_/_***/

Children’s rhythmic patterns will often
appear like the second line.

Therefore whenever possible, the teacher
should use the child’s own rhythmic
patterns to develop the child’s

own sense

of rhythmic coordination.

Simultaneity

Children have a great difficulty in establishing
simultaneity (coordination of events happening at
the same time). Piaget found that it was not
until
between eight and nine years that his subject could
arrange events in a series and then correlate that
series with another. 09
-1-

Perception of simultaneous
children know

how

for melodic line.

how

to follow

to

sounds (harmony or discord) occurs when

use sound for the purpose of creating accompaniment

Understanding how

a sequential order.

109

Pulaski, op. cit .

,

p.

harmony begins with knowing

Children can begin building a vocabulary

simply by mixing sound together just
should also have the opportunity

to create

to see

to select

171.

what goes with what.

sound

to create

mood or

Children
feeling,

90

perhaps to accompany movement,
visual design, or speech
chants.
o£

bar instruments explained on
pages 174-178

facilitate this

in

Appendix

A

The use

should help

development.

To summarize

the physical

dimensions of sound, Marilyn Zimmerman

says:

Perception of musical stimuli follows
a developmental
sequence. Loudness discrimination
develops first,
with pitch and rhythm (duration)
discrimination
developing somewhat concurrently (age
6-8). The
latter discriminative abilities
improve with the
increasing attention span and the
the

memory

improvement of
Because loudness develops

function.

without formal training, instruction can
focus on
methods of improving pitch and rhythm
discrimination.
[Special attention should be given to tempo
and timbre^
Perception of simultaneous sound or harmony
seems
to be the last to develop, with age
eight marking the
beginning of a critical period for that development.

Sources available for creating sound

The sources available for creating sound during the IAE
are

the physical

body, objects, and instruments.

The body
I

:

voice

have a sound inside of me,

voice has

its

it

goes like

...

(Every human

characteristic timbre which can be varied according to the use

of breath, throat, mouth, tongue, and lips.)

10

this.

Zimmerman,

op. cit.

"^Created by Carol

,

Some familiar sounds

p. 10.

Bitcon, Tustin, Ca.

of the

91

voice are yawning, sighing,
groaning> moani „ g>
roaring, bellowing, screaming,
crying,

gasping, whimpering, whining,

shouting, laughing, sneezing,
snickering, giggling, coughing,
speaking,
singing, hissing, buzzing,
barking, calling, etc.

Children also create voice

sounds by imitating animals,
machines and the sounds of nature.

The body: hands and

feet

"There are things hands do
feet

know

that hands

never

will.

.

that feet

.

.

" 112

never can.

.

.

there are things

Children can make a mental

inventory of all the things their hands
do during the day, and they take
another

inventory of their feet.

Besides the

many

From

these inventories an LA.E

may emerge.

tasks the hands perform, they are producers
of

sound: clapping, rubbing hands together,
finger snapping, hand slapping the
thighs and other parts of the body.

Foot sounds are created by stamping,

tapping, brushing, scraping, walking, running,
skipping, jumping, etc.

What

are worn on the feet will determine the quality of the sound.

When

children are chanting rhymes during street and playground
games,

they simultaneously use hands and feet.

Their phrases will often occur in

imitation or in echo, calling or responding, and questioning and
responding.

The facilitator should consider these characteristics and use them during an
112

Donald J. Bis sett (ed. ), Poems and Verses to Begin On.
Francisco: Chandler Publishing Company, 1967), p. 19.

(San
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IAE.

Active participation in this
manner can give the child the
needed

manipulation for developing an
intuitive understanding
of the physical dimensions
of sound.

Objects

The environment consists
be used for

sound making.

of things that

make sound and

Some sounds are dependent upon

hand or foot manipulation, and natural
phenomena such as

objects that can
electricity, gas,

the wind.

are indoor sounds and those that
are characteristic of the outdoors.

There
Particular

environments can be explored just because
of the interesting sound qualities
they produce.

The bathroom, kitchen, playroom,

living room, cellar, alley,

forest, playground, market, etc., are
places that contain unique materials

for sound making.

A

floor, stairsteps, hollow containers,
walls,

give off unique sounds when hit by the hand.
plastic (tissue,

brown paper,

seed pods, leaves, etc.
by the hands or

A

child

,

empty

bottles , etc.,

Different qualities of paper and

plastic bags, etc.), tin sheets, dried locest

also produce interesting sounds when manipulated

feet.

who makes

his

own sound-maker or rhythmic instrument from

junk materials in his environment will often find that this instrument
has more

meaning

to

him than an instrument

that is manufactured by industry.

The tape recorder can be an organizer
dynamics, tempos, and timbres.

of sound for different pitches,

Such a tool will help the child recognize
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and understand the physical
dimensions oi sound.

The physical environment and
the objects contained
spectrum already playing or waiting

in it create

a sound

to be played.

Percussive instruments
Percussive instruments arc those
most suited
coordination ability.

to

young children's

They can be played successfully from

the start either

by hitting, shaking, hammering,
scraping, tapping, or rubbing.

The

facilitator

should provide instruments which
children can use for their own
experiments.

Young children,

of course, should have opportunities
to explore orchestral

and jazz instruments with music students
or musicians.

have opportunities

to see, hear,

They should also

and manipulate instruments of other cultures,

past and present for the purpose of knowing
that such instruments exist and
of producing unique sound

qualities on those instruments.

Percussive instruments are classified as pitch (having
several pitched
tones) and non -pitch (having one tone).

The

list

below gives a sampling of the

types of percussive instruments children can play.

Non-pitch

Pitch

drums

xylophone (wood bars)

gongs

metalophone (metal bars)

triangles

glockenspiel (metal bars)

claves

tunable timpani

Non-pitch

Pitch

wood blocks

tone bells

Finger cymbals

slide whistle

maracas

bongos

wrist bells
guiro
castinettes
sticks

sand paper blocks

cow

bell

tambourine

Many percussive instruments come from Mexico,

Africa, India, the

South Pacific, and the Orient, where they have an important
place in the local

music.
Percussive instruments can be made from simple materials.

For

example, bottles or glasses containing different amounts of water can be used
like a glockenspiel.

Children should have the opportunity to experiment with

pitch by filling up the bottles to desired levels and comparing the sounds with

other pitched instruments, objects, and the voice.

Some non-pitched instruments can be carried
or worn on the body (wrist
relationship between

bell).

in the

hands (maracas)

This kind of instrument reinforces the

movement and sound.
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Sound for the

IAF.

Sound can be used as a means

o£ verbal and non-verbal
communication.

Sound made by the voice can take
the form of singing, chanting,
speaking, or

non-sense vocal syllables.

Sound made from the body, objects,
and instruments

can be used alone or as accompaniment
for speech, movement, and/or
visual
design.

Sound patterns created as accompaniment

(e.g.

,

using a

drum

beat

with a speech chant) will increase the
effectiveness of communication within
the group ensemble.

Creating sound from objects and instruments can be
a rich and satisfying

non-verbal experience for young children.

Learning opportunities should be

provided just for the purpose of exploring the unique sound
qualities instruments
produce.

During exploration the child should be made aware of the question,

"How many ways can

I

make sound from

this

instrument ?" Throughout

exploration the child can bring out that particular instrument’s physical

sound dimensions.

Ensemble (discussed on page
is

71) playing during improvisational sharing

a good way to differentiate, compare, contrast, and identify sound qualities.

Simple ways to give children the feeling of ensemble playing are the following:
conversation, imitation, question and answer, contrasting statements or
opposites, patterns created one on top of another, conductor, moods, "time
in" and "time out. "
distinctiveness.

Too many instruments playing

at

once will blur their

The simple musical forms found on pages 179-82

in
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Appendix

A will

forms can train

made, and

help structure the amount of sound
produced.
the child's

ear

to use silence as a

Using bar instruments

to

Using these

to distinguish the quality of the

sound or sounds

necessary element to enhance the sounds
produced.

create

mood

To understand mood, a teacher might think how
children
types of

moods and

feelings —peaceful, angry, excited, joyful, sleepy,
upset,

fearful, affectionate, bored.

hear characters

exhibit certain

in stories

Children also relate to these feelings when they

expressing themselves, when they hear poems, when

they hear family and friends talking, and when they hear television
and radio.

A

child will often use sound as a

example, when a child
stick.

is

means

angry, he or she

of

expressing a mood.

may bang

on a garbage can with a

The sound reverberations produced may temporarily

by releasing his aggression.

For

satisfy the child

Giving children outlets to express their moods

through improvising on xylophones, metallo phones, glockenspiels, can be

one way to help children recognize and cope with their moods or
the

moods

understand

of others.

The spectrum on page 97 shows the
directions.

to

possibility of

Western culture has conditioned people

Within these two directions

many

mood

going in two

to think in these

different feelings or

terms.

moods can emerge.
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pleasing

serious

Just as the three primary
colors, when they are mixed,
can produce a

wide range of color hues, so
sound moods can also be created
when certain

sound or pitches are put together.

Creating

mood on bar instruments can be

accomplished by manipulating the following
row of tones.

The above tones represent the traditional C major
scale
culture.
in full.

Most bar instruments begin with C and have

Some bar instruments may extend beyond

another octave

which

may

(8

tones).

fall into

in

this scale

arrangement

the eight tones to include

Within these eight tones one can create moods

either the pleaseing or the serious category.

regarding how to create

western

mood on bar instruments

is

An

explanation

found on page 174 in

Appendix A.

It

is difficult to classify

a group of sounds

to

describe major and

minor scales.

Some people refer to them as happy or sad, estatic or grief,
etc. Using a word to describe the mood evoked by the tones within a structured
scale will depend on how those tones are manipulated (e.g. fast-slow, loud,

soft,

accented-nonaccented, etc.).

When pre-planning

an IAE, the facilitator should
be aware of the type

of instruments to enhance the

mood

of the activity

(e. g.

,

using a series of

tones to be played as accompaniment
for a child's body movement, the
of a

poem, a speech chant).

mood

During the experience children should
discover

for themselves by experimentation
with instruments the tones needed to

produce the mood suited to their needs.

Sound related

to

movement

Barbara Mettle r speaks

of dance as the "art of

movement, and music

is

the art of sound; at their point of origin, within
us, these two arts are one.

Opportunity to express ourselves freely in both sound and
movement strengthens

our creative feeling for music and dance.
and the quality of the sound expresses

which produces the sound.

If

to

movement

"

Sound

some

is

an outgrowth of movement,

extent the quality of the

is strong, the

movement

sound will be relatively

strong (loud); the movement weak the sound will be weak

(soft).

This relation

could be helpful in developing the physical dimension of dynamics (loud and
soft).

I* 4

Two ways

of relating sound and

movement are reading and accompaniment.

Objects, voice, and percussive instruments can be used to accompany body

movement

in place

and from place to place.

makers and body-movers. The use
114

of

Roles can be defined as sound-

wearing or holding instruments

is

Barbara Mettle r, Materials of Dance (Tuscon, Arizona: Mettler
Studios Publication, 1960), p. 266.
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another way to accompany bodily movement.

Reading body movement can be

done when a participant creates sound which imitates
another participant's

movement.

One way

to structure this is to let one instrument
represent one

person's movement solo, two instruments represent
a duet, three instruments

a trio, etc.

Sound related

to

speech

Because speech

is

sound, speech can be used in a manner that relates

directly to the physical dimensions of sound.

Appendix
the

IAE

A

shows the characteristics

The chart on page 170

of vocal expression.

in

Speech used for

(chanting, spoken poetry, statements, questions for response, etc.)

can be manipulated to bring out these dimensions

in

accordance with mood.

Speech controlled through voice inflection can stabilize the mood

of the

activity.

Sound can be used to accompany language expression.

Body sound

gestures such as clapping, snapping fingers, and slapping thighs
effective with speech chants, spoken

poems, songs,

etc.

can be

Rhythmic sound

patterns are created when sound imitates the syllabication of words.

rhythmic phrases created can help the child develop a sense

The

of duration of

time and rhythmic coordination.
Objects and instruments can be selected

to

accompany poems,

important words, statements, cue questions for response,

etc.

Children

inn

should have on opportunity
is

to

match sound

quality with

similar to a composer who manipulates
sound

when he wants

Sound related

word moaning,

to fit the

plus

words of a poem

to create a song.

to visual design

Children’s pictures

tell stories in

symbolic form.

Their visual

representations of thought and feeling can be
interpreted verbally through
descriptive speaking or singing.
to interpret the events

Using sound in

this

and then

to notate it

or circumstances taking place in the visual design.

manner

or written language.

Children can also use objects or instruments

is

similar

Another way

to

reading symbolic notation in music

to do this is to

with visual materials.

improvise with sound first

For example, a

drum and creates rhythmical sound groupings which occur

child plays a

in

sequence.

Afterwards, he might represent the sound by illustrating them in the following

manner:

0

3

4

5

6

7
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The numerals represent measures of sound,
of time.

Here the sound

horizontally.

in

the

sound within a space

time is read downward and then
proceeds

This graphic notation

is really quite

similar to contemporary

music notation.

Simple musical forms

The simple musical forms found on pages 179-82
used by the facilitator
response.

to "plug in"

in Appendix

such as Binary

B:A:C:A:D:A: etc.
night half

moon

:

night

:

to

organize their

Children's games and jump rope rhymes use

these structures for individual and group participation.
in nature's cycle,

can be

material that calls for individual and group

These structures have been used by composers

melodic and rhythmic ideas.

A

Form— A B

= night:

= night

:

full

moon

:

night

:

They are also found
:

day; Rondo

three quarter

form— A
moon

:

:

etc.

The main purpose for using these structures during improvisational sharing
is to allow the children's ideas to be recognized

by the

total group.

If

younger

children have difficulty adapting to any of the structure given, then the
facilitator

(e. g.

,

may

create one to suit the needs of those particular children

discussion).

Also these structures

developed during the IAE (e.g.
theory in math).

Students

may

,

how

to

may

not

fit all

germ

ideas to be

operate an electric fry pan, or a

prefer insights provided by a teacher or

guest to insight provided by a classmate.
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Sound summary

The IAE can act as a music
readiness program which can
develop
child's perceptual

awareness of the physical
dimensions of sound,

the

children

aged four through seven can
become acquainted with the dimensions
of sound
as these dimensions are used
along with other forms of
expression such as

movement,

speech, and visual design.

dimensions through differentiation.

Children can understand these

This happens when students have

opportunities to identify characteristics
by describing details, comparing
and

contrasting qualities of sound, manipulating
materials for sensory awareness,

seeing relations in things, and analyzing
the outcome of events.

The diagram on page 170

how expression

Appendix

in

in sound, speech,

A

illustrates, to

some

extent,

movement, and visual design can be used

intuitively to develop the physical dimensions
of sound.

Some

of these

dimensions can be singled out and used specifically
for an IAE or they can

occur naturally through participation as they relate

to the

germ

idea.

Speech

A

child begins with the drive to explore the world he or she
is

where ’’everything has a name.

"

Vygotsky says "the child learns

to

bom

into

speak in

the to-and-fro of talk with those about him;’’ that is to say, speech
takes the

form

of social speech.

Once a child learns

to

speak, he uses speech to serve

103
his

own development, or as an

aid to his

own exploratory

activities. 1

^

Piaget divides early speech into two
categories: egocentric speech116
the monologue;

7

and socialized speech which includes
questions and answers,

requests, and information that has
undergone
into account the
of the running

demands

of a listener.

some kind

Piaget regards the gradual disappearance

commentary 118 as a natural consequence

ability to internalize his listener, to

of adaption to take

of the child's

improved

escape from the limitations of his own

view-point; egocentric speech is, according
to Piaget, gradually replaced by a

more mature form,

socialized speech.

119

115„

Britton, op. cit.

,

p. 57.

116 ^
*
Egocentric
speech means a child speaks from his own point of view
and is incapable of understanding any other. Effective
communication demands
that a speaker take into account the view-point and the
knowledge and experience
and interests of his listener, an ability which the young child age 3-7
has
rot acquired. (Britton, p. 59)
.

117^

i

Monologue means that a child calls

of free association

to

mind

the next words by a process

— association of sound or gesture or meaning.

words without intervention of things

He summons

(or things being done to things). (Britton,

p. 59)

118

Running commentary is a kind of spoken narrative that involves action
recounting the past. To recount an event is to place a construction upon
experience, to interpret it; but of course we interpret also more directly by
explaining experience, commenting, bringing generalizations to bear upon it.
(Britton, p. 72)

... On the basis of a number of observations, it has been noted that the
running commentary grows in prominence in the speech of most children from
the age of about three on, is at a peak at four and five and declines, until at
seven it is a comparatively rare occurrence. Piaget believes that it disappears
as the child's speech becomes more effective as communication. (Britton, p. 59)
119

'

Britton, op, cit.

,

p. 60.
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Using s peech during the IAE

Speech during the IAE consists

of:

(!)

queshons or spoken cues which

the facilitator uses to
stimulate participants'
responses and

responses to cue questions

To add interest

(2)

children's

which consist of statements or
additional quesdons.

to the questions, one
can pose

them as chants, poetic phrases,

or songs.

The spoken communication

that passes

from

and among peers should occur in
a casual manner.

facilitator to participants

The social context furthers

a child's freedom to say the things
which are on his or her mind as well
as

to

take into account the viewpoint
(knowledge, experience, and interests)
of his

peers.

Sigel writes:

With confrontation from social agents (peers,
teachers,
parents) as well as the inanimate environment,
the
child acquires an objectified view of self
and the
world

around him.

The

facilitator

who pre-plans an IAE should provide

situations

or tasks

where social speech can be nurtured especially during
exploration and
improvisational sharing.

For younger children, egocentric speech and

its

components of monologue, running commentary, and narrative
can appear
during the activity.

120

Irving E. Sigel,

"The Piagetian System and the World
Report from the Center for Developmental Studies in Cognition
Merrill-Palmer Institute, 1969), pp. 58-65.

of Education, "

(Detroit:
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Children have certain speech
characteristics that appear
to be different
a different age levels.
all

The speech

Children aged three to

ten. 12 !

The

qualities given below
generally appear in

five and will often continue
through ages nine and

facilitator should consider
these qualities as well as
ethnic and

cultural qualities

when using speech during

the IAE.

Speech can be noisy sound
Just as children enjoy playing
with objects, they also

sound and words.

For example a

k sounds in blanket, and like

a.

child will play upon certain sounds
like

Even when the

child

often has the need to comfort
himself or herself with

she does not

all at

once get used

enjoy playing with

to the fact that

1

and

grows older, he or she

word play since he or

words

fulfill

mainly the

business-like function of communication. ^22

Speech

is

rhythmic

Chukovsky says children delight

in

games based on rhythmic rhymes.

The following rhyme was made up by a four year
old who was playing a game
in

which she was a rabbit who had many baby rabbits.

She chanted:

The little rabbit was fast and lean
He was chased by a magazine

Komei Chukovsky, From Two
California Press, 1971), p. 81.

122
Ibid.

,

p. 79.

to

Five (Berkeley: University of

"

2
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Chukovsky asked her what magazine
stood for and the
"Magazine

little girl

repeated,

a eertain kind of rabbit, he
reads magazines, magazines,

is

magazines, so they

call

him magazine!" 122

This example has two phrases,
each containing four distinct accents.

Arrangement

of

words

manner creates a

in this

distinct rhythmic beat which

often motivates children to change
words and phrases over and over again:

jump rope rhymes are based on

this principle.

Speech can be nonsense
Children often distort words

sound that

is fun to

manipulate.

to

achieve rhyming.

Again,

it is

the

For example:

The red house

Made
Most

of strouss (instead of staws)

often the desired nonsense is achieved by the
interchange of the function

of objects.

nonsense.

"All such nonsense verses are regarded by children precisely
as

l24

The fun of nonsense words is that they sound like
important adult words yet amount to nothing, and
so in effect mocking the rational knowledgeable
unreachable world of adults. Most if not all good
children's literature does this, Alice in Wonderland
is a famous example. 1 ^

123

Chukovsky, op.

cit .

,

p. 66.

124
Ibid.

,

p. 67.

125

Dean Flower, "Language and Literature, " Orff-Schulwerk Design for
Creativity Report to the U. S. Office of Education of ESEA, Title III Project
(Bellflower, Ca. Bellflower Unified School District, 1968), p. 279.
:
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Additional attributes of children's speech

A

child often needs to be in motion with his
hands or his feet

talking, yelling, whispering.

when he

is

Children think up rhymes as they hop, jump,

skip, etc.

The preschool age
physical objects.

speech.

child, according to Piaget, uses

Chukovsky states

words

to stand for

that objects help inspire a child to use

For example, a spoon can become a

tail.

I'm a whale
This is my tail. 126

Much

of children's language centers

animals, machines.

on the roles they act out— people,

Role-play speech will often express the child's logical

or illogical feelings of approval or disapproval

of a person, animal,

or

machine.
Children will imitate the speech of others as a way to try out new words,
to signify

echo.

awareness

James

of the existence of feeling in others, or to play the

Britton says,

"It

would seem

to

game

be nearer the truth to say that

children imitate people's method of going about saying things than to say that

127
they imitate the things said. ”
(

Children's emotional responses are associated with particular people,

126
127

Chukovsky, op,
Britton, op. cit .

cit.

,

,

p. 65.

p. 42.
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events, and objects.

The expression

demands and expectations
not so

much

of adults.

of

emotions

is

influenced by cultural

Sylvia Ashton-Warner says that

the content of what one says as the

way one says

it.

"It is

" 128

Imagery and speech
Children think in terms of images.

There

is

a graphic quality

in their

speech, which says something about their ability to use
their imagination. 129

A

five

year old

girl told

me

this story:

Once there was a
a tall mountain.
she was too tall.

little girl

and she walked up

And she fell down because
And she was crying.

Age 6-7-8
Chukovsky says children aged 6-7-8 no

longer indulge

versifying with stimulus of clapping and stamping or jumping.

in

spontaneous

Chant

is

now

displaced by thought and introspection, characterized in part by great curiosity
about

more

abstract causes and conditions.

Some

children are able to draw

realistic conclusions about cultural myths, such as the tooth fairy.

insight into concepts of space,

measurement, and time

will lead

Their

them

inconsistencies in imaginative views that had previously suited them.
child at this age

may

not be old enough to compose free or

verse that would satisfy him or her.

* 28

Sylvia Ashton-Warner,

Chukovsky, op.

cit .

,

The

more structured

During this period he or she often

Teacher (New York: Simon and Schuster,

1963), p. 17.
I 29

to find

p. 145.

,
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satisfies his

stories.

these

or her hunger for harmony and
melody through poetry and

Chukovsky states, "At times he
experiences the lyrical feeling

poems or dramatic content

in

of the stories so intensively that,
in his

innocence, he is inclined to regard
himself as the author of this moving
verse.

Evoking imagery through literature and
poetry
Children need opportunities

to talk in

order

to

A

learn to talk.

good way

of helping children express themselves
verbally is to foster their exploration

and their participation in verbal activities where
they can contribute.
literature is one

way

to do this during the IAE.

The story book has always had high priority
feelings in a child.

Many times

Man

to

Bill

can, you can't catch

evoking thoughts and

For example, one day after reading

and John (both aged 4-1/2), we went outside

While we were running,

kites.

in

after stories are read children will act out

the character parts in the entire story.

The Gi ngerbread

Using

me, I'm

stimulus for evoking speech.

Bill shouted,

the Gingerbread

to fly

"Run, run, run, as fast as you

Man!" Stories can

They can be used

to present a

act as a

germ

idea, an

issue, or to reinforce the concept being worked on during the IAE.

Children react to poetry because

rhymes

it

it is

an aural art.

Like jump rope

has a unique power to arouse vivid sensory images and emotional

^Chukovsky,

op. cit.

p.

70.

:
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responses.

It is

as a result of hearing the words in
rhythm that the visual

and kinesthetic images are elicited.
are so closely related that

it

Sensory imagery and emotional reaction

might be said the more vivid the image aroused

the deeper the emotional response
131
evoked.

An image

is

a mental picture of an idea. 132 When a child
expresses

likenesses in things that are different, he

making images.

is

For example:

This rock is shaped like a frog.

There are many kinds

common

of

imagery

to

be used for an IAE.

The three most

types of images, called figures of speech, are the simile,
the

metaphor, and personification.
Simile, metaphor, and personification can be used to evoke children’s

expression about every day events which occur

For example: Today the smog

is like (child’s

in the physical

response).

environment.

Similar examples

could be used as speech chants or songs during improvisational sharing.

The simile means an expressed similarity between
resemblance
a simile.

of one thing to another is stated.

Sometimes, instead

of ’’like" the

The word

words "as

if"

things.

The

’’like" is the sign of

are used.

^3

For

131

Prentice Jo McMasters, Unpublished paper Orff-Schulwerk and
Poetry (Los Angeles: 1968), p. 2.

132

Websters Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary
G. & C. Merriam Company, 1970), p. 415.
133
Ibid.

,

p. 810.

(Springfield,

Mass.

:
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example
She sang as

if

she were a happy bird.

The metaphor can be more intense
than the simile.
implied likeness.
the other.

It

speaks of one object

in

terms of another, or as

is an

if it

were

For example:
Oranges are polkadots hanging

When

in green.

a lifeless object is given the form
or the characteristics of a

livmg person, or behaves
personification.

like a

The types

human

being, the figure of speech is a

For example:

The box speaks
of

at

midnight when someone

imagery children respond

kinesthetic, and dramatic.

material

A metaphor

lifts its lid.

to in poetry are auditory, visual,

The following outline can be used

from poetry books

search out

to

that could evoke children’s senses.

Poetry used

for an IAE should have direct relation to the content
(germ idea) and sequence
of the activity.

changed

Some poems may be more meaningful

to fit the situation.

if

a few words are

Also an entire IAE could be built around a single

poem.
I.

Auditory imagery:
A.

134

Poems

that evoke aural

images by sensitizing

1.

phrases of words and a cadence;

2.

rhythm and rhyme;

3.

repetition of

Websters, op.

cit.

,

p. 532.

the ear to:

words and phrases of words
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II.

B.

Poems

with metaphors that picture the
action;

C.

Poems

that create a

D.

Onomatopoetic poems (imitative sounds).

mood through

use of sound imagery;

Visual imagery:

A.

Poems
of:

B.

that encourage a child to create
mental pictures

herself, himself or any people;

Poems

that encourage a child to create mental
pictures

of places, events, objects, circumstances,
in the physical

C.

Poems

that

and things

environment;

show ordinary

situations

from a new

perspective.
III.

Kinesthetic imagery:

A.

Poems

in

which the aural and visual combine

to stimulate

bodily movement.
B.

Poems which

C.

Poems

stimulate the five senses.

that evoke

empathic movement, a new way of

expressing feeling.
IV.

Dramatic imagery:
A.

Ballads that

tell

a story with great depth of aural,

visual, kinesthetic, and dramatic imagery.

B.

Monologue poems that present the point of view
"character" speaking the poem.

of the

Using children's own poetry
Children's speech is so

durmg

for and

the IAE.

When

full of

imagery

that

it

can be used as material

children hear their own words used during
the

activity it can add to the development of
their self-image.

Songs

Composed songs are usually poems which are
song

may have more meaning

changed

to fit the

full of

to the children if certain

circumstances.

For example,

if

the

imagery.

A composed

words are omitted or

germ idea was about

prepositions the words to "Sally Go Round the Sun" could be changed to

fit

the

physical environment.
Sally go round the sun,
Sally go round the

Sally go round the

On a Sunday

moon,
chimney

pot,

afternoon, Hey!

Traditional

The above words are changed

to:

name) go under the table,
name) go over the chair,
(Child's name) go in between the children
(Child's

(Child's

On

this rainy afternoon,

Yea!

Speech summary
Speech represents the thoughts and feelings
speech

is

of a child.

Children's early

egocentric and takes the form of monologue, running commentary,

and narrative.

The IAE gives the child an opportunity

to join others in a

social-dramatic activity where he can share his point of view.

Speech used
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in this

manner

acts as a

form

of communication.

Like sound, speech can be manipulated,
spoken in motion, used as
nonsense, imitated, chanted, sung,
turned upside down, and around
and
around.

The environment provides excellent
material for speech:

(a)

Chants

created on the spot about objects, events,
qualities, or circumstances will
give immediate meaning to the present,

what they say as material for speech

(b)

will help the child focus on himself or

herself and his or her present environment,
poetry, stories, songs, etc.

,

Listening to children and using

(c)

Literary material such as

can evoke imagery in the children’s minds which

can cause them to react verbally and non -verb ally
during the IAE.

Using speech
to the learning

in these various

modes

process for young children.

of expression

can add motivation

During the IAE children should

develop the ability to use language readily, by inventing new words,
creating

rhythmic chants and rhymes, and by using words for sheer pleasure, even
for role playing aggression.
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Movement

The body moves

in place

occur while standing,

and from place

sitting

of the body parts, such as:

squint, blink, stare; hands:

or lying.

face:

to place.

Movement

Many movements are

in place

characteristic

smile, frown, sneer, grin, yawn,
chew,

open, close, stroke, clap, snap,
grab, scratch,

squeeze, slap, pat, pinch, point, poke,
pluck, tap, grasp, clasp, beckon,
rub; a ims and hands
beat, stir, wave,

trample, tip-toe,

:

lift,

strike, sweep, chop, push, pull, dig,
throw, catch,

reach, etc.

slip,

legs and feet

;

:

kick, shuffle, stamp,

stumble, tap, drag.

Other movements which

may

involve

wiggle, stretch, bend, twist, turn, flop,

the whole body in place are:

fall,

shake, swing, rock, spring,

bounce, jump, spin, expand, curl, uncurl, rise,
sink, tumble, lean, sag,
slouch, droop, pounce.

Movement from place

to

place

may

be characteristic of these movements:

crawl, roll, walk, skip, run, gallop, leap, hop, stride, prance,
meander,

limp, stagger, march, sprint, slink, dodge.

Movement, gesture

Movement implies
position or posture.

mechanism

action, a particular impulse, a change of place or

Action can be understood as the moving parts of a

that transmits a definite motion.

Motion has rhythmic character-

:
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istics

or qualities such as the way we
walk, the moving parts

beat of a musical composition or
poem, etc.
rate of speed (fast.

Gesture

is the

.

.

That which

is in

of a clock, the

motion has a

slow) which is called tempo in
music.

use of motion from the limbs of the
body as a means of

intentional expression.

Susanne Langer calls gesture "movement
of the body

or limbs that symbolizes or emphasizes
an idea, sentiment, or

attitude. " 135

Children demonstrate two types of gestures—
those that make sound such as
clapping, slapping thighs, etc.

,

and non-sound gestures which accompany

thoughts or spoken words, such as gestures
used in everyday conversation.

Movement

qualities

Every movement we make has four basic

qualities:

various speeds— slow, fast, regular, irregular;
gradual, sudden, etc.,
relaxation, etc.,

All

(4)

weight

(3)

space

:

:

(2)

force:

(1)

time: moving at

strong, weak,

control of weight, transfer of weight,

large, small, round, square, different levels,

movement combines these

qualities.

For example, force and time could

be represented by a person whose movements are strong and slow, or weak

and

fast; gradual

and slow, sudden and

fast;

strong and regular, or weak and

irregular.

135
G.

&

C.

Webster *s Third New International Dictionary

Merriam Company,

136

Mettler, op, cit .

,

1966), p. 1053.
p. 87.

(Springfield,

Mass.
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Movement
sound (see page

All body

qualities can be

compared

to the physical

dimensions o£

170).

movement

is

expressive

Body movement can express a specific
mood or emotion.

Some moods

and emotions are joy, fear, pain, sorrow,
loneliness, satisfaction, content-

ment, discontent, anxiety, boredom,
wonder, reverence, jealousy, resentment,
pride, dispair, hope, pity, hate, love,
compassion, disgust, surprise,
gratitude, depression, reluctance, admiration,
doubt, rebeliousness,

generosity.

Movement can express

certain activities like working, playing, studying,

building, destroying, planting, celebrating.
of

When

something or someone doing something, he

playing.

A

child will explore

many

is

a child represents the action

said to be acting or role-

things he or she sees in his or her

environment: people, animals, machines, natural forces (wind, rain,

fire),

outdoor things and indoor things.

Mime
himself.
to create

is

It is

another form of movement a child will use to express her or
gesture and action without words.

Mime

is an art

form used

and portray character or narration by body movement through

realistic and symbolic gesture.
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Need for movement
Barbara Mettler speaks
sensing

to knowing;

of

movement

as leading "from

moving— to

from freedom— to awareness-to control." 137
The

research of Piaget and others has shown
educators the importance
children learn to coordinate, control, and
direct the

muscles.

Young children need

small muscle coordination.
etc.

,

and small motor

attention, are those

the type of activity

Large motor

skills,

movement

of helping

of voluntary

which promotes large and

skills are walking, running, jumping,

which are the weakest and need the most

which help the child

to

manipulate the fingers, toes, and

eyes.

Each organism has a special sense called

the kinesthetic sense.

It is

"a sense mediated by end organs located in muscles, tendons, and joints
and

stimulated by body movement and tensions.

from

Sensory experience

is

derived

loo
this sense. "

According

to

Mara Sanders:

This sense is often neglected so that people are
probably unaware of how they use their bodies,
whether they are tense, cramped, drooping or
flacid. In the refinement of the kinesthetic
sense, we have a starting point for the entire
coordination of the individual.

137

Mettler, op.

cit.

,

p. 20.

138

Daniel C. Jordan, "The Anisa Model," pamphlet reprint from the
(Vol. LVTI, No. 4, Oct. 1970), p. 546.

American Qxonian
139

Mara Sanders, Unpublished paper

(Los Angeles:

1969), p. 11.
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Using movement during IAE
Just as a child uses

should

movement spontaneously

in his

movement be a spontaneous occurence during

may want

to use

movement

or her play, so

the IAE.

The

to express specific qualities,
represent

emotion, develop small muscle coordination,
or use

it

facilitator

mood or

with sound, speech,

and/ or with visual media.

Germ

may

ideas can be built on

explore the

many ways

another person hand and

movement

the hands and

alone.

For example, a person

arms can move and

arm movement by mirroring,

then share with

using contrast,

comparison, imitation, or mime.
Role-playing situations are an effective way of using children's natural

movement and speech. Movement can be used
words.

Movement gestures can be used

questions, and responding answers (e.g.

Movement can be used
Problems can be posed

to

,

to interpret

poems and

accompany chants,

specific

statements,

during improvisational sharing).

to interact in specific physical

to interpret the physical

environments.

dimensions in confined or

open space such as: a hallway, a room with chairs or without chairs, a rooftop,
a basement, a sandbox, a water table.

Movement can be used
slides, etc.

to interpret pictures, sculpture, construction,

For example, when children bring their products

(pictures) to the

circle during improvisational sharing, they could show through role-play or

—
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mime how

their art products began and developed into present
appearances.

Children can also symbolize their movement by representing

media.

with visual

Visual materials such as tissue, tubular knits, and elastic can
motivate

children to move.

way

it

to stimulate

Creating special lighting effects for shadows

movement.

is

another

The abstract visual can be considered

just as

important as the realistic visual for movement interpretation.

Regarding movement and sound see page 98.

Movement

— "Use

it.

Or lose

it!

11

By observing people’s movements, can understand many
they are feeling.

The young

child’s non-verbal communicaticn

things that

system

(gestures, facial expressions, and whole body movement) is important for
facilitators to use

system.

use
of

it

because of the role

Mara Sanders speaks

or lose

it.

Lose what,

of

it

plays in the child’s total communication

movement

as a "child's second language

the language of the body, so integrally a part

man and his humaness. ” 140

Movement summary
Movement with

qualities of time, force, weight, and space occurs in

place and from place to place.

response

to objects,

l^Mara

how they

Young children's movement occurs
feel

or think.

in

Using movement during the

IA.E

Sanders, "Movement, Every Child's Second Language,"
Proceeding of the 4th National Symposium of Creative Communication (Los
Angeles: Creative Practices Council, 1970), p. 15.
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can help children coordinate
and control the large and
small muscles of their
bodies.

Movement can occur when

to interpret feelings

or thoughts,

is

it

to

needed

manipulate

simply for the pleasure of moving
the

to

accompany speech chants,

objects, to role play, or

body through space.

Visual

Visual perception

environment.
to

is the

On January

act of becoming aware of the elements
in the

10, 1974,

Glenwood Springs, Colorado.

get a good view of the scenery.

way through

the trip

and seven.

First they

track.

One

heights.

girl

when

was riding on a

chose to

The seat

sit in the

in front of

train

from Provo, Utah,

dome car so

me was

that

was discovered by three children ages

stood on the seat to see the train

maximum

vision.

friends to

come and

window!

The other

all the

I

could

vacant until half
four, five,

moving down

discovered a foot rest below which could be moved

She explored

"

all

it

I

I

the

to different

adjustments until she found the right one for

As she balanced on

the footrest, she gestured to her two

join her, then chanted, 'Window, window, look out the
girls joined

her on the footrest and imitated "Window,

window, look out the window!" Suddenly the train whistle went

Immediately following the sound, the five year old jumped down
ran down the aisle shouting "Toot, toot, toot.

"

toot, toot, toot.

to the floor

and

She pretended to be the engine

and the engineer as she gestured by pulling an imaginary string for the whistle.
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domg

Alter

this several times,
she returned to

her two friends, and they

all

continued to watch the
moving train and the landscape.

A

few minutes later the
train began banking
amund a mountain.

the youngest girl began
to cry.

When her older

matter was, she replied, "The
train

where

I

was

sitting

the mountain side.

sudden

The

jolts.

going to

fall apart.

I

friend asked her what the

is falling apart.

It is

it

slowed down

little girl's

It

was

to

make

the turn,

Fmm

unhooking! "

could see the curvature of
the train as

As

Suddenly

we

it

all

went around
experienced

older friend assured her that
the train was not

just "Going around a

comer.

"

she

still

seemed

disturbed until the direction of the
train straightened out and
resumed

its

normal speed.
Probably the reason the
first train ride

little girl

or she was unable

to

was scared was

comprehend

that

it

was either her

the over-all visual aspects

of the geographical surroundings
in relation to the motion of the
train.

says, "Expression can be described as
the primary content of vision.

senses have been developed by the organism
as an aid
environment. " 141

For these

little

Amheim
.

.

our

in reacting to the

girls their vision "mechanically recorded

the elements of stimulation, which are
suitable conglomerated into shapes on

the basis of the perceiver's past experience. " 142

Amheim

elaborates on this

point by saying:

141

Rudolf Arnheim,
Press, 1971), p. 253.

142
Ibid.

,

p. 15.
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Active

performance is what is truly meant by
visual perception. It may refer
to a small part
of the visual world or to the
whole visual framework of space, in which all presently
seen objects
have their location. The world
emerging from
perceptual exploration is not immediately
given.
Some of its aspects build up fast, some slowly,
and

all of

them are subject

to continued confirmation,
reappraisal, change, completion, correction,
deepening of understanding. 14 ^

Developing awaren ess— recognizing visual
characteristics

A

problem for young children

is that the visual field is

does not submit to an integrated organization of the
whole.
"Today’s youth

is

born into an environment

to run together into a

muddy wash.

which

in

overcrowded and

Heckscher says,

all tangible

objects tend

Private and public spaces intermingle

without definition or form. 1,144 Because environment does hide the
identity of
objects, and since children have to cope with
helpful to

them

that the

within that setting.

IAE can focus their

One way

to let this

many

objects at a time,

it is

attention on one particular object

happen

is to

explore the dimensions of

shape, size, color, form, balance, movement, and tension of an object.

shape

— the true

shape of an object

is

constructed by

its

essential

spatial and structural features;

size

— constant or changing size,

like a

growing plant; weight; and

spatial placement;

143

144

Arnheim,

op. cit.

,

p.

15.

August Hecksher^ Child Art the Beginnings of Self-Affirmation
(Berkeley: Diablo Press, 1966), p. 77.

,
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color-brightness; the color of the object
on the light source illuminating it;

form

may depend

in

part

the position of the object in relation
to vertical and
horizontal axis, that is, the structural skeleton,
(be
aware of pattern);

balance-spatial location, direction, distribution
right and left, pattern;

of weight,

asymetry

movement

objects move (e.g. , car), bend, twist, turn, swell,
shrink, light up, or change their color, size and/or
shape;

movement without motion (pressure), force between
objects, force used in striking something. 145

tension

Amheim

points out three attitudes toward seeing things that could be

employed during
1.

the IAE.

The observer perceives an

more or

attribute of the object he sees

less what a photographic

camera^ 6

records

(i.e.

the size and shape of an object).
2.

The observer views the character of the particular object.
He ’peels off’ the influence of the context in order to obtain
the local object in its pure state (i.e. , spatial location,
illumination by some light source, physical weight interaction).

3.

145

He enjoys the infinite and often profound and puzzling changes
the object undergoes as it moves from situation to situation,

Roudolf

Amheim, Art and

Visual Perception (Berkeley: University

of California Press, 1974), p. 389.

146

Vision, then differs from what the photographic

active exploration rather than passive recording.

Vision

camera does by being
is

highly selective,

not only in the sense of concentrating on what attracts attention, but also in its
way of dealing with any object. The camera will register all detail with equal
faithfulness, but vision will not. Physically, vision is limited only by the

resolving power of the retinas;

if

we

examine some object, we find
But commonly, seeing it is not

intently

the

eyes equipped to see every minute detail.
scrutinizing. What do we see? . . . Seeing means grasping a few outstanding
features of the object the blueness of the sky, the curve of a swan's neck, the
rectangularity of the book the sheen of metal, the straightness of a cigarette.

—

(Amheim, 1971,

p. 34)
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and the effect of the setting upon the
object (e.g. , take
the changing appearance of a building
in the morning, the
evening, under electric light, with different
weather
seasonal conditions).

or

^

Recognizing visual characteristics through the use
of these three attitudes can
facilitate definition, clarification, learning,

and use of learning.

Using the physical environment

The IAE can be applied as a visual exploration

activity in any physical

environment: on a bus, at a student's home, a special room
a.t.

the park, or even at a junk yard.

at the

museum,

The facilitator should encourage children

to explore and question the properties of each particular environment.

environment

itself could act as the

germ idea or a

The

specific object, condition,

or issues could be extracted from the setting and used as a germ idea.

One way

to increase children's perception of the physical setting is to

take a poloroid, a video tape recorder, 35

camera.

MM

slide

Children should have opportunities to take pictures of the things they

see in the special environment.

The pictures act as a memory bank which can

be used later in the classroom to extend the IAE.
take her or his

from

camera or a movie

own pictures

The

facilitator

may want

to

as well since his or her perception is different

that of the children's.

147

Roudolf Arnheim,
Press, 1971), p. 45.
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The

facilitator

who takes

concerned with three aspects of
1.

Frame—what

2.

Aspect— how

is

slides and uses
still

them for

the

IAE should be

photography:

included or excluded in the picture.

will the picture look? Is it taken
at eye level
or at extreme angles? How close is
the camera to the

object?
3.

Tone— the
lighting,

When

psychological use of color, or black and white:
shadows, contrasts, etc.

real objects are not available, a slide
can be used as a stimulus

for introducing a

germ

idea.

For exploration, slides can show

the various

ramifications of an object, issue, environment.

They could also stimulate

exploration for verbal or non-verbal expression.

During improvisational

sharing slides could be "plugged into" the simple musical
forms, sequenced
as stories, expressed through instrumentation or

movement

interpretation.

A

slide used during the introduction could be brought back and
used in closure

to

see what

new evidence was discovered

as a result of exploration and

improvisational sharing.

Visual representation

The

first scribbles of

but rather a presentation

young children are not intended as representation

— that is,

they involve the exciting experience of

being about something visible that was not there before.

Amheim,

early drawing is recorded gesture:

patterns of motor release.

reproduce what they see.

According

timid, rigid, and conventional

Young children lack the motor

Arnheim writes:

to

skills to technically
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a child is asked to copy a tree, he cannot
aim mechanically for mere accuracy and
neatness. He must decide what matters and
If

what types of relevant shapes (geometric) are
represented in the tree. Therefore, his drawing
cannot possibly be a reproduction, it will be an
image of what he sees and understands, more
or less actively and intelligently. 148

The picture below shows relevant features

of shape, relation,

and

function.

Child’s Drawing After Participation in

148

Arnheim, op.

cit.

,

p. 166.

A

Sound and Movement Activity
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Terry, aged 5-1/2, depicts

her feeling after an IAE group
experience

Involved playing rhythm instruments and
body movement.

statement parallels her verbal statement,

tambourine.

"

"I like

The

that

child's visual

playing the xylophone and

The circle represents the space she occupied,
and the direction

of other children's

movement taken during

the activity.

Indeed, the visual

concept needs further explanation, but the value
shown here

is

what matters

to the child.

Children’s art can be used during the IAE to aid
intellectual development,

Such activity requires:
1.

the ability to perceive likenesses and differences;

2.

the ability to abstract, i.e.

according
3.

to

,

to classify objects

such likenesses and differences;

the ability to generalize, i.e. , to assign an
object newly experienced to a correct class,

according to discriminated features, properties

or attributes.

These

abilities

can be demonstrated during exploration and improvisational

sharing, and closure.
Possibilities of using drawing, painting, and modeling during the IAE

are many.

A germ

idea could begin from a child's painting.

Brainstorming

during exploration could occur through manipulation of visual media (collecting

and arranging visual objects, painting, etc.) which illustrates likenesses and
differences related to the

germ

idea.

Improvisational sharing can give

opportunities for children to describe
features of their own, or group
collaboration, visual design.

If

verbal explanation is used during
improvisa-

tional sharing, the statement
’tell

what

is it?

me

about it" should be used rather than

The former question may evoke much
discussion.

interpretation (through

movement, role-playing, mime, or use

Non-verbal
of instruments)

can be another means of communicating
ideas about the visual design.

If

the

IAE has been primarily verbal, instrumental,
or movement-oriented, an
effective

way

to close

or extend the experience

is to

express ideas and feelings

through visual materials.

To evaluate how each child relates her or his visual design
of the group the facilitator

1.

may want

What kind
child

2.

to

to the rest

consider these questions after the IAE.

of images, forms, and colors did the

use?

Was

there any relationship between the child's
verbal language and his or her visual images?

Non-verbal representation and visual images?
3.

How much

of an effect did the children's drawings

have on each other?

149

4.

Were

5.

If

Mary Beaven,

they flexible and
other's work ?

how

did they adapt to each

a final drawing was used for closure, did it
form a coherent representation of the IAE?* 49

1973.

Germ
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ideas for IAE can focus
on the visual elements
of design. All

man-made and

natural objects are
comprised of the following:

line— indicates

form— takes

direction;

up room in space;

space— consists

of area for forms to sit
in, hang in,
indicates distance between things;

texture- -of surfaces— rough,
smooth, hard, soft, shiney,
dull;

pattern— repetition
color

— hue,

The value

of any

The intensity
hue.

forms and/or shapes;

and intensity.

Hues are names given
green, blue, and violet.

of lines,

to parts of the

spectrum— red, orange,

yellow,

Besides the basic hues there are many
in-between.

hue can be lightened or darkened by adding
white or black.

of an hue can be lowered or dulled by
adding its

The more children learn about color,

the

more

complementary

they can see, create and

appreciate.

Research done on colors by Wexner says colors can be associated
with
specific

human moods. 150 The

chart on page 172 in Appendix

A

shows moods

related to colors.

Colors associated with mood can be an effective means for evoking
expression in sound, movement, and speech.

150

L. B. Wexner, "The Degree to Which Colors (Hues) Are Associated
with Mood- Tones," Journal of Applied Psychology (Vol. 38, 1954), p. 432.
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Visual

summary

The IAE can be used

to

develop children’s awareness of places and

objects in her or his physical environment.

During the IAE children should

be led to differentiate the characteristics of a particular
place or object.

This can be accomplished when children are given the opportunity
to explore
the object, or place, and share their ideas.

want to develop a set of questions

to

In addition, the facilitator

lead the child

elements of the object or special place.

to

may

recognize the visual

Using color, slides, children's

pictures, etc., are ways to introduce, reinforce, or extend a concept during
the IAE.

Summary

Chapter

V

has presented materials, ideas, and techniques, which the

facilitator can use with children during the IAE.

movement, speech and visual design described
facilitator pre-plan the

stage of the children.

IAE

to suit the subject

The properties

of sound,

in this chapter can help the

matter and the developmental

CHAPTER

VI

EVALUATION

Purpose

Spring semester, 1974,

LAE method with a group

women

I

had the opportunity

to

implement the evolving

of twenty-seven black paraprofessionals (twenty-six

and one man, ages twenty-four through forty-three) who were

in a

Bachelor of Arts elementary education degree program offered through
Continuing Education’s Career Opportunities Program at the University of

Massachusetts

at

Amherst.

Since these students were working as teacher-

aids in preschool and elementary classrooms in the Bedford-Stuyvesant area
of Brooklyn,
that they

New York,

would apply

the

it in

model was taught

the

to the participants 151 in the hope

classroom where they worked part-time.

Definitions used to describe the IAE process and a sketchy outline of

the objectives

To

was given

to the participants at the beginning of the course.

obtain the information needed for continued development of the model,

necessary

151

to

create

some

it

was

evaluation techniques, questionnaires and checklists,

Throughout this chapter the term "participants" refers

paraprofessionals who participated in the study.

to the

Brooklyn
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would yield information

that

the participants.

The

trial

to

what they were doing, but also

permitted

ways

me

the content

to

to help the participants

to

become more aware

of

assess their reaction to the class sessions

to redesign the content of the

model and

find

more appropriate

to evaluate participants' behavior for future staff
development training.

IAE

the paraprofessionals

of the

model was experienced by

activities.

were similar

to those of

By experiencing and doing, these participants perceived,

itself.

conceptualized, and practiced the method.

During class sessions the content

the participants in actual

IAE learning

Therefore, participants could transfer what they learned in class

to their teaching locations.

with individuals
total

was being transferred

These evaluations provided information which

The methods used with
the

if

and error process of implementing these
assess-

ment procedures not only was

and practice experiences.

show

group (e.g.

imagination).

(e. g.

,

,

how

how can

IAE's also developed from problems that arose
to facilitate

I

IAE with older aged children) and the

use "my" imagination to help children use "their"

To help participants acquire

the skills

needed

to facilitate

IAE's

on their own, they designed and facilitated several IAE's throughout the semester
at their

own teaching

locations.

This

mode

of operation

was

to help

them

feel

comfortable using the IAE approach as well as get them into the habit of using

IAE

in the future.

Assessment Procedures Explained

Questionnaires, checklists, and letters
were the types o£ assessments

used

to evaluate the

IAE program.

can be found in Appendix

B

Copies of the questionnaires and checklists

pages 183-96

.

Response

to the

assessment

techniques is given here in the text to
indicate information pertinant to the
participants' involvement in the training program,
which influenced the develop-

ment

of the

IAE model.

February

5th, first session, three questionnaires

participants; these acted as a pre-test as well as a

way

were given

to the

to introduce participants

to the IAE.

Introductory Survey Questionnaire No. 1 (see Appendix B,
page 183)

was used

assess the participants’ knowledge

the

to

IAE model.

common ? What
number

For example: What do music

in relation to

who responded

to the

of

(sound) and language have in

do music (sound) and movement have in

of people

some aspects

questions

is

common ?

The

etc.

indicated below.

Right

and wrong answers were not taken into account.

All Questions

Answered

More than Half
Answered

Half

Answered
8

It

was indicated by

Less than Half

No Response

Answered
12

7

the responses to Introductory Survey Questionnaire

No. 1 that few participants knew the elements contained in the IAE model.

Three responses indicated

that integration of disciplines

movement, and language share rhythm.

One person

meant

said,

that music,

"A teacher can

correlate music with each subject. " Several
responses regarded the arts as

a means of expression similar to oral and written
language.

Two

people

indicated that they used children's interests and the
physical environment as

subject matter for classroom activity.

One factor
is that

class

working

that

may

was held

in the

have caused so few responses on this questionnaire

in the late afternoon after the participants

nearby schools.

facial expressions as they

had finished

Their physical movements, posture, and

came

to class indicated that they

Because Introductory Survey Questionnaire No.

1

were

tired.

was limited

in

scope,

Behavioral Checklist No. 2 (see Appendix B, page 185) was used immediately
following Introductory Survey Questionnaire No.
to

make

model

the participants

that they

aware

1.

of the elements or

might already use with children.

responses are shown on the checklist found

The participants' responses on

in

This checklist was intended

components found

Appendix B.

minimum use

freedom

of conversation

in using the arts.

worked with small groups

may have been

of

Several participants showed they

used aspects of social interaction in their work with children.
aids in the classroom, they

IAE

Tallies of the participants'

the checklist indicated

the characteristics of play and openness.

in the

allowed.

Because they were

of children

Very

little

where more

response was shown

Thirteen of the twenty-seven participants commented that they

13 G

did not use the arts because they

were working

in special reading

and math

programs.

The responses

to

Introductory Survey Questionnaire No.

1

and Behavioral

Checklist No. 2 imply that only a few participants
had any conception of the

ways

of

working with children that the IAE model proposes.

indicated for the

most part

that subject

Their responses

matter was taught as separate

disciplines with little or no integration of the arts.

Having the paraprofessionals

integrate the arts into learning experiences through the IAE
approach

became

an appropriate goal.

Following Behavioral Checklist No.

Appendix B, page 186) was used

IAE

activity.

they

felt,

introduce the participants to their first
to indicate

how

physically or emotionally at that time.

No Response

of People:

After they

marked

work with each

Tired

2

at the

problem

Happy

17

3

of

OK

4

began to

I

facilitate the

our becoming more relaxed

in

our

other.

To introduce

the participants to the problem,

imagination and think up a new, different

For exploration

Just

the above portion of the questionnaire

IAE, which was aimed

names.

Questionnaire No. 3 (see

Before this experience began, they were asked

Level of Response:

Number

to

2, Attitude

I

asked them

name

I

asked them

to

use their

they would like for themselves.

to think of all the possibilities of using their

They verbalized by saying, "You can write

it.

"

"You can say

it.

new
"

"
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Then

I

said,

"Now do

it

with the materials you see lying
about the room. "

They slowly responded.

Some

got up out of their chairs and began

writing their names on the walls and floors
where

walked

to

1

had put paper.

and fro greeting each other with handshaking.

up a jump rope and started a jump rope
name game.
of action.

To begin improvisational sharing,

together in a standing circle and chant,

I

name.

the spoken

the

people picked

The room was now

"Names, names, do your name

to create imaginative

movement gestures

to go along with

Following each person’s response the total group imitated

name and gesture

with our new names.
left the

room

in

order

to learn

By

it.

the time everyone finished his

until

to go

The experience closed when one person said good-bye as

to get a drink; the

using her gestures.

good-byes

!

The task of "doing

or her name we were spontaneously dancing and making up new chants

she

full

asked everyone to come

with finger snapping accompaniment for a rondo theme.

your name" meant

Two

Others

group responded and said, "good-bye Blue,

Then another person

everyone had

left the

left

which started a chain reaction of

room.

During the IAE participants indicated their level of inhibition about
responding.

Additional strategies for establishing improved student-teacher
communications can be found in the Sidney Simon, Leland W. Howe and Howard
Kirschenbaum text, Values Clarification, Hart Publishers.

"
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Level of Response:

Number

Extremely

Some

No

Inhibited

Inhibition

Inhibition

No Response

of people

2

0

After the LAE participants reacted

Level of Response:

Number

in the

No Response

Tired

2

0

of People:

The tabulation

11

16

following ways.

Just

OK

Happy

9

25

of the above response indicates the participants’
first encounter

with LAE appeared positive and reflected a definite change in
physical or

emotional attitude.

This was important prior to experiencing future IAE's and

learning how to use the LAE on their own.

Near mid-point

of the Spring

semester a

No. 4 (see Appendix B, page 188) were sent
teacher.

The teacher was asked

once a week for three weeks

IAE approach.
showed

A month

characteristics:

to the participant's co-operating

observe the participant's teaching behavior

to see if he

or she were using any aspects of the

later ten of these checklists

the following results

General indication
showing participants
_
r
use of TA
IAE

to

letter and Behavioral Checklist

were returned which

:

All the

Time

Frequently

Sometimes
Openness
*
.

,

„

x

Rarely
Arts

Social Interaction

Never
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Indications
list

from

this checklist, in

comparison with Behavioral Check-

No. 2 filled out by the participants during the
first session, showed a slight

increase in participants’ work with children away
from their desks,
chants, spontaneity, and talking

indicated in using the arts.

among peers.

slight increase

it

was

difficult for

some

the

participants

implement the items on the checklist because of pre-assigned duties

special reading and
It

math programs.

is difficult for

One teacher

using

was also

Comments from teachers who observed

participants’ behaviors suggested that
to

A

in

in

said:

Mrs. Perry

to incorporate your
suggestions into the situation she is working in.
She is working with two other educational assistants
outside a classroom in a math laboratory. It is a
small room limiting free movement, and due to the
presence of two other groups working simultaneously
with the group, she is also limited on an auditory

level.

Another comment was made by a cooperating teacher limiting the
participants' opportunity to use the approach, "I run a strict classroom, so
is difficult

motivated

sometimes for the children

me

to

recommend

to

be that free. "

that participants

approach.

Some

These comments

who could not use LAE

teaching situations find a group of children with

whom

it

in their

they could practice the

participants began practicing IAE with students on their lunch

hour and with neighborhood children after school.
At mid-term, the participants wrote personal letters
indicate their feelings about the

IAE approach.

to

me

to

Their comments indicated the

"
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problems, weaknesses, and strengths

The problem

many.

when

of the

program.

of not being able to use the

approach was apparent for

One student remarked, "This new approach

I

get

my own

classroom where

will be

can experiment at

I

very useful

my own

to

me

will.

(Actually, the student needed the
opportunity to use LAE during the time the

model was being presented

in

order to get feedback

to aid

her in developing

facilitation skills.)

The problem
to

many.

with

my

To point
class.

of the participants’

own

this out, one student

...

I

could use as

creativity

remarked,

many

of

"I

seemed

to

have used

be apparent
all

your ideas as possible.

participants think creatively, that is, to extract

germ

your ideas
"

Helping

ideas from their own

physical environment or use children’s ideas for LAE's, was a major task

be worked on for the remaining part of the semester.

to

Future assignments were

given to help the participants solve this problem.

Five students
children.

age levels.

they did not know

felt

Apparently

I

had not made

to

remedy

this

solving activity was because
of problem-solving.

problem.
I

to

use the LAE with older

clear how to adapt the approach to older

In succeeding class sessions

demonstrated

me

it

how

sample LAE’s for older children were

Perhaps their inability to guide problem-

had not presented the theories behind techniques

This point

is clarified

by another student who criticized

by saying, "There are times when you could be more direct with your

"
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instructions.

This would enable us to get

Unfortunately, there was
of

more

some vagueness and

implementing the model with

this

out of the course.

lack of direction, but the purpose

group was to find the loop holes so that

changes, revisions and additional materials
could be added

model.

The material found

in

Chapter

the participants’ inability to understand

II, for

how

to strengthen the

example, was an outgrowth of

the

IAE parallels

the techniques

of problem-solving.

Strengths of the program are indicated in

taken from the students mid-term letters.
participants

some

of the following

These comments indicate

were grasping the essential nature

of the

comments
that the

IAE objectives.

This is a new way for teaching children. I have used
sound and movement in teaching the children the
multipication table. The children seem to like that

way

of learning multipication. In the future
include sound and movement in my lessons.

I

will

The course has given me insight into a different side
music which only active participation in this class
could give. I have learned how to be creative in
structuring music activities, as well as integrating the
of

arts into other parts of the curriculum. I do feel that
I will be able to use this technique in my classroom
especially if the children are in grades K-3.

This course has enlightened my insight as to various
teaching techniques for young children. I have tried
out different IAE's with the children of my class and
they all enjoy them.

The IAE enables the child to explore, to feel he is a
part of the group. He knows that someone cares because
the teacher is interested in what he does. Children have
wanted to try the same experience the following day.
Children can develop new concepts which stimulate the

child to read, count, follow
directions, and develop
work habits by being involved in

better
I

IAE„

feel that it's

old too.

areas.

unaware

good not only for the young but for
the
helps to bring out students ability
in certain
It’s educational because
the child who is
It

slow and

of

what goes on about him, or who does
not

react to the usual pattern of stimuli,
is often revitalized

by this method.

Many

of these ideas I have tried with
my class and found
that the children enjoy them as much
as I do. The germ

idea

a wonderful one, for example we used
a windy
day theme for a whole day.
is

The things we have learned can reinforce many
curriculum
areas.

Using the imagination will increase children* s knowledge.
I think the music program at our school
should include
movement and allow children to act out what they feel.

This course took me completely by surprise, as I was
expecting a conventional music course, but I later
learned what the IAE really meant.

After the second class I sat down and thought about what
was really going on. I asked myself "what am I doing and
why am I doing it? I gave the things we said and did some
This helped me realize the significance
It is a way to maintain the children's
interest in a lesson for two or three days if necessary.
To plan an entire lesson on play activity and have more
verbal expression than usual has brought excellent results.
It is gratifying to know you are guiding the children into
ways of expressing themselves clearly, having fun and
learning at the same time. I feel learning would be more
meaningful to older children if classroom work weren't
so traditional (just reading, writing, and arithmetic, so
serious thought.

of the course.

to speak).

interest.

It's

my

feeling variety in doing things sparks

:
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Children can learn to relax from their tension by
using
They are able to get out some of their
anger and hatred they have in them. This helps them
sound out their feeling.

this approach.

Their comments regarding what the course did for them personally
are as
follows

Taking this course enables you to express yourself and
good about doing so. I know I have a better
understanding why children like music.

feel very

work most of the day and attend classes so I am usually
very tired. But as I enter the classroom and participate
in the assignment tiredness goes. I become alive
full
of energy
with lots of fun and laughter. Presently I
am happy that we are like one big family.

I

—

—

One thing

I find helpful is the courage I’m gaining to
do fun things before my peer group, without feeling
self-conscious. I could always do things at a social

gathering or before children’s classes but doing them in
college was different somehow. I feel I'm overcoming
my self-consciousness.
It’s

—

great for relaxing and enjoyment to free yourself
lectures, note taking and
,

from other aspects, e.g.

looking at one person for two hours.

The following are comments regarding the instructor.

Was
right

I

surprised when you pulled

down

to the nitty gritty.

I

off

your shoes and got

lost the "black" feeling

toward you right away.
enjoyed your class and maybe if the lord willing I can
really teach it as well as you and bring out the best in
the children just like you've brought out the best of us

I

in class.

You have

the ability to put students at ease.
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As can be seen,

the

mid-term

letter gave participants an
opportunity

to express thoughts and feelings
about the

1

AE

they might not normally have

done on a prepared questionnaire
or checklist.
Participant’s conceptual understanding
at mid-term, however, did
not
reflect their ability to successfully
facilitate IAE's according to the
model’s

format.

In looking

over their written pre-plan guide sheets

I

found that

many

participants lacked the ability to sequence
the learning experience in such a

way

that continuity of the experience

teaching locations to observe them,

was achieved.
I

If I

had been at their

could have helped them.

However, one

way

of helping the participant to develop the
skill of continuity in their IAE’s

was

to have each participant facilitate an

group as students.

To reinforce

(see Appendix B, page 190)

LAE during class time using

this experience

was drawn up for

in

peer

Observer Questionnaire No.

the participants

5

who were

observing the facilitator as she or he worked with the peer group.

purpose

the

Another

using this assessment was to give the observer insight into his or

her own way of

facilitating learning experiences.

After the participant facilitated the peer group, observers marked the
questionnaire and discussed

it.

Their feedback gave the facilitator constructive

criticism regarding his or her ability to facilitate the IAE.

A

problem

that

appeared with many participants as they facilitated their IAE was not being able
to

use the arts in the many possible ways that they could be used.

(They were,
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however, able to imitate the
techniques
the discussion following their

ways could the

IAE was

I

had demonstrated.) One aspect
of

to

ask the question: how many other

arts have been used to develop the

The Self-Evaluation Teaching Form No.
participant facilitate the IAE in class.

was designed

to help the participant

working with the children.

It

6

germ idea?

was an outgrowth

This form (see Appendix C

become aware

also helped to see

out the IAE sequence: for example,

it

of

how

of having the

,

how she or he

page 192)
felt

when

the children reacted through-

helped one become aware of special

children whose attitudes or behaviors might appear
different during the IAE.

The questionnaire also reminded the participant
Since children are the recipients of IAE,

voice in assessing these activities.

to

it

use the arts during the IAE.

seemed they should have a

Child Questionnaire No. 7 (see Appendix

B, page 195) was designed to help the participant know how children value
the

IAE

activity.

facilitator

On

this questionnaire children have the opportunity to tell the

what they experienced and

to

show pictorarily some part

of the event.

Child response should indicate to the facilitator what information the child

grasped as well as give indications

to help the facilitator plan future learning

experiences with children.

No formal

post-test

were demonstrating a

was given

fair degree of

at the close of the

competency

course since participants

in writing out

pre-plan guide

sheets and were showing improvement in their skills as facilitators during
class sessions.

However, Closure Questionnaire No.

8

was given

at the final
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moeting.

Participants first wrote
answers to the following

questions and then discussed
their responses in small
groups.

were:
on

(1)

How would you compare IAE

in traditional

IAE approach?
(4)

What are

classrooms today?
(3)

I"

(2)

The questions

to the type of instruction
In

you see going

what way have you benefited
by the

what way do children benefit
from the IAE approach?

the limitations of the

IAE approach?

Because the participants- worked
part time

in the schools, they could

view the type of mstruction the
children were receiving and compare

IAE method.

The following three responses indicate
how

it to

the participants

viewed IAE with traditional learning:
In the traditional classroom
I see rigid structural
types of instruction being used. The
students don't
have a chance to think for themselves
very much nor
to

become

totally involved in the lesson.

Whatever

participation they are involved in is mostly
answering
questions. The teacher does all of the

motivating and

initiation of the lessons.

The IAE type

of

classroom

instruction is not so rigidly structured that the
child
doesn't get a chance to become fully involved.

There

is

much

flexibility for the child to

make suggestions

to

go this way or that way and his or her suggestions be
welcomed, appreciated and used. Thus the teacher
doesn't do all the talking.

The IAE when compared with the type of instruction
you see going on in a traditional classroom, is to say
the least quite different. The IAE approach is the
opposite of the structured traditional classroom because
it gives the student not only freedom (to act out)
express
his ideas, but to take part readily with out restriction
while at the same time gaining knowledge and instruction

which will be more meaningful

to

him.

the

"

"
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I would say the
traditional and the IAE
compare only
as far as motivation. After
motivation in a traditional
classroom guided instruction takes
over. The lesson
‘ a “S“ on a d0 and
question period, whereas In the
E children openly and freely express
themselves
throughout the entire lesson.
They can take part in
the lesson the way he feels.
I think this kind of
participation is good, it holds the
child's interest and
keeps him from feeling bored,
which is very important.

To summarize additional responses,
participants found

the

IAE structure

mtegrated disciplines: traditional
teaching which they were accustomed

was

too subject-oriented.

All respondents concluded that the

IAE gave children

a less structured learning experience
and that this allowed them
to

express themselves

is learning

in

ways they enjoyed.

to

more freedom

One student remarked, "IAE

through rhythm, the traditional is through
books, pencils, and

paper!
All participants said they benefited

from IAE because they had never

experienced a program where the arts were used

One student commented,
curriculum

important because

it

had never seen or even thought

"I

manner.

in this

to teach other disciplines.

"

of integrating the

Three participants said the approach was

gave them a method

to successfully

work with

introverted, foreign speaking or emotionally-distrubed child.

said the approach

made them

feelings in front of children.

and understand

my

the shy,

Five participants

less self-conscious about expressing their own

One person remarked

"I

have gotten to know

students since I've started using the IAE approach.
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Three participants who used IAE
made the following comments
regarding

how children benefited from IAE.
Children benefit from the fact boredom
is taken out
of a lesson. They come to
class ready to participate.
They know there will be interesting,
enjoyable things
to do in class. They never
know what ideas their
exploration will give them, where it
will take them, or
what the results will be. Once they
start to share ideas
and find the whole class is interested,
learning seems

easier with proper guidance and the
majority of
children will learn. Maybe some learn
slower or less
still they learn and benefit.

Not just certain out-going pupils but the
introverts, the
shy everybody gets a chance to become
involved. It
gives them a chance to get a little exercise
by moving
about. Its very relaxing because they don't
have to be
pinned down to their seats. Usually which ever
senses
we use the process makes an impression on the brain,
,

therefore the more senses or faculties used in an
experience the easier it is to learn to remember.
IAE some times all five senses are used therefore
way of making an enjoyable and easier learning
experience for the students.

In

a

its

Children benefit immensely from the IAE approach
because they regard the approach as fun and not really
learning (as in the traditional style) so they relax and

more than when they are regimented. Children
welcome the opportunity to express their feelings
and other students benefit more from their peers so
more learning takes place yet it is not so structured.
take in

also

Additional

comments made by

statements were:

"Children learn

the participants that reinforces the above

to

speak out. " "Helps the slow child to

relate to his peers and teacher better. "

"Children respond by joy.

learn through conceptual development. "

"It

"

"Children

helps a child think rather than
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follow. "

"Gives the child an opportunity

to

share with his peers. "

Responses regarding the limitations of the IAE
approach were few.
could not be used at all times of the day
because
doesn't fit many of the math and reading skills
that need to be taught.
It

it

The IAE approach does not fit the normal classroom,
and the upper grades such as fourth through sixth.
Although it could be effective if used as a different
approach to teach gym, poetry, vocabulary, body
movement, and drama.
The limitations of this approach is perhaps that is
not be used at all times of the day. I suppose
this would depend on the geographical area in which
you are working. In our local district they like the
mornings to be used for the well structured lessons.
They call mornings prime time and they expect such
structured lessons as reading, math, and skills to be
taught in the mornings. In the afternoons this type of
approach could be used best in our district. The
children are all up in the air, excited, etc. IAE would
be good to relax and bring them down to earth again.
Of course the activity would have to be limited if the
class was a very disruptive group.

may

I

do not think that the IAE approach has any limitations
it could be used in any educational situation once the

as

facilitator really likes the

method and

is

himself of the

free school of thought.

Reactions

to the final

questionnaire imply that participants valued the

provided them with an alternative type of learning

IAE approach because

it

activity for children.

IAE benefited them because

to

it

gave them a technique

evoke children's thoughts and feelings which could be symbolically expressed

through media children liked

— the arts.

Participants also discovered that IAE
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gave

all

types of children an opportunity
to create and express
themselves in

an atmosphere of freedom.
it

to the type of individual

The

who

fact that

is flexible

IAE

is

process oriented does Umit

enough to facilitate

it.

Summary
The Brooklyn paraprofessionals participation
development training course helped

IAE model. At the onset

to

in the first

of the course participants received a rough
draft of

IAE process and a sketchy
1,

outline of the objectives.

Behavioral Checklist No.

2,

No. 3 were also distributed at the first meeting.

was

in

staff

design and organize the content of the

Chapter III and IV which consisted of the definitions used

Questionnaire No.

IAE

to describe the

Introductory Survey

and Attitude Questionnaire
During the time the course

process additional assessment procedures were designed and implemented

as the need arose.

Evaluation Teaching

For example, Observer Questionnaire No.

Form

No.

6,

5, Self-

Child Questionnaire No. 7 and Closure

Questionnaire No. 8 were designed as learning experiences to help the
participant see what he or she

and materials found

need

was

in sections of

to help participants

doing.

Chapter III and Chapter IV grew out of the

understand the child's developmental level and the

learning process through the arts.
participant

how IAE

is a

Additional research on the objectives

Chapter

II

grew out

of the

need

to

show

the

problem-solving experience, supported by the theories

of Piaget and cognitive -field theory.
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Perhaps the most valuable
aspect of implementing the
model was

what

effect the

model had on

the participants' behavior.

used during the course
provided enough feedback
did acquire a certain
the objectives.

That

amount

to

see

Assessment procedures

to indicate that
participants

of conceptual understanding

is, participants felt the
arts could

and

skill in achieving

be integrated into

learning experiences, they
acquired the resources needed
to facilitate an IAE,

and some

felt

comfortable doing

understanding of the objectives

it.

is

However, the degree of

unknown

since

I

ability

was unable

to

and

observe them

facilitating IAE's with children.

Feedback from participants also gave
valuable information for

improvement
the

of future staff

development training

recommendations for revision.

in

IAE.

the

Chapter VII discusses

CHAPTER

VII

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

Conclusions

Evidence from research suggests the arts are vitally important
children because they can help develop the "whole" child

to

young

— creative processes,

cognitive processes, psychological processes, motor abilities and
interpersonal
skills.

In

order

to foster child

development, the arts should be actively

experienced as an integral part of
of this

all

learning in the classroom.

As a

result

research the Integrated Arts Experience staff development approach

was designed

to

meet

the needs of those classroom teachers

ability to integrate and use the arts to

evoke creative

who lack

the

expression.

Supporting theory for the Integrated Arts Experience (IAE) comes from

Bruner, Piaget, and others who advocate the discovery approach

The IAE

is

an attempt to provide a plan for teachers to use the discovery

approach in the classroom.
the training

to learning.

When

program has these

and

all of the arts

(2)

The teacher

the

IAE model

objectives:

(1)

is

used for

The teacher

staff

will

development,

know how music

are related to each other and to other subject areas.

will develop the capabilities to facilitate an Integrated Arts

—

:
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Experience.

The teacher

(3)

(facilitator) will feel

comfortable using the

Integrated Arts Experience approach.

During the development of LAE

parts

of the approach

were conducted

with a group of people in order to develop the model
further and to see what
effect

it

had on the participants and the children they worked with.

To obtain

information, informal questionnaires and checklists were
designed and

implemented during the training period.
professionals was helpful
staff

in

development training.

Feedback from the Booklyn para-

the reorganization of LAE subject matter for future

The conclusions drawn from

the feedback are as

follows
1.

Participation in IAE is a necessary experience for the future facilitator

because he or she needs

to

know how

it

feels to be a participant as well as

a

facilitator.

2.

The IAE model should have more clearly defined guidelines such as

relating theory of problem-solving to the
3.

The IAE

staff

IAE learning process.

development training program should be recognized

as including three emphases:
a.

Philosophical Development

the participant will develop
Discussion could be aimed at
issues of open education, acquisition of skills in using
the arts, integrating the arts, problem-solving, the
learning process, creativity and child development.

a personal philosophy.

b.

—

Observation, Diagnosis and Prescription during the
introductory training period the instructor would work
with young children. Participants should know how to

—

,
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make running records

in which observations are
written down without implying a bias or value
judgment. From the running record they would
learn how to extract what are the needs, interests,

and concerns of the child

in

order

to plan relevant

learning experiences.

Implementation the participant would already be
working with children on a regular basis in order to
allow full opportunity for practicing the method. If
children are available during the training sessions

c.

participants could
4.

work with small groups

The IAE model could be made more

effective

if

of children.

a set of sequenced

teaching strategies, aimed at the special needs, interests, and concerns of
the children,

were offered as examples.

series of IAE’s to develop:
(b)

communication

language);

skills

(a)

(e.g.

the small

,

muscles

of the eye and hand;

transferring graphic symbols into verbal

pitch discrimination;

(c)

Such examples could include a

(d)

confidence (e.g., overcoming fear of

heights).

5.

For future methods

of evaluating participants’ behavior the following

revisions should be made.
a.

Behavioral Checklist No. 2 (Appendix B, page 185) would be
sufficient for the introductory session of the training
period (Introductory Survey Questionnaire No. and Attitude
Questionnaire No. 3 omitted). Behavioral Checklist No. 2
could be used throughout the training period as a reference
to help the participant check his or her teaching behavior.
Additional behavior patterns could be added to the list as the
participant discovered them when working with children or

observing other participants teaching.
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Observer Questionnaire No. 5 (Appendix B, page 190) could
be used first by the instructor as an example before
participants used it to observe each other. The
instructor
should help the participant discover ways to give
constructive
criticism (not implying value judgments) when participants
observe their peers (e.g. the value of a non-verbal cue as
opposed to a verbal cue). Another way to approach
observation would be to have a trained observer not enrolled
in the course to observe the participants.

b.

,

The Self-Evaluation Teaching Form No. 6 (Appendix B,
page 192) and Child Questionnaire No. 7 (Appendix B,
page 195) should be made available to the participant earlier

c.

in the training

program so that the participant can begin
work with children.

to

evaluate his or her
d.

The participant could also be video taped as he or she works
with children in order to show his or her weaknesses and
strengths.

e.

Throughout the training period a journal kept by each
participant would give the participant another means of
reflective evaluation of his or her work.
Additional assessments that rate the quality of the LAE could
be designed specifically for children who experience the
approach.

f.

Suggestions for Further Study

The IAE offers

to the preschool

and primary classroom teacher a way of

integrating the arts into the curriculum.

The following suggestions for further

study are given.
1.

The development

room teachers

of a similar

IAE model could be designed for class-

of upper elementary levels, middle school, and high school.
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2.

A model

to integrate the arts could

subject-oriented courses:

home economics,

language, social studies, political science.
in

be developed for the so-called
business, swimming, foreign
Skills

or concepts

to

be learned

any course could be structured by using the IAE problem-solving method.
3.

Another IAE design could bring together related courses such as

speech-drama, music, and visual arts, or core-subjects— English and social
studies.

Within these designs students could develop germ ideas or creative

projects that relate the disciplines.
4.

to

A

sequenced curriculum based on the IAE approach could be designed

teach the fundamentals of music, art, dance.
5.

Since one of the aims of the IAE program is to help develop the

participant’s creative potential, a series of

germ ideas could be sequenced

to

develop certain aspects of creative behavior in the child or adult.
6.

A

comparative study using IAE vs. programmed instruction could be

used as a test study to determine which approach was more effective

in helping

students (or a certain type of learner) grasp specific subject matter such as

reading,
7.

math, or science concepts.

The

fact that a

number

overcome self-consciousness
relations training program.

of participants found that

indicates that

Germ

IAE helped them

IAE could be used for a human

ideas could be aimed at issues of self-

image, self-assertion, and relation of self

to others.

This type of program

could possibly be used in pre-service teacher education.
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8.

A

similar study could be done to see what effect
it had on a group

of participants

who were

of

mixed ages for example, young children and

college students, parents and their children, senior citizens
and young
children.

9.

A

LAE program could be used with groups

normally meet with each other for example,

of people

girl scouts

who do not

and boys scouts,

different religious groups, people of different socio-economic backgrounds,

teachers and administrators, and different ethnic groups.
10.

This study could be repeated in another geographical area to yield

information that could be used to design learning models to suit the specific

needs of socio-economic and cultural groups
11.

A more

in

urban and rural areas.

in-depth study could be designed to discover the impact on

emotional, social, mental and physical growth as a result of integrating

the

disciplines during early childhood education.
12.

(e.g.

,

There

is

a need to continue differentiating the elements of the arts

line, pitch, force, etc.

)

in

order to find out the effect of these elements

and combinations of these elements of them on learning.
13.

A

research study could develop additional evaluation programs for

the arts.

14.

of

There

is

a need to develop different treatments

LAE can be reached.

to

see how the goals
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In

view of the above recommendations for further study,
the concept

of integrating the arts with learning
experiences has unlimited possibilities

for further research.
to find

new

There remains a challenge and unending opportunities

directions concerning the functions of the arts for education.
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CHARTS AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION RELATED TO THE STUDY

Chart 1

Common Elements

Chart 2

Summary

Chart 3

Possible Behaviors Found During the IAE

Chart 4

Ways

Chart 5

Characteristics of Vocal Expression

Chart 6

Colors Associated with Mood

to

of

in the

Arts and Sciences

Four through Eight Age

level Characteristics

Develop the Physical Dimensions of Sound

Glossary of Musical Terms

Using Bar Instruments
Simple Musical Forms

to

Create Mood

,
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CHART
MUSIC
Pitch
.

.

low)

Dynamics
.

.

COMMON ELEMENTS

soft)

ARTS AND SCIENCES

MATH

VISUAL

SCIENCE

MOVEMENT

vocal inflection:

moving

upward, monotone,
downward;
(lyrical, mysterious,
bombastic, etc.)

levels; o.g.

voice dynamics:

forces: strong, weak,

soft,

IN TIIK

PHYSICAL

SPEECH

(melody: high.

(loud.

1:

moderate,

on

tlie

at.

diilcrcnl
,

laying

floor, jumping,

hands vs. legs.

motifs rising.

.

.

number

line

acoustics

falling; direction

vibration

of line, contour,

earth, air

horizontal, vertical,

diagonal, etc.

color hues

positive

gradual, sudden

applied pressure

negative

loud; written

expression; story
character, subject
matter, specific

words

Tempo
(rate of speed)

in a

poem

voice articulation:
blaring,
resonant. .
onomatopeia: vocal
imitation of the sound
•associated with it buzz,
.

control of weight,

intensity of color

quality of

transfer of weight,
tense, relaxed,
weakness, strength,
gradual,

hues, textures of
substances

mate rial (s)

hiss, etc.

written word qualities

Duration
(rhythm: time
during which

something exists
or lasts)

spoken, sung,
chanted at regular
and irregular time
intervals, to include
pauses, the accent of
a

word

in

pattern sequence

weights,

or irregular time

broken mid unbroken

measures,

intervals; pacing,

line

counting,

moving

at regular

sequence of
process

time, sequence
of events

running, jumping,
movement patterns

a phrase

harmony, discord;

relationship of

harmony, discord;

operations on

Simultaneity
(harmony, dischord,

two or more people

moving alone, with

color blends,

numbers

sounds made

talking at the

elements of a visual
composition,

together)

or different time

another or
group

same

with' the

combination
of elements
to

make up

a substance

sculpture, collage

intervals

Musical Forms
(AB. ;

AB:

spoken verbal; plot
of a story or poem

ABACADA, etc.,
ABCDEF, etc.)

mime, roleplay events movement
sequence from one
story

place to another, or
in place

seeing visual shapes
as images

of the

patterns of forces
that underlie our
existence; ideas

formula, axioms,
numerical

formula,

process

relationsliips

process

functioning of minds,

or
machines, structure
of bodies,

1

of society.

Scales
(representing
different types
of

mood)

shown through

feeling in spoken or

feeling

written language:

shape, gesture.

affection, anger,

joy, sadness,

boredom

representational
of a mood, thought,
feeling

geometric forms

substance
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COLORS ASSOCIATED WITH MOOD

MOOD TONE

COLOR

Exciting-Stimulating

Red
Secu re- Comfo rtable
Distressed- Disturbed- Upset

Blue

Orange

Tender-Soothing
Blue

Protective-Defending

Red

Brown
Blue

Black
Purple

Despondent-Dejected- Unhappy-Melancholy

Black

Brown
Calm-Peaceful-Serene

Blue

Green
Dignified-Stately

Purple

Cheerful-Jo vial- Joyful

Yellow

Defiant-Contrary-Hostile

Red
Orange
Black

Powerful -St rong-Maste rful

Black
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GLOSSARY OF MUSICAL TERMS
Rest

Silence

Imitation

The restatement in close succession of a melody,
phrase of words, rhythmic pattern, etc.

Tone

A

sound

of definite pitch

and duration, as distinct

from noise and from less
Interval

The difference

in pitch

definite

phenomena

between two tones; the names

of the intervals indicate the

number

of the tones included

therein

Melody

A

Phrase

Comparable

Sequence

Repetition of a Phrase

Accent

The stress

Rhythm

Types:

succession of pitches or tones

(3)

Measure

A

Ostinato

A

free

—

of one tone

speech

over others

metrical-beat, accent recurs in regular
lacks regular accent (chant);
(2) measured
no common beat

(1)

intervale;

to a sentence of

—

group of beats, the first of which bears an accent

clearly defined melodic or rhythmical (percussive)
phrase which is repeated, usually in immediate succession

throughout a composition or a section thereof

Accompaniment

The musical background provided by a less important
part for a more important one, i.e. sound made for
,

speaking, chanting, or melodic singing.
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USING BAR INSTRUMENTS TO CREATE MOOD
The following information suggests how

the facilitator can arrange

pitches on bar instruments to create mood(s).

Mood and Mode

Mode denotes

the selection of tones, arranged in a scale (step-wise

progression) which can form the basic tonal substance of a musical
composition.

For example,
modes.

the overall sound of a simple folk song contains one or two

The mode selected by

the

composer

will often depend on the content

of the lyrics.

Modes, then, differ

in

sound according

to the selection of tones

and the arrangement of whole tones and semi-tones.

A

used

whole tone arrangement

has a consonant sound effect like that produced when any black keys are struck
on the piano.

occur.

When semitones are used

within a tonal arrangement, dissonances

The tones represented below (C major scale) have two dissonances, one

occuring between E and F and the other between B and C.

Eliminating the

dissonances F and B would therefore create a consonant or pleasing sound
effect.

CDE

FGABC

D
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Pentatonic

A mode
mode or

that is found in

pentatonic scale.

almost every part

To a large extent

of the

the folk

world

music

of

is the five tone

western

civilization falls into the patterns of the pentatonic and
authentic

modes

(Dorian, Aoelian, etc.).

The pentatonic mode can be easily produced by playing
five black keys of the piano.

produced when any tone

pentatonic mode.

is

pleasing effect

struck among the five tones of a particular

mood

to another, a

diagram indicates how

Name

A

This allows children the freedom to improvise within that

tonal arrangement, and the

mood or mode

any order the

The tones above represent the white keys from

which the C, F, and G pentatonic modes can be created.
is

in

will

remain constant.

rearrangement of tones

to create three pentatonic

mode

is

To change from one
needed.

The following

modes.

Tones Used

Omitted Tones

C

C D, E G, A

F and B

F

F, G, A, B,

B and E

G

G, A, B, D, E

C and F

of Pentatonic

,

,
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Dorian and Aeolian

The Dorian and Aeolian modes can be used for improvisation
serious

mood

is

desired.

modes are a mixture

of

The serious quality

is

if

a

created because these

whole tones and semi-tones.

To create these modes,

the following tones can be used:

Name

of

Mode

Tones Used

Omitted Tones

Dorian

D,E F, G, A

B and C

Aeolian

A,B,C,D,E

F and G

,

Using Chords

Chords can also be used
four, or

more

to create

mood.

Chords are made up

tones depending on the type of chord desired.

of three,

Some major,

minor, and seventh chords can be made from the bar instruments.

Major

chords can produce a pleasing mood and minor chords produce a more serious
response.

It is

of these chords.

possible that other words could be used to describe the sound

Seventh chords are major and minor chords with an added

tone.

Name

of

Tone Added for 7th Chord

Major Chord

Tones Used

C

C, E,

G

G

G, B,

D

F

F

F, A, C

E

b
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Name

of

Minor Chord

Tones Used

d

d,f,a

c

e

e,g,b

d

a

a,c,e

g

Tone Added for

7th

Chord

Using Intervals

To produce a feeling

of openness, intervals

is the

space between two tones

third,

C

G

to

.

For example C

to

may

be used.

E

the interval of a

is

An

interval

is the interval of a fifth.

Fourths

Fifths

C

to

F

C

to

G

G up

to

C

(4th)

D

to

G

D

to

A

F up

to

C

(5th)

etc.

etc.

Inverse

etc.

Dissonant sound can be produced by using the intervals of seconds,
sevenths, and tri-tone.

Sevenths

Seconds

Tri-tone

(Inverse of 7th)
to

B

B

to

C

D to

C

C

to

D

C

to

B

etc.

etc.

When modes, chords, or
all

F

intervals, are used on the bar instruments,

other tones should be removed, otherwise a young child will have difficulty

aiming

at the

desired chord or interval.

Where tones cannot be removed, rubber
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may

be placed on the tones to be omitted.

A

sound mode

A

point of view.
child's

may

be created from the facilitator's or from
the child's

facilitator

mood or use

This deadens the unwanted tones.

may want

to create a special

to

enhance a

a mode, or interval as accompaniment for
a poem,

story, puppet show, speech chant, event, or

Children at other times
to

mode

may want

movement

interpretation.

opportunities to manipulate the tones and

create their own moods.
Structuring a mood-situation can be accomplished by arranging
one or

more bar instruments
example,

in a place

where they

will be

most

For

one child needs to "get into" a mood, the teacher might place the

if

bar instrument inside a large cardboard box turned on
he or she creates will surround him and

personal need.

instruments

When several

may

may

its side.

is

children desire to create the

used because

it

The sound

possibly "get at" his or her

be placed in a circle so the children will

The circle

other.

effective.

same mood,

the

be facing each

improves communication between peers

and facilitator.

An important

factor to

remember

the choice of scale, chord or interval, is

whether

it is

in creating a

how

sound mood, besides

the sound is manipulated,

played softly or loudly, whether high or low tones are used,

whether the tempo

is fast

or slow, whether one instrument

is

played or

all

played together, whether wood or metal bars are used separately or together,

whether

felt,

not silence

is

wood, or rubber mallots are used to
used.

hit the bars,

and whether or
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SIMPLE MUSICAL FORMS
1.

Rondo

:

(A

:

B A C
:

:

’A" represents a

:

A D A
:

:

:

etc.)

main theme, which can be a statement or
question
each individual child's response B, C, D,
etc.

that is repeated after

Sequence follows

this pattern:

A: Total group (or individual) states the question
or statement.
B: Individual child's response to "A"

A: Total group repeats "A"
C: Next individual child's response

A: Total group repeats "A"
etc.

2.

Solo Tutti

:

(Al, A2; Bl, B2; Cl, C2; etc.)

Before this sequence begins, the facilitator may ask a question or
statement that is not repeated during the sequence pattern. "Al"
represents an individual child's response to that question and "A2"
is the total group imitating the "Al" child's response.
"Bl" is
another individual child's response and "B2" is total group imitating
"Bl's" response.

Sequence follows this pattern:
Al: Individual child's response
A2: Total group repeats "Al's" individual child's response
Bl: Next individual child's response
B2: Total group repeats "Bl's" individual child's response
etc.
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3.

Combination Rondo and Solo Tutti

:

(A; Bl,

B2; A:

Cl, C2; A: etc.)

A

repiesents a main theme wliich can be a question or
statement
that is repeated after an individual child's response,
and total group
repeating the child’s response.

Sequence follows

this pattern:

A: Total group (or individual) states the question or statement
Bl: Individual child's response to "A"
B2: Total group repeats "Bl's" individual child's response

A: Repeat "A"
Cl: Next individual child's response

C2: Total group repeats "Cl"

A: Repeat "A"
Etc.
4.

Binary

:

(A:B)

"A" could represent or consist of one of several responses
theme. "B" represents contrasting responses to "A".
Sequence follows

to a given

this pattern:

A: total group, small group, or individual response(s)
B:

Total group, small group, or individual contrasting or opposite

response (s) to "A"
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5.

Ternary: (A; B: A)

The same as binary except the "A" returns and
Sequence follows

is

repeated.

this pattern:

A: Total group, small group, or individual response(s)
B: Total group, small group, or individual contrasting or
opposite response(s) to "A"

A: "A" repeats

6.

Through-Composed Descriptive

:

(A: B: C: D: E: F:

G: etc.)

This is like a link sausage form. Each person contributes her or his
in succession. This can take the form of a continuous story,
or responses can be related to one theme or major topic.

own idea

Sequence follows

this pattern:

A: Individual child’s response
B: Next individual child's response

C: Next individual child's response
etc.

7.

Canon:

A

(A,

A

A

etc.

A

A

A

etc.

A

A

A

theme, statement, or idea is given and repeated
intervals, in time, similar to a round.

Sequence follows

at

etc.)

measured

this pattern:

A: Individual or small group statement, question, or idea repeated
over and over
A: Delayed repetition of "A" response by individual or small
group
A:

Delayed repetition of "A” response by another
individual or small group
etc.

8.

Random Canon:

A

(A

B

B
B

D

etc

D

A

etc.

E.

.

A theme,

statement, question, or idea is given, and repeated at
random. New ideas find their way into this free flowing spontaneous
form, which can also be repeated at random.

Sequence follows

this pattern:

A: Individual response given and may be repeated. Later a new
statement response is given which could possibly be imitated by
others.

A: Imitated "A" response by another individual, but freely
breaks off into his own idea(s)
B: Next individual response (s)

APPENDIX B
QUESTIONNAIRES AND CHECKLISTS USED
IN

EVALUATION
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QUESTIONNAIRES AND CHECKLISTS USED
IN EVALUATION

Introductory Survey Questionnaire No. 1

Behavioral Checklist No. 2
Attitude Questionnaire No. 3

Cover Letter

to

Behavioral Checklist No. 4

Behavioral Checklist No. 4

Observer Questionnaire No.
Self-Evaluation Teaching

5

Form No.

Child Questionnaire No. 7

Closure Questionnaire No.

8

6
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INTRODUCTORY SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE NO.

1

Describe what you know about the following:
1*

W*13* do music

(sound) and language have in

2.

What do music

(sound) and

3.

What do music

(sound) and visual design have in

4.

What does music have

in

movement have

common

Matl^ Health, Reading, etc ?

common ?

in

common?
common?

with Physical Education, Science,

(specify subject)

5.

List the physical dimensions of sound in music.

6.

List the simple musical forms used by composers in music.

7.

List materials for creating sound.

10.
8.

In

what ways (verbal or non-verbal) will a child express himself or

communicate ideas and feelings
9.

Are there any other ways a

in school?

child will express himself or

communicate

his ideas and feelings outside of school not covered in the above question?

Have you had any experience using children's interests or
environments as a resource for learning?
If

so, please describe briefly.

their physical

BEHAVIORAL CHECKLIST NO.

2
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^

X in
space to indicate how often you use the following
when you are working
with children in a learning experience.
N °ne

Little

rl

Working with children out

Often

Very Often

9

of their desks in an

open space

4

3

3

role playing acting out characters

6

3

3

use imagination, fantasy, make believe
use non-competitive games similar to children's

2

6

3

street

games

5

Activity is created on impulse, that is,

it

3

1

is

spontaneous
topic is suggested by a child

5

4

2

5

6

3

humor

4

7

1

surprise

3

6

1

4

6

1

8

5

2

4

5

1

3

6

1

1

1

6

1

1

1

6

2

6

3

2

1

6

3

3

pantom ine

8

2

1

chanting

9

1

1

poetry

9

3

1

children's drawings, paintings, etc.

7

1

3

Openness

every child freely explores and chooses his own
materials to work with
boisterous speech, slang

1

1

Social Interaction

children freely talk with each other during the
learning experience
children work together in small groups on a
given task
every child can express his thoughts or ideas
that relate to the topic

every child can express his feelings by
responding emotionally

Arts Expression
children answer questions non-verbally such
as: using movement gestures, making sound
from instruments or showing pictures

use
use
use
use
use

of clapping, and whole body

movements

Indicate other things you use not mentioned here:

1

attitude questionnaire NO.
Please react to the following questions regarding how you
LAE. Feeling can be identified as satisfying or annoying,
attitude

1.

How

3

before, during and after the
positive or negative, favorable

felt

or unfavorable attitude, excited or bored, happy or unhappy,

do you feel before the LAE begins: tired, unhappy, just o.k.

etc.

happy, physically

,

sick, other:

2A.

During the LAE you will be asked to mark the chart below five times to indicate if
you
feeling very uptight, some inhibition, or no inhibition when responding through
speech, movement, sound, or visual interpretation.

were

_

Responding

Very
I

2

Some

uptight
3

4

5

1

2

No

Inhibition
3

4

5

1

Inhibition
2

through speech
through movement
through sound on
inst.
body, object
through visual
through:
3.
,

2B.

How
1.

6.

2.

3.
4.
5.

do you value the information received from the participant in the group.

accept
accept
accept
accept
accept

How do you

reject

reject
reject

reject
reject

feel

4.

What

5.

What did you

now

feelings
feelings

feelings
feelings

feelings

that the experience is

did you like ?
dislike ?

Other comments:

other
other
other
other
other

over?

3

4

5
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COVER LETTER TO BEHAVIORAL CHECKLIST
February

28, 1974

To: Classroom Teacher
Regarding: Marking a Behavioral Checklist
From: Steve Kenney, Instructor of Music Methods for Career Opportunity

Program

Ma *y

is

presently enrolled in

for the Classroom Teacher.

my

class entitled

The

first part of the course is devoted

New Music Methods

using a model to integrate the arts into learning experiences for
children. The purpose of the model is to:

to

1.

incorporate "play-oriented" activity into learning
experience, no matter what subject area is being taught,

2.

promote social interaction between children during

the

learning experience,
3.

use children’s own verbal as well as non-verbal expressions
during the learning experience, and,

4.

incorporate

Enclosed

is

what

am

more openness

into

each learning experience.

a checklist of items that will help clarify each of these
areas. Would you please observe Mary three times during the month
of March? This will help me see if there is any transfer of learning
in

I

doing.

In marking the checklist, wait a week between each observation. If
you cannot do this, perhaps it would be possible to get someone in
the building who can. Try to make the observation as casual as you
can without the student knowing why you are there. Observe without

the checklist, then

mark

it in

private.

This survey is related to my dissertation work at the University of
Massachusetts. I would appreciate the information by the end of
March. Thank you for your cooperation.

BEHAVIORAL CHECKLIST NO.

4

Indicate what you observed by placing a letter in the space.
A all the time

—

1.

B — frequently
C — sometimes
D — rarely

—never

E

March
Working with children out
e. g.

,

uses child’s imagination
2.

of their desks,

sitting on the floor in a circle

— acting our

fantasies, role playing, pantomine

use of game-like activity similar to children’s
chanting, rhyming, jump rope games

response by children seems spontaneous

3.

children talk with one another during
the activity

children talk and work together on a task in
small groups without the teacher

every child is given the opportunity
respond emotionally
every child

is

to

given a chance to express his

ideas that relate to the topic
children’s expression appears through their

use of:
bo dy movement: clapping
whole body gestures
s peech: chanting
poetic st atements
visual media: drawings
constructe d objects
pictu res, slides
sound media: singing,

instruments, objects

”

March

March
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March
4.

children show pleasure and interest by
smiling, laughing

humor

evident
sadness, hate, anger is allowed
materials appear interesting to children,
they like what they are doing
teacher appears relaxed and is enjoying
the children's responses
is

additional

comments you would

like to

make from what you saw

March

March
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OBSERVER QUESTIONNAIRE

No. 5

1.

After you have observed an IAE indicate by marking an
"X" on each spectrum
below.
\

The content (germ

In

idea)

was suited

every way

Somewhat

2.

The content focused on

4.

interests, Needs:
(circle

what

to the age level.

Not at

the students’ physical environment, concerns,
physical, social, emotional, mental, other

is applicable)

During the instroduction the problem(germ idea) was made clear

3.

all

to the

students.

Crystal clear

The students had

Just fair

Very fuzzy

the option to participate voluntarily.

7.

In

every way

During exploration students had the opportunity

5.

In

Somewhat

every way

Somewhat

Not at
to

all

search on their own.

Not at

all

During exploration and improvisational sharing students were encouraged

6.

to collaborate with peers.

Not

at all

Somewhat

In

every way

Students were permitted to pose arid solve their own problems in their

own ways.

In

every way

Somewhat

Not at

all

8.
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Students were provided with significant options and choices
of manipulative
»
materials.
9.

Not at

10.

all

Somewhat

In

every way

During improvisational sharing every child had an opportunity to express
himself.

No

Yes

The

facilitator

evoked and recognized children's ideas and used them

within the experience.

In

every way

The

11.

In

facilitator recognized and did not hide her

every way

12.

Not

Somewhat

Learning was interdisciplinary,

at all

Not at

all

own emotional responses.

Somewhat

Not at

all

(use of the arts)

Somewhat

In

every way
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SELF-EVALUATION TEACHING FORM NO.

6

Procedure Plan and implement an IAE suited to the children you will
be
working
with. Please indicate by marking an "X" on the spectrums
1.
to show
:

how YOU are

feeling and how the CHILDREN are feeling
(1) before the IAE;
during the introduction; (3) during exploration;
(4) during improvisational
sharing; (5) during closure; (6) after the IAE.
(2)

How

do you feel now before you begin the IAE ?

NEGATIVE
2.

SOSO

JUST O.K.

GOOD

VERY GOOD

tired

fair

average

little

positive

physically

other:

other:

inhibition

excited, but

ill

other:

3.

relaxed

up tight
uncomfortable

no inhibition
comfortable

other:

other:

During the introduction

I

felt

(refer
to categories in No. 1)
4.

During exploration

I

felt

(refer to categories in No. 1)

During exploration the children responded
with enthusiasm

average

bored

positive

interest

not enthusiastic

attentive

othe r

uninterested
other;

very interested
othe r

:

During improvisational sharing

(refer to categories in No. 1)

:

I

felt
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During improvisational sharing the children
reacted

bored

average

uninterested
5.
other:

very positive

interest

attentive

other:

very interested
enthusiastic
other:

During closure

I

felt

very good

Good

relaxed

So-So

Negative

little

Justo.k.
average

fair

tired

positive

inhibition

other:

other:

no inhibition
comfortable

other;

up tight
uncomfortable
other:

other:

During closure the children reacted

NEGATIVE
6.

Now

POSITIVE

that the experience is

over

I

feel

(refer to categories in No. 5)
7.

What did you
the IAE ?

8.

From

like best and

what did you

the overall experience

how

like least

when you were

did the children let you

know

facilitating

the

IAE was

interesting or uninteresting?
9.

Did you see any change in attitude or behavior of any children during the
IAE experience?
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10.

At what time during the experience did you use the following:
(1

introduction, 2

— exploration, 3 — improvisational sharing,

4 closure)

sound

(clapping, instruments, body sounds, etc.)

speech

or more of the above numbers)
(chanting questions or responses, poetic statements)

movement

(sound gestures, whole body movement, role playing,

(Indicate by using one

mime,
visual media

imagination

etc.)

(children’s drawings, slides, constructions, physical
environment, etc.)

(make believe, fantasy, role playing, etc.)

simple musical forms to structure improvisational sharing
(rondo, through-composed descriptive, ternary, etc.)

11.

Additional comments:

CHILD QUESTIONNAIRE NO.
!•

Place an "X" on the line below to show how you

Really good

me

2.

Tell

3.

In the

the

It

what you

was O. K.

7

felt

about the activity.

I

didn't like it

did.

space below draw a picture about something that happened during

activity.
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CLOSURE QUESTIONNAIRE NO.

8

First write answers to these questions, then form a small group with
other
in the class, and discuss your ideas and feelings.

members
!•

How would you compare IAE

2.

traditional

to the type of instruction

you see going on in

classrooms today?

3.

In

what way have you benefited by the IAE approach?

In

what way do children benefit from

4.

What are

the limitations of the

this

IAE approach?

IAE approach?

APPENDIX C

EXAMPLES OF PRE-PLAN GUIDE SHEETS
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The following Pre-Plan Guide Sheets are examples
strategies which have been used with children.

designed; however, in planning, the facilitator

of teaching

They are not sequentially

may want

to

sequence several

IAE's around a general concept so that each IAE builds on the other.

Examples one, two, and three, are possible ways
concept sound.

The

environment.
taken to a

first focuses on

new physical

making sound, but

feet.

The

sound made from the child’s physical

The second example concentrates on sound made by
setting to find sound-making objects.

with uses of the child's voice.
of

of approaching the

the child

The third deals

Example four could demonstrate another way

the purpose is to bring out the significance of hands and

child's shadow, a mirror-like image,

becomes

the subject matter

for example five.

These examples should be regarded only as examples
different

directly

germ
from

ideas can be developed.

it

show how

Pre-planned germ ideas should come

the students' physical and social environment.

writes out a pre-plan,

to

should serve as a temporary guide.

When

the facilitator

Flexibility

should prevail during the actual experience to suit the possible changing needs
of the group.

When

the facilitator has pre-planned and implemented

many

IAE's, the structure will become natural and writing plans should no longer

be necessary.

Pre-Plan Guide Shoe t-- Example

Germ

idea:

Problem:

199

1

Sound

Do children differentiate
classroom?

the sound qualities inside and outside

the

Environmental Setting: Inside and/or outside the
classroom
Possibilities for sequence
Introduction

The introduction should be triggered by a sound that has
occurred
or is occurring outside the room. Stay inside or go outside.
V. C. Close your eyes and listen to the sound outside the room.
(wait one or two minutes) Where did the sounds come
from?
^

(spontaneous verbal responses)

V. C. Close your eyes and listen to the sounds inside the room,
(wait one or two minutes). Where did they come from?
(spontaneous verbal responses)
Exploration

V. C.

1.

Imitate one of the sounds you heard outside the room.
(allow enough time for this to develop)

V. C.

2.

Imitate one of the sounds you heard inside the room.

Improvisational Sharing
S.

M. F.
1.

Rondo
A: (sing/chant) There’s a soimd outside the room,
like this.

2.

.

.

goes

.

A: (sing/chant) There's a soimd inside the room,
like this.

it

it

goes

.

Closure
1.

(sing/chant)

All the sounds outside the

room goes

like this

(everyone responds)
All the soimds inside the room go like this.
V. C. Whisper in someone's ear what your favorite sound is and tell
.

2.

.

.

(sing/chant)

him why you

like

.

.

it.

Extension

Have a cassette tape recorder available for children to collect
sounds that are originating inside or outside the room. Share
them during another IAE.
Illustrate and dictate stories about sound inside or outside
room, "my" apartment, "my" kitchen, etc.

^The abbreviations used

examples are: V.C. =verbal cues,
musical form.
F.=simple
M.

in the following

N. V. C. =non-verbal cue, and S.

"my"

-
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Pre-Plan Guide Sheet

— Example 2

Germ

Idea: Sound
Problem: Do children know the different sound qualities which can be
produced from simple junk items?
Environmental Setting: A junk yard

Possibilities for Sequence

Introduction

Arrival at a junk yard

Exploration
V. C.

Explore and find things you can use to make sound with: wood,
metal, glass, etc. (let children discover the items such as tubing,
hollow and rough surfaces, on their own).

V.C.

Bring collected items
media.

V. C.

Which ones are your

to

a special location and share the new sound

favorite sounds ?

Why ?

Improvisational Sharing

S.M. F.

Rondo
A: Create a sound theme using all the junk instruments (if this is
too chaotic, use speech with the sound to accompany the theme,
(i.e. , sounds, sounds, all them junk sounds; sounds, sounds, all
them junk sounds).
demonstrating his new instrument
B: One child responds

—

A: Repeat "A”
C: Next child's response

— etc.

S.M. F. Ternary
Divide into small groups of three players to a group.

A: one instrument demonstrates
B: three instruments demonstrate together
A: first instrument ("A") demonstrates again
Repeat this sequence three times until each person in the small
group has an opportunity to play the "A" section by himself.

—

Closure

;

pitch
Classify the sound of the junk instruments according to
harsh,
(highness to lowness) and timbre (quality of sound:

ringing, etc.).
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Extension

Some

children could discuss the proper care of
instrument.
Illustrate

"my" new

and dictate stories about "my" new instrument.

Represent visually the sound qualities of "my" new instrument.

Use

the tape recorder to create, record, and play back sound

compositions.

I

Pre-Plan Guide Sheet

- -

Example

3
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Germ

Idea: Sound

Problem: Can children distinguish the sound qualities of their own voice
and the voices of others ?
Environmental Setting: Hallway, stair well, or similar room good for
resonating the sound qualities of the voice.
Possibilities

for Sequence

Introduction

Take children

to a stair well. Chant "Hello. " (If a good room
for resonating sound isn't available, have children cup their

hands when using their voice or have on hand an array of large
to small cans or wooden boxes that can be passed around for
speaking, chanting, or singing into.)
Exploration

V.C.
N.V.C.
V.C.

1.

2.

3.

My voice can make sound (explore non-sense syllable sounds)
Gesture for children to explore spontaneously.
My voice can make sounds as I move about this room, (explore
the voice range while moving at different rates of speed.)
Explore the different voice qualities in a sitting position (use
sound gestures, i.e., clapping).

Improvisational Sharing
Circle

Of

V.C.

all the

sounds created, share one with the group (using the

following forms)

S.M.F.

1.

Through-composed (A,B, A,C,D,E,

2.

Solo-tutti (solo, group imitation)

3.

Random canon

N.V.C.

etc.)

(Begin with one child's sound and have him repeat
likes, then add other children's sounds to it.)
he
it as long as
Hand gestures may help keep the sound going.
.

be effective to do this with three or four children at a
time, but tiy to do it with the entire group.
Play the game conductor. One child sits in the middle of the
circle and uses gestures to signal each person to play his voice.
Each conductor should develop his/her own way of signaling to
the other children when he/she is to begin the sound and end the
It

4.

may

sound.

Closure
V. c.

—

The sound

of

my

his voice did).

Chant Good-bye

voice went.

.

.

—

(each child should express what
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Extension
Visual Art: Illustrate with color, paint, etc., what "my" voice sounds like
at different times and in different places.

Look

at

a plastic model of the voice box, and find out where the
come from.

voice sounds

Pre-Plan Guide Sheet- -Example 4

Germ

Hands and Feet
Problem: Can hands and feet do the same things?
Environmental Setting: Inside a room, hallway, stairwell, outside,
Idea:

etc.

Possibilities for Sequence
Introduction

V. C.

1.

Observe your own hands and then have someone
look at them. Do the same with your feet.

V. C.

2.

In

in the

group

what ways do you use your hands and feet?

Exploration
V. C.

Explore this room using only your hands and

feet.

Improvisational Sharing
Circle
S.

M.

F.

Rondo

Chant #1: A: "There are things hands do that feet never can (Use clapping
for accompaniment) oh
(cup hands to mouth and elongate the vowel by increasing the
dynamics from soft to loud)
2 B: (child demonstrates his response
lots of things like:
through role playing). A" (Repeat "A") etc.
Chant #2: "There are things feet know that hands never will (use feet
stomping for accompaniment) oh
lots of things like: "B" (child demonstrates) etc.
Closure
V. C.

V. C.

.

(spontaneous responses)
What
What things can all of our hands do? (spontaneous responses)
What things can four feet do? (spontaneous responses)
What things can all of our feet do? (spontaneous responses)
things can four hands do?

Why

are hands and feet important?

(discussion)

—

Extension
Visual Art; Illustrate and dictate poems about hand and feet,
own, but dad’s feet or brother's hands, etc.)

Experience together on a large piece of paper
a hand and feet painting, using fingerpaint.

(15’

(not only

x

your

20' at least)

"Feet andHands"
Publishers, 1967, pp. 18-20.
by Dorothy Aldis, San Francisco: Chandler
2 Donald J. Bissett (ed.).

Poems and Verses

to Begin

On.

,

Pre-Plan Guide Sheet

Germ

— Example

5

Shadow
Problem: Do children recognize and identify with their shadow?
Enviromental Setting: Darkened room that has a large open space
movements and a sunny day outside.
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Idea:

for free

;

Possibilities for Sequence

Introduction

Children enter a large open space, a room which has been
darkened. An overhead projector is turned on which covers one
wall with light.
Exploration

Children should immediately discover their shadows and play with
them through spontaneous movement. (Allow enough time to freely
explore the many dimensions of the shadow.)
Improvisational Sharing
Semi-circle facing lighted wall: Use instruments when needed.
S.

M.

F.

Rondo
1.

3
shadow oh shadow oh what can you do?"
B: One child responds in movement, (have another

Sing Chant, A:

n Oh

child play an instrument to read the shadow’s
movement or have the child who is demonstrating

*

2.

3.

carry the instrument).
A: Repeat "A"
C: Next child responds. . . etc.
Change Chant, A: Two shadows two shadows oh what can you do?
B: Two children respond and interact (two other
children select instruments to represent each
shadow)
A: etc.
Change Chant, A: Three shadows three shadows oh what can you do'
B: (sarnie as above except with three instruments) etc

——

Closure

—

S.M. F. Binary

(spontaneous
they do?
Sing Chant: A: All shadows all shadows oh look what
movement and sound of instruments being played simultaneou
do ? (repeat this
B: All shadows all shadows oh look what they
phrase until all shadows have vanished to the outside. . .
sun.
where the children can see their shadows created by the

^Bissett (ed.

).

op. cit.

p. 48.

:
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Extension
Discussion: What is a shadow? How is one created? Point out
other types of shadows.
Using the following poem: (have children pick a partner and role
play this poem)
M

My
My

silly

My

silly

shadow doesn’t know, I'm the one that makes it go.”
shadow follow my arm, (shadow imitates person's
arm movement)
.head. .
hand.
shadow follow my leg. .

silly

shadow follow

silly

hips

My

.

.

.

.

.

etc.

me

take

me somehwere where

can be
shadow, Goody-bye

I

Good-bye

silly

silly

person.

.

